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Wines from Canada's IWo major wine grape growing regions.. the Niagara
Peninsula, Ontario and the Okanagan Valley, British Columbia...~ fingerprinled wilh
100'% corTeC1c1assificaljon. usingthc e1emcnIsAt. V, Mn. Co, Zn, Sr, Rb, Mo. Sb, and U.
for the purpose of verifying region oforigin. Wines were diluted 2:1 wilh 0.2 M HNOl
and element roncenbations in wine were determined by inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS), wilh precision <5% for Cd. Sb, Ba. 11. Ph, and U; <10% for As.,
Rb, Sr, Mo. Cs. La. Ce. and Th; <15% for V. Mn. Fe. Cu. Zn. Ag. and Bi; <20% for Mg.
AI. Ca, Co, Ni, and Br. and <25% for ti, Be, Ti. Se. and I; and 27% for CI and P.
Element concentralions were log lnlnsfonned 10 give a better evalualion of Ihe
consistency of the data given the assumptions evolved in parametric statiSlical models.
Graphical analysis and multivariate statistics were used to discriminate: ""ine by region, and
the element Sr was found to have the highest di5Criminating power. Analysis of vineyard
soils by X-ray nuorescence also revealed that Sr. as well as Ca, Ba, and Ti. can be used to
discriminate soils from the IWo regions unequivocally. Note the relalionship between soil
and wine concentrations was not linear. Elements in wine grouped by principal component
analysis showed agreement wilh elements grouped by ionic polential. suggesting element
mobility has a strong influence on element concentrations in wine. Discriminant and cluster
analysis of the Okanagan wines grouped wines made from grapes from the same vineyard
to a high degree, suggesling individual vineyards could be fingerprinled for this region.
The Niagara wines were grouped to a lesser extent by these statistical procedures. possibly
due 10 the mOfC homogeneous geology and climate of the Niagara region.
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1.1 FilleerPrilItiIt&wilta
Fingerprinting wines 10 show region oforigin has been examined for the purpose
of verifying authenticity. and is of interest in Canada due to the recent growth and
increased regulation of the wine industry. A fingerprint is an identifying pattern. and in this
study refm to a pattern in trace element concenuations which identifies a wine. a
vineyard. or a wine region. Trace element fingerprints are deciphered in wine by the
determination of multiple element concentrations followed by statistical analysis of the
concentrations. Studies of fingerprinting wines from other grape growing regions have
used trace element concentrations (Baxter el aJ.• 1997; Danzer el al.• 1999). isotope ratios
(Hom el al.• 1993: Day el aI., 1994; Eschnauer el 01.• 1994). and organic compounds
(Moret el aI., 1994). Baxter el aJ. (1997) analysed 48 trace elements in wine and were
able to discriminate between English and Spanish wines with 95% correct classification,
and between wines from 3 regions within Spain unequivocally. Individual vineyards in the
Okanagan valley were identified with 100% COfTttt c1assiflCalion using trace element
composition (Greenough el aJ.• 1(97). Wines from six different Gennan wine producing
regions were analysed for inorganic and organic constituents. and statistical analysis
showed five of the regions could be fingerprinted. with 90% correct classification (Danzer
el al.• 1999). These preliminary studies indicate that trace element concentrations show
good potential for fingerprinting wine.
Bedrock composition. soil chemistry and viticultural practice arc: thought to have a
strong influence on trace element composition of wine. Bedrock is weathered to form soil.
and elements are tllken up from the soil by grape plants from which wine is produced.
I-I
Wine processing can also enrich or deplete some element concenlrntions in wine.
However. the proven ability lO discriminate wines by region oforigin suggests that
regional environmental faclors and vitkullur.ll practice have a controlling influence on
element concentrations. 1be addition or depletion of some elements in wine differs with
wine processing and winemaking technologies (Muryani and Papp, 1997: Eschnauer.
1982). forexarnple the use of5lainless sleel storage tanks have been shov,n to increase Cr
and Ni concenlration in wines (Eschnauer. 1982). Wine processing methods and
conditions differ with wineries and wines. therefore it is expected that element
concentrations which arc strOngly influenced by viticulture or processing will have greater
within region variability than betw«n region variation. Wine processing practices can
change from year to year. so using elements which have conccnlrations thai are strongly
affected by processing will create an unstable fingerprint. especially if it is to be applied to
wines outside the sample populatlon. For fingerprinting a specific wine. elements which
arc influenttd by processing are useful unless processing practices change significantly
between vintage year.>.
1.2 Major wille rrgiom i. C•••da
1be Niagara Peninsula and the Okanagan Valley are considered to be cool climate
grape growing areas, due to their nonherly latitude compared to other grape growing
regions. and their cold winters. The Okanagan Valley spans 160 lon, and many of the
vineyards are located on the sloped sides of the valley on well drained soils ofglacial and
post glacial origin. Climate is governed by the region's location in the lee of the Coast
Mountain range. The south end of the valley is Canada's only classified desen. receiving
less than 10 cm of precipitation per year, whereas the nonh end is slightly less arid.
I·'
receiving less than 26 cm precipitation per year (BCW!' 2000). All the vineyards in the
Okanagan are irrigated. with more walCr being required in the arid south end of the valley
(BCWl. 2000). More detailed discussion of the gco'ogy and c1imale of the two regions are
given in Chapler 5. Grape production in the region has rapidly expanded from 2500 acres
of vineyard land in 1995 10 4200 acres in 1999 (BCWI. 2000).
The climate of the Niagala Peninsula is governed by its proximity to Lake Ontario
and Lake Erie. as these large bodies ofwalCr store and release heat. moderating the
temperature of the region from cold winter air masses (Haynes. 2000). lbe topography of
the 3lU is flat compared to the Okanagan. and soils aR also ofglacial origin. but are
poorly drained due 10 a subsoil accumulation ofclay (Chesworth and Evans. 1982). The
majordilTerencc:s in vilicultural practice between the two grape growing regions are thaI
few of the vineyards in the Niagara region are irrigaled. bul many have been re-graded and
had sub-drnins added 10 improve drainage (Haynes. 2000).
1.3 Grape grow-i_C in Canad.
Grape growers have become increasingly aWaR oflhe imponance of which grope
variety grows where. creating an inlCrCSl in defining wine subregions. or appellations
(Wilson. 1999). Grape variety has a defining influence on wine flavour. and hundreds of
grape varieties exiSI. MoSI ofthe wine grape varielies produced today are members oflhe
single species Vilis vinife.ra. the only vine which originaled from Europe (Robinson.
1996). Vilis vinife.ra species are damaged by winler temperatures reaching below -200C
(Haynes. 2000). so there is a risk 10 growing vinife.ra varieties in Canada's cold climate.
North American vine species. of which there are several. are better suiled to Ihe cool
Canadian climate. but many. particularly Vilis /abrusca. produce wines with a marked
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musky flavour. making them less popular to consumers than wines made from the
European grapes (Robinson. 1996). Hybrids are vines bred from more than one species.
and vines bred from two or ItlOf"e North American species are termed American hybrids.
whereas vines bred from Vitis vinifera and American species, are termed French hybrids.
Hybrids have been produced both to suit climatic conditions of grape growing regions.
and to combat mildew and pests. The American vines are resistant to phylloxera. a louse
which attacks vine roots and has been termed''the great vineyard scourge-. as it killed off
many of the vineyards in Europe in the 1860's. Most Vitis viniftra vines are now grafted
onto the roots of a phylloxera resistant American species. or onto specially bred
rootstocks (Robinson. 19(6). Both the Niagara and Okanagan regions went through a
"rebinh" in the late 1980'5 and early 1990'5 when most of the Nonh American vine
species wen: pulled out and vineyards were replanted with Vilis vinifera grapes
(Schreiner. 1994; Haynes. 1998).
1.4 Wine productioD i. Canada
In Canada. most grapes are harvested in September. with the exception ofgrapes
for late harvest wines and icewines. whtch are harvested as late as the end ofNovembeT.
Grapes are stemmed immediately after picking. to remove the stem. leaves. and grape
stalks. and crushed. which is done either by pressing the grape against a perforated wall or
passing the fruit through a set of rollers. Sulfite compounds are sometimes added to
grapes immediately after harvesl. to prevent microbial contaminatton before cNShing
(Jackson. 1989). Maceration is the breakdown of grape solids by crushing. allowing
cxtraction ofcompounds from the seeds and skin into the juice. In red wine production.
the macerate (crushed grapes. including seeds and skin) is fermented. but in white wine
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production. the skins and seeds are usually removed immediately by pressing. and the juice
is fermented (Jackson. 1989). To produce rose or blush wines. fermentation ofme
macerate is much sOOner- than for red wines. Maceration can involve a shan exposure to
high temperalure. and then sulfur dioxide is usually added to the juice 10 prevent microbial
contamination. Sulfur dioxide prevents microbial growth while not affecting most wine
yeasts (Jackson.. 1989). Trace elements which adsorb 10 the grape skin are expected 10 be
more concenltaled in red wines. Trace element concentrations were used to discriminate
red and white wines (Greenough el aJ.• 1996); and to discriminate red. rose and white
wines with 100';' accumcy (Baxter el aJ.• 1997).
Oejuicing is acrom.plished first by allowing the juice to run out fiom the macerate
under its own weight. fotloW¢d by pressing. where pressure. spread out over a large
surface area, is applied 10 the crushed grapes (Jnckson. 1989). Fining. which is the
removal ofsuspended solids. can be accomplished by adding the adsorbanl clay. bentonite;
by adding diatomaceous eanh. or by filtration. The use ofbenlOnite as a fining agent
causes enrichment in rare earth elements in wine (Jakubowski el al.• 1999).
Sugar content ofjuice is measured as total soluble solids (in °Brix). and detennines
the capacity of the juice to suppon alcohol production. In cool climate grape pnxlucing
areas such as Canada. cane sugar can be added ncartbe end of the fermentation process if
the juice °Brix is insufficient to generate the desired alcohol content (Jackson. 1989).
Yeast cause fennentation 10 produce alcohol. where glucose and fructose are metabolised
producing ethanol as one of the products.. Wine is fermenlC'd and stored in large tanks or
vats. usually made ofoak, stainless steel. or fibreglass. Owing stOfage. crystals can form
from tartrate and oxalate. and precipitate out Ca and other elements (Jackson. 1989).
1-'
Wines are usually bottled and corked in the spring following grape harvest, so wine
processing takes about 8 months.
1.5 Wille Labcw.e
Fingerprinting wine by its trace element concentrations has applications for
detecting fraudulent wines. Wines in Canada are labelled by grape variety, geogrnphical
region, and vintage year. which is the year in which the wine grapes \Ir'el'C harvested. Wine
production in British Columbia (B.C.) is governed by the British Columbia Wine Institute
(BCWI). which enforces regulations on winemaking and labelling. and by the Vintner's
Quality Alliance (VQA). which also sets standards for the wine industry. but to which
membership is currently optional. Membership in the VQA ofOntario became mandatory
on June 29. 2000, but the Ontario VQA is curmltly separate from the British Columbia
VQA (Wine Council of Ontario. 2001). The Ontario and British Columbia VQA are in the
process ofjoining to fonn VQA Canada. to make industry standards the same for both
regions. and as a consequence labelling laws of Canadian wine are undergoing change in
both =
At the time ofsampling. there were slight variations between labelling and wine
producing standards in the two regions. but the use of geographic and varietal
designations are similar. Varietal wines are made from Vilis vinifera gropes or approved
Vilis vinifera hybrids. where at Ieast8S% of the grapes used are of the variety on the
label. Geographical designation requires that wines be made from grapes exclusively from
a given region. Wines which are labelled with a vineyard designation must be made from
gropes grown only on that vineyard. Wines which are labelled "Estate Bottled" must be
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made from 100"1. grapes owned or controlled by the winery in a viticultural area (BCWI.
2000).
1.6 Objectins .ad ••tliae or the study
The primary purpose of the study was to detennine if it was possible 10
diffem.tiate the two wine.giowing regions ofCanada by lface clement concentration. and
10 detcnnine which clements are important to fingerprinting wine. Fingerprinting of
subregions and individual vineyards was also examined within each region. and the source
of the fingerprint clements in wine was studied by analysing the soils and examining the
geology of the tv.-o regions. The ability 10 distinguish wines from the same vineyard within
a region. and to fingerprint wines from which several vintage years were sampled. was
also examined. Samples were taken to try to explain variability in clement composition of
wine caused by grape variety. regional environmental effccts. differences in viticulture and
~ing.
A sample set of95 Canadian wines. 59 from the Okanagan Valley and 36 from the
Niagara Peninsula. were analysed by inductively coupled plasma mass spccuometry (ICP.
MS) for 35 elements. Wines taken fOf" the study were made from grapes grown on a single
plot of land. and a soil sample ....-as taken from the vineyard ploL To reduce the effects of
varietal differences. wines made ftom the mosl popular variclies of Vilis viniftru grapes
were chosen preferentially, b«ause Ihese were the most frequently available in both wine
producing regions. Vilis vinifcra grape varietks which .....ere sampled were Riesling (29
samples. 2 of which were icewines. and 2 of which were late harvest). Chardonnay (16
samples). Pinat Blanc (\2 samples). Gewumraminer (9 samples). Pi not Noir (7 samples).
and Pinal Oris (2 samples). as well as one wine each from the varieties Merlot. Muscat.
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Rotberger. Sauvignon Blanc. Syrah. Traminer. and Viognier. Also sampled were the
varieties Baeo Noir(3 samples)., Vidal (2 samples). Marechal Foch (Isample). and
Okanagan Riesling (I sample). which are French hybrids. Of tile wines sampled. only 13 of
tile 95 were red. being from the grape varieties Baco Noir. Marechal Foch. Merlol. Pinot
Noir. and Syrah. Rotberger grapes have a pale nesh and a daril. skin. and wine made from
these grapes is fermented on the skin. as are red wines, giving the wine a rose colour. The
ability to discriminate wine variety and colour using trace element composilion was also
e:o;amined.
From within the Okanagan region. samples from 4 or 5 vintagey~ of the same
wine were taken from 4 wineries. for the purpose of fingerprinting individual wines and
vineyard plots. Samples from the upper. middle and lower pan ofa tank of wine. and from
3 different tanks containing Ihc same wine....."CTe sampled to determine the variability
within a batch of ....;ne. Two icewines were also analysed. and the effects of icewine
production on trace element composition were examined.
From the Ontario region. wines made from 3 to 5 grape varieties. from grapes
grown on the same vineyard. were sampled to fingerprint individual vineyards. Three
wines processed at the same winery but made from grapes grown on different vineyards
were sampled. to compare variability with wines which arc: processed at different wineries.
The variability of element concentration in wine samples which were made from grapes
grown on the same vineyards, but processed in two different wineries. were also
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2.1 WI.e ...pli..
AJI samples were taken in the Okanagan Valley and the Niagara Peninsula in April·
May. 1999. then transported to Memorial University ofNewfomdland. The majority of
the samples ""~rc taken from coded bottles of wine. excepl for 16 ofme samples which
were taken from processing tanks at wineries. Corks were removed from bottled wines
and wine was poured into labelled 100 ml Nalgene bottles until completely full. The
bottles were previously cleaned by soaking overnight in 2 M HNO). then rinsed with
Nanopure \Wter and dried in a high-cfficiency particulate air (HEPA)-fiItered air cabinet.
which filters air to reduce contamination from panicle deposition. For me 16 samples
taken from tanks. the wine was either poured off through a spout on the tank or sampled
with a pipette into a 100 ml boule. The sample bottles were filled to the top and then
capped to eliminate air bubbles and minimize the effects ofoxidation during storage. The
samples Wttc transported to Memorial University of Newfoundland.. and kept in cold
storage (4C1C) before analysis. The effects of storage on wine was examined by Baxter el
al. (1997) and was shown 10 have no effect. although the amount oftime from beginning
to the end of the study was unspecified. Wine samples in this study were stored for three
to five months before analysis, and relative standard devialion (RSD) was found to be
similar for samples analysed on~ consecutive days as~ samples analysed several
week! apart (Fig. 2.1).
,-,
2.2Wi...alysis
Wines were analysed for 36 tr.lce elcments by ICP-MS (Li. Be. B. Mg. AI. P. S.
CI. Ca. Ti. V. Mil. Fe. Co. Ni. Cu. Zn. As. Or. Sc. Rb. Sr. Mo. Ag. Cd. Sb. I. Cs. Sa. La..
Ceo T1. Pb. Bi. Th. and U). Samples were analysed in duplicate or triplicate to monitor
reproducibility ofthc anaIyticaJ method.
2.2.1 R~ts alld so..tioIu
Solutions were prepared using distilled HNOJ • Equal volumes of Fisher Reagent
Grade ACS concenlIated acid and Nanopure type I grade water (17 MOem) were mixed
and distilled in a su!HxHling quart!: still (Quartz and Silic:e. France). and the distilled 8 M
acid \\13S collected in a Nalgene 201 polyethylene carboy (Longerich. 1993). Ethanol was
Anhydrous Ethyl Alcohol from CommerciaJ Alcohols Inc. (Brampton. Ontano).
2.2.2 Sa_pie prtpanltM.
All sample Nbcs and standard bottles were cleaned prior to use by soaking
overnight in 2 M HNO).lhen rinsing with Nanopure water and drying in 3 HEPA~filtered
air cabinet. WiM samples ~re diluted by aceunuely ~ighing approximately 5 g of wine
and 5 g of0.2 M HNO) into 16 mm by 101 mm polypropylene tubes (Sarstedt. Gennany).
This method of sample preparation. as discussed by Baxter el al. (1997). gives the
advantage ofdiluting the amount of ethanol from 10-120/. in the wine to 5-60/. in the
sample. and thereby diminishes matrix effects associated with ethanol. AU of the elements
in gaseous state in the spray chambn are transponed to the plasma. whereas only 1·2% of
sample in liquid state reaches the plasma. Organic solvents often have a higher volatility
than water and therefore in mixed aqucous-organic solutions. more of the sample solution
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reaches the plasma. causing plasma instability (Montaserel af.. 1998). By reducing the
amOWlt ofethanol to 5-6% in the sample. lhe plasma loading is reduced causing a more
stable plasma (Boom and Browner. 1982). The 1:1 dilution maintains lTM:ISt trace element
concrntrations above detection limits of the ICP·MS. and the 0.1 M HNOJ sample matrix
maintains element stability in solution.
1.1.3 C.tibratioa ltaltdards ud rdern« lII.teriab
Four external calibration standards were used for the wine analysis. Standards
were made up in 250 ml Nalgene bottles from laboratory stock solutions which were
prepared using SPEX Plasma·Gradc slandard kit powders. Standard solutions were matrix
matched to the wine samples by diluting with 0.1 M HNOI and adding ethanol to a final
solution of6% w/w. Element concentrations in the standards are given in Table 2.1.
Water reference materials T.123, T·127. T·I29. T·135 (United States Geological
Survey(USGS» and Acid Mine WaleI' (AMW·3: Denver Federal Cemre (DFC).
Colorado) were matrix matched to the wine solutions by diluting 10 ml reference material
with 84 ml O.ljII HNOl • and 6 ml ethanol. 10 give a final solution of 6% ethanol. These
refe~ materials were then analysed as unknowns to monitor the accuracy and pcecision
of the analyses.
1.1.4 lastra_eat.tio.
The inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) was a Hewlett
Packard 4500 Series ICp·MS which uses a quadrupole as the mass analyser. an Ar plasma
source and a concentric ncbuliser. Samples are nebulised into a Scott double pass spray
chambet". where larger droplets (>10 Ilm) are deposited on the walls of the spray chamber
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then fall into a drain. and the finer droplets. as well as the molecules in gas phase. are
transported to the plasma by the carrier gas (Monwer el aJ.• 1998). The instrument
Iabon.tory is supplied with two air conditioners in order 10 minimise insttument
nucruations. A Neslab CFf-15 Refrigerated Recirculator cools deionised water nowing 10
the Peltier cooling device. which in tum cools the spray chamber to 2°C. Water from the
cooler is also passed through the copper tubing of the load coils. and through cooling
water lines to the sample interface. the turbo molecular pump at the ion lens chamber. and
the radio frequency (Rf) amplifter. to prevml overlteating (HP 4500 ChemStation
Operator's Manual. 1997).
1.2..5 Openli_. conditions
lnc: tuning parameters for the instrument are given in Table 2.2. The instrument
was tuned for maximum sensitivity and uranium oxide ion formation of less than 2%.
according to HP 4500 ChemStation Operator's Manual Ch. 2. A luning solulion of 10 ppb
Co. Y. Rh. Cs. Tm. and U was made up to 0.1 M HNOJ and 6% ethanol and used to
optimise sensitivity throughout the mass range. Optimal opernt.ing conditions. particularly
the ion lens settings <Longerich et aJ.• 1985). art' different for low and high mass elements.
so tuning for the entire mass range compromises the sensitivity (count rate per unit
concentration).
The instrument was operated at a radio frequency (RF) power of 1500 W
(increased from 1200 W usually used for solution analysis) 10 accommodate the dilute
ethanol (5-6%) content of the samples (Longerich. 1989). Because of the increased
plasma loading caused by the ethanol in the samples. the RF power WQS raised to ensure Q
stable plasma. A high RF power increases plasma tolernnce to organic solvents and creates
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a hotter plasma with higher ionisation (Boom and Browner. 1982). Plasma tempera~.
which is decreased by the introduction of volalile solvents into the spray chamber. can be
increased by I) increasing RF power (Lichte. 1987).2) decreasing Ar gas flow (carrier.
auxiliary. and nebuliser gas). and 3) decreasing sample uptake. The plasma gas cools the:
outer ton:h tube. 50 because ofthc increased torch temperalwe resulting from the high RF
power. a high plasma gas flow·rale (14 Vmin) was used to cool the torch and ensure
plasma stability.
Once sensilivity was oplimised. the condilions for low oxide ion fonnalion.
without loss of sensilivity. were found by aspirating the luning solution and measuring the
ion inlensilies for !lIU' and its oxide :mUltO'. The oxide ratios (254 12]8 amu) were
approximalely I,..•. and did not exceed l-A.. The fonnation ofoxides decrease with an
increase in plasma temperature. as more bonds break (bonds break when heat energy is
greater !han bond energy). and equilibrium shifts from MO· 10 M' + O. reducing
polyatomic species fonnation in the plasma.. The operating conditions determined for
opIimal sensilivity with low oxide ion fonnalion are given in Table 2.2.
Nebuliser gas flow has a strong effecl on the ion signal inlenSity (Longerich.
1989). The effttl of nebuliser gas flow on signal inlensity. oxide formation. argide
fonnation and double ion formation was examined for a number ofelements. The data
acquisition software was programmed 10 count each ofthc desired ion intensities for 10 s-
with the nebuliser gas flow-f3.te set at 0.5 Vmin. The nebuliser gas flow-rate was then
increased by 0.1 Vmin and the ion intensities were acquired again. This was repeated over
the range of nebuliser gas flow-f3.les from 0.50 to 1.50 Umin. and ion signal intensity was
then plotted as a function ofncbuliscr gas flow-ratc (Figs. 2.2 to 2.5). Thorium e)~') is
a good indicator of polyatomic ion fonnation because it forms the strongest oxide bond
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(204 KcaUmol) of all the elements except calbon (CRC Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics. 1983). and therefore provides a "worse case scenario" for oxide formation for a
given set of operating parameters. Fig. 2.2 shows optimal ion intensity. with low oxide ion
interference. otturs at a nebu1iser gas flow-rate of 1.0 lImin. The background signal.
monitored at 227 amu. was st1bJe throughout the range of nebuliser gas f10W-r.ltes.
Although Co fonns much ,-,'eaker oxide bonds than Th (88 Kcallmol. CRe Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics., 1983). ion intensity and oxide formation as a function of nebuliser
gas flow-rate were examined in Fig. 2.3 to show a nebuliser gas flow-rate of 1.0 Vmin
gave high sensitivity and low oxide ion formation for a low mass e1cmenL
The: effect of nebuliser gas flow-rate on the sensitivity of IOOCe was examined. as
well as oxide formation (I-ccl*(}·). and doubly ch:u'gedjon formation (~c") (Fig. 2.4).
The signal intensity was found to be optimal at a nebuliser gas flow-rate of 1.1 Vmin. with
oxide formation de1::reasing with decreasing gas flow. and a high sensitivity and low oxide
formation occur at 1.0 Vmin gas flow rate. Doubly charged ion formation. which usually
decreases with increasing gas flow, was found to be low throughout the range of nebuliser
gas flows. The nebuliser gas flow-ratc was therefore set to 1.0 Vmin as a comprimise
between high sensitivity and low oxide fonoation.
Because thc hotter plasma associated with running at an RF power of 1500 W
causes a higher tcmpcrat.ure torch box. the water cooler was found to be inadequate at
keeping the cooling water at 2O"C. Temperature drift in the water cooling the loading
coils ofme torch can ClUte instability in the plasma conditions. The cooling wateT
temperature was set to 25°C. to keep the water temperature stable and the torch
conditions constant.
,..
Because many of the low mass elements were important to this study. and have
higher backgrounds as well as more interferences than do high mass elements. the
nebuliser gas flow-rote was further examined. where the low mass elements were
optimised in terms of maximwn siana! intensity (Fig. 2.5). Optimal signal intensity was
found to occur at 1.1 Vmin nebuliser gas flow-rate. While the signal intensities for "Mn
and uCu decreased fOf" gas flow-rates greater than 1.1 Vmin. the: signal at 42 amu remains
above 100.000 eps. This is due to an increase in argide fonnation at higher gas flow-rates.
and the signal at 42 amu becomes enhanced by the presence of.l(JAr'H~. The signal at
43 amu is also enhanced. though to a lesser extent. by the tail of 1:!<:160:r and the
fonnatioo of"ArH'H and 'lIAr]H j • Argide formation. along with all polyalomic ion
formation. is minimised by lowering the gas flow-rate. but is accompanied by a loss of
sensitivity. Sening the nebuliser gas flow-rote to 1.0 Ilmin compromises a high sensitivity
with [ow argide fonnation.
2.2.6 Hadq;ro..d ioa i.tn.sitia
The formation of poIyatomic argides. hydrides. oxides. nitrides and carbides in the
plasma causes high background intensities. especially in the low mass range. The high ion
intensities for the 60/. ethanol blank. as compared to the 0.2 M HNOJ and Hp blank
solutions. rfiulted in high detection limits for several of the low mass elements due to the:
foonation of polyatomic species. The spectrum for the lower mass range of a 6% ethanol
blank is compared to the spectra. of 0.2 M HNOj and HlO in Fig. 2.6. The low mass
spectra of2 wine samples. Irvine ChardoMay and De Sousa Haeo Noir. are plolted with
the spectra of the 60/. ethanol blank. in Fig. 2.7. to show ion intensities in wine compared
to those in the calibration blank (background intensities). For ions where the concentration
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of the analyte in the sample is below or close 10 the background intensity, which is high
due 10 high backgrounds from polyatomic ion formation, quantitalive analysis is not
possible. Elements which were below detection. limit in most ....ines were ~i. due to the
OCCWTet'lCe of 1'="'0 at 28 amll, .uSc. due to the occurrence of '~'~'~'Hat 45 amll,
and nCr and IlCr. because of the fonnation of.l(lAr I,= and 4OArl~IH. The polyalomic
species 40ArlJC is also present at 53 arnu. but its abundance is relatively low compared to
that of 40ArI1CH.
In addition. analytical data for BandS were discarded. The element. "'8. WilS
below detection in most wines and all reference materials. due to high backgrounds. The
element. B. has a low mass and a high ionization potential so quantization by ICP-MS is
eltpected to be poor. The use of boric acid in sample preparation for rock samples
analysed by the HP 4500 Series ICP·MS may also cause memory effects for this element.
Backgrounds were also high for~. causing high detection limits and poor ~ision.
Because metabisulfite is used to prevent bacterial growth in wine processing and in
storage equipment. high variability in S concentrations may occur between wines from the
same vineyard and diffe~t batches of the same wine. and therefore S is not e.'(pected to
be a useful element for discriminating wine by ~iOQ_
2.2.' Choi« or t5otopes
For elements where two or lTlOfe isotopes eltist. analyte ions can be chosen by
examining the spectra for masses with high anaJyte isotope abundance and low
interferences and backgrounds. The isotope nCI was measured due to the high
background on nCI caused by 36ArIH. Both 4:ZCa and 4JCa were measured. but the
detennination of~JCa was used in the data analysis., because despite the higher isotopic
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abundance of'~ the OCCIIlTenCe or'llMH at 42 ainU causes a high background. The
olher isotopes orCa were not used for the dctennination.9ue to the presence of Ar at
40 ainU. IIC(~'~ at 44 amu and the isobaric interferences with Ti at 46 and 48 amu.
Three isotopes of Fe were mcasumi. at 54. 56. and 57 amu. De1mnination of the isotope
"Fe was used as a high background occwttd at 56 amu from -Ar1'O. a high background
occurred at 54 amu due 00 "'Ar1-N. and Cr causes an isobaric interference at 54 amu. 1be
two isotopes "Se and 11Se wcre measured. wilh high backgrounds occurring due to
'llA~ArIH and "'lAr1IHl • and interferences occurring from "'Ar'CI and ·'BrIH. The
detennination ofl;!Sc was used for the data analysis although the detection limits of the
two isotopes are similar. Iktennined concentra1ion oflhesc two Se isotopes sho\lo'ed good
agreement. which is evidence for good background and interference correclion.
2.2.8 An.log c.libraltoa
1be Hewlett Packard 4500 Series ICP·MS has two modes ofdetection: a pulse
counting mode. which measures ions in counts per second (cps). and an analog mode.
which measures a current signal. and is cross eaJibrated with the pulse counting mode to
produce an equivalent cps. The pulse counting mode is used for low ion intensities. up to
about 1.000.000 cps. and the analog mode. which overlaps the upper range of the pulse
counting mode. can be used for signals above 10.000 cps.. but is better not used until
required (at 1.000.000 cps). as pulse counting has less noisc. Calibration of the analog
cUlTCntlO equivalent cps is performed once a~k according 00 the procedure in the
HP4S00 ChcmStation ()pcrator's manual. using tuning solutions made up in 0.1 M HNOI
and 6% ethanol. to givc signals with low RSD in both modes.
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:U.9 Dal• •~lIililion
The elements IOJRh and InRe were used as intemaJ standards because they are not
present in significant quantities in wine. An internal standard containing 2 ppm Rh and Re
in 0.2 M HNOJ is introduced to the sample lUbe by a y-eonnec:tor. to give a sample
solution containing approximately 0.1 ppm internal standard. Both the sample uptake and
the intemaJ standard uptake are controlled by a peristaltil;: pump. and the sample solution
reaches the nebuliser at a rate of0.4 ml sample/min and 0.02 mt internal standatdlmin. The:
use of two intemal standards allows the interpolation or extrapolation ofa matrix
correction throughout the mass range (Longerich. 1990).
A wash cycle with 0.5 M HNOj for 180 s was perfonned between each analysis.
Two flush samples were placed at the beginning of each run in order to allow the uptake
of internal standard solution to reach the y<onnector.
Samples were run in sets of 14, in which thett are four calibration standards
(solutions containing known amounts of specific elements (HP 4500 Chemstalion
Operator's Manual». a flush sample (a solution used to rinse out residual analytes caused
by high concentrations in the samples). a calibration blank (a solution used to detennine
background concentrations for the calibration solutions; a reagent blank is a blank fOC" the
sample solutions. but was not used in this study because samples and calibration solutions
were matrix matched). six unknown wine samples and two reference materials. Two wine
samiHes. Irvine Chardonnay and Innislcillin Chatdonnay. ~re used as in·house reference
malerials and one of these samples was analysed in evfty run. to monitor long teon
reproducibility. Cycles of 14 lUbes (data acquisition for I cycle takes 170 min) ....'ere used
to provide frequent re-ealibration and drift correction. Because of the increased volatility
of the 6% ethanol samples compared to aqueous solutions, evaporation is more ofa
concern as it alters c:onc:entration. To reduce evaporation effects. NItS were no longer than
3 cycles and the rubes ....~ kept covettd until irnmtdiately befOC'e the run commenced.
Calibration standards. which are II$UaIly measured repeaeedly from 500 ml bol:t1es
throughout many nms. were poured into rubes for analysis. to ensure that evaporation
effects are the same for samples and standards. Using larger vessels for repeated
measurements and NItS may allow evaporation ofethanol over time. altering the
concentrntionofthe standalds and causing a difference in matrilt bet"...een the samples and
standards.
The wine standards and samples wen: analysed by ICP-MS. using the operating
parameters given in Table 2.2. The ion intensities are recorded as cps (counts per second).
and the unknowns are then calculated as concentrations in pans per billion (ppb)
according to the procedun: described in detail in Appendix I. which was wrinen as a
Lotus \·2-] (Release 5) spreadsheet. Wine.wk.4.
The data was reduc:ed lirst by matrilt colTcction. then blank correction.
Interference corrections were made for CI on ~. SIV. and 77Se; Br on uSe; and Ca on
"Fe. "Co. ~i. and ..sell., for which ion intensities of interfering species are shown in Fig.
2.8 and 2.9. Also shown in fig. 2.9 is the ion intensity of the interference caused by Cion
J'As. which was negligible and therefore not corrected. Sensitivity (cpslppb) of analytes
throughout the mass range. normalized to isotopjc abundance. is given in Fig. 2.10
(calculation for sensitivity given in Appendix A). Ion intensity (in cps). was divided by
sensitivity and by dilution factor to give concentrations (in ppb) ofanaIytes in wines.
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2.3.1 Dd«tio.limits au pm:isiH (as RSD) ulc:u..ted for tIIch element
Detection limits (DL) and limits ofquantization (LOO) for the method are
calculated for quality assurance and to anow interpretation of the unctttainty of the data.
especially for analytes with concentralioos near Of" below the DL. The DL is defined as the
lowest concentration that can be detennined to be statistically different from a blank
(Douglas. 1992). The solution detection limit was calculated as 3 times the standard
deviation of the mean count raleofthe analyte in the calibfil.lion blank. divided by its
sensitivity in ppOIcps. The sample detection limit is calculated for each analyle of each
unknown sample. by dividing the element detection limit by the sample dilution factor. If
the sample detection limit for an element is greater than the concentration calculated for
that element then the precision of the analysis is poor as the percent relative standard
deviation (RSD) for that concentration is greater than 33%. Confidmce in the apparent
analyte concentration increases as the anaIyte signal increases above the DL (Keith et al..
1983). Limit of quantization (LOQ). calculated from 10 times the standard deviation of
the blank divided by sensitivity. gives a morc rigorous parameter for detection. The LOQ
is defined as the level above which quantitative results may be achieved with a certain
degree ofconfidence (Keith et al. 19&3). Table 2.3 gives mean sample DL and LOQ's for
the method. calculated as the solution DL or LOQ divided by the mean sample dilution
factor.
The reproducibility oflhe method was detennined by analysing each of the wine
samples in duplicate or triplicate. Precision. as RSD for each anaIyte. calculated as the
mean RSD of the samples with concentrations above LOO. is reported in Table 2.3.
The detection limits for many of the lower mass elements were high for wines
measured by this procedure due to high backgrounds from polyatomic ion formation. but
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none of the: wines analysed had concentrations below LOQ for the: elements Li. Be. Mg.
AI. Ca. Ti. V. Mn. Fe. Co. Ni. ell. or Zn were below LOQ,
Poor precision was found for the: halogens. CI. Sr. and I. which also have high
detection limits associated with them because of their high ionization polemial. and also
due high backgrounds for Cl and Sr (Section 2.2.7). High analytical backgrounds for lhese
elements occur in St John's. where lhe wines were analysed. due to high atmospheric
concemralions from road salt and sea spray. Ohhe halogens.. I has the lowest detection
limil due 10 the low background at 127 amu. which is only tonlinuum as there are no
polyatomic species causing high background at litis mass. It is also monoisotopic and has
Ihe lowest ionization potential orthe halogens. although il is also Ihe lowesl crustal
abundance halogen.
The detmion limit and RSD oftbe element P was also high. due 10 high
backgrounds and low sensitivity due 10 a low ionisalion potentLaI (Douglas. 1992). Low
Kmisalion polenlial as well as polyatomic background and intetfering species also cause
poor precision for $e. and concentrations in most wines are below LOQ (but above Dl).
Several detennined concentrations oflhe elements Ag and Bi were below dettttion limit.
1.3.2 Aecuracy of the met"od
The mean measured concentrations of elements in the five waters ref~
materials (USGS and DFC) are compared 10 the recommended values (RV) for the
reference materials. and most probable values (MPV's) compiled from past runs on the
instrumem (HP 4500 Series at Memorial Universil)' of Newfoundland}. which are used as
in-house reference values (Table 2.4). The MPV's compiled at Memorial University of
Newfoundland have been found to be consistently and significantly differem than RV's for
some values, which is thought 10 be due 10 RV's being compiled from a large data base
with high variability. Where concentrations compiled from past NI'IS~ found to be
significantly different from recommended values. MPV's are given. and were used as
"most probable" values instead of the recommended values. Because the walers reference
materials were diluted 10 limes. the sample delection limits oflhese malerials are
approximately 5 limes higher-Ihan those of the wines. although the solution detection
limits remain the same as for the wine samples.
Thcre is poor agreement between the MPV and the mcasured concentration for Zn
in reference T-123. because the MPV is below the LOQ. The concentration ofln in Ihis
reference material is well befow the range ofconcentrations of Zn in the wine samples. and
the measured values for Zn show good agreement with MPV's in the other reference
materials, which contain higher concentrations.
None of the halogens delermined (CI. Or. and I) had MPV's available for the
reference materials. so the accuracy of their dclemtination could not be assessed.
CoocentnJ,tions ofl were found to be highly variable between wines. suggesting it may be
of use in discriminaling wines. In the environm~nt. I exists in several oxidation states. In
highly oxidizing environments, I is in the fonn of 101", which is a mobile and stable
species. In its most reduced foem, I", it is also mobile. but can be oxidill:d to the volatile
species Il . Wines are a reducing environmenl, as the alcohol-producing yeast use up the
oxygen creating an anaerobic environment. and I is therefore expected to exisl in its
reduced form. I". The wine samples were diluted to 0.1 M HNO). so it is possible Ihall"
was oxidised to I~, \\/hen the samples are analysed by ICP-MS. the I~ would easily convert
to a gas upon nebulisation. and a signal enhancement would occur as gas is lransported
from the spray chamber 10 the plasma with 100% efficieocy. whereas only 1-2% of the
solution reaches the plasma. 1hc oxidation staleofl in the calibration SWldard is diff~t
from lhal ofthe samples. as para:periodic acid is acidified wi!h 0.2 M HNO). so I is in an
oxidized state as 10;, and will not be volatilised in the spray chamber. 1hc uneutainly in
the speciation ofl in solution also creates uncertainly in the accuracy ofthe wine analysis.
The inclusion of e1emenls in !he fingerprinl analysis is further discussed in Section 2.6. The
elements P, CI. and Br. for which accuracy and precision are suspected 10 be poor. were
left out of the analysis., whereas for the elements Se. Ag, 1and Bi. concentralions in wine
were examined relative 10 Olher e1emenlS. but were not included in the regional
fingerprint
2.4Iccwi.n
Icewines are made from grapes which are IlOlturally frozen on the vine 31 -SoC or
lower (VQA Icewine Faetsheet2000). Grapes are harvesled for icewines much laler than
other wine grapes. often in lale November. so !hese grapes left on lhe vine have more time
10 bioaccumulate (race e1emenls. Grapes also wither and shrink when !hey are left on the
vine !his lale. which may cause element concenlrntions in the fruit to become more
concentraled. Grapes are harvested and pressed while frozen. and most of the water in the
grape cells remains in the press as ice. so the juice is extremely concentrated and has a
high sugar content (Jackson. 1994). Due to the high concenlnllion of sugar in the icewine
juice. the wine is left with a residual sugar concentration of greater than 100 gil after
femenlalion (which converts sugar 10 ethanol and COJ. This high sugar conlent in
icewines caused these samples to be poorly matrix marched to the calibration standards
and blanks. and high backgrounds and interferenccs were suspected due to the higher C
content oflhcsc samples. To dClcnnine the accuracy ofthc analysis. and (he high
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backgrounds caused by the sugar content. full mass spectra were collected for a solution
of6% ethanol in 0.1 M HNOJ (calibration blank). a solution of 6% ethanol in
0.1 M HNOJ also containing 100 gil fruc:tosc. a solution of6%ethanol inO.1 M tlNO)
containing ISO gil fNCtose. and two icewines (Lang and Sununerftill Riesling lccwines).
Sugar in wine is actually approximately SO% fructose (C,HI)O.) and 50-10 glucose
(C.H I20.). but the two molecules are expected to have similar speclra due to their similar
formula and stNCt~. High backgrounds in !he fruclOSe solutions.. compared to the
calibration blank, are due to polyatomic species containing C. H. and 0. Fructose has a
molecular weight of 180 amu. and the fructose solutions have higher ion intensities at this
mass than does the calibration blank. indicating that a small percentage of the fructose
molecules are not alOmiscd in the plasma. The fructose molecule (Fig. 2.11) breaks in the
plasma 10 fonn the: species CH~OH.c-o at 59 amu... causing a high background for Co.
and (CHOH»)CH~OHat 121 amu. causing a high background for Sb (Figs. 2.12 and 2.13).
Several hydrocarbon species fonn in the intennediate mass range. some of which are
CH~OH-COH at 60 amu which causes a high background for Ni. O=COH-CHOH at
75 amu which causes a high background for As. and O=C-{CHOHh causes a high
background at "Sr(Fig. 2.13).
2.5 Wine diCesl!
Ten of the: wine samples were prepared for analysis by a digestion procedure. used
by Greenough el W., (1996 and 1997), as well as by the dilution method described above.
This study.servro two purposes: I) the comparison of the digested sample data with the
dilution method and 2) the removal of interferences caused by ethanol carbon in the
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diluted wine samples. which especially effects the elements Si and Crduc: to high
backgrounds from the fonnation ofCO and ArC.
2.5.1 Dipstioa proeect.re
From each wine sample. 20 g of wine was weighed accumtely into a 30 ml Teflon
digestion jar. The flasks were placed on a hotplate at 90°C and the sample volume was
reduced to a few mls. Approximately 2·) mt of8 M HNOJ was added and the wines were
taken almost to dryness. The resMiual was then dissolved in approximately 20 g of
0.2 M HNO) (Greenough el al.• 1997).
2.5.2 A••lysis by ICp·MS
The wines were analysed by a Hewten·Packard Series 4500 ICP-MS for the
elements Li. Ik. B. Mg. AI. Si. P. S. CI. Ca.. Ti. Cr. Fe. MR. Co. Ni. CU. Zn. As. Br. Se.
Rb. Sr. Ag. Cd. Sb. I. Cs. Ba. La. Ceo Tt Pb. Bi. and Th. Because the ethanol was
removed from the samples. the wines were analysed as waters with an RF power of
1200 Wanda nebuliser gas now of 1.0 Vmin. The calibration standards were made: up in
0.2 M HNOl • and contained the same elements as those used for the wines (Table 2.1).
except for the exclusion ofTh from Standard A. as it was used as an intemal standard. A
solution of2 ppm ·'Sc. lO)Rh. '17Re and ~l2"fh in 0.2 M HNO) was used as an internal
standard. and all count rate data was corrected for matrix effects.. background and drift. as
with the data reduction procedure for the wine samples. The only element with a mass
greater than n~ was })IV. and for this element matrix effects were linearly extrapolated
from the internal standards. Linear interpolation from the internal standard data. was used
for elements with masses between ~ISc and n~. For elements with masses less than "s<:.
the matrix effects were linearly extrapolated. which is different from the data reduction of
the wine samples pt'epaI'ed by the dilution method, \\otlete matrix/drift correction factor
was not extrapolated (but kept constant) for elements lighter than IOJRh. For thc: wines
prepared by thc: dilution method. a Jow mass internal standard could not be used due 10
high backgrotmds from the ethanol in the samples. and extrapolation from 103 amu was
determined to cause extreme colTe'Ction factors in the low mass range. Blanks were
subtracted and known interl'erencc:s, which for the digested samples were CI with liV.
1SAs. and TlSe; Ca with "Fe. "Co, and ~i; and Br with 11Se. were correcled for
mathematically. Sensitivity and concentration were then calculated using the four external
slandards. as with the diluted wines. The disadvantages of the digestion method compared
to the dilution method are that volatile elements (especially CI. Dr. and Se) are lost upon
evaporation of the sample. the additional reagents used for the digestion increase lhe risk
ofcontamination. and sample preparation is more time conswning. 1be problem of
polyatomic carbides causing high backgrounds is considerably reduced in the digestion
method by the evaporation ofethanol. but significant C concentrations were slill present
due to C in the Ar gas supply and C entrained from the atmosphere. The removal of
ethanol lowered the detection limits for Cr and Si ena~ing them to be quantified. as high
backgrounds obscured these elements from being determined by the dilution method. The
results from the digested wine show good agreement with those prepared by the dilution
method (Fig. 2.14) forthc anaIytes Mg, AI. P.Ca, Ti. V. Fe. Mn. Co. Ni. Cu. In. As. Rb.
Sr. Mo. Cd. Sb. Cs. 8a, La. Ceo TI. Pb. and U.
2.6 M.ftivarbte a.alysis
Multivariate analyses an: statistical methods used to identify patterns in
multivariate data sets (Statsoft. 1999). which an: data sets with multiple random variables
which are interrelated in such a way that their different effects cannot be interpreted
separately (Hair. 1987). Multivariate statistics an: useful to identify panems in large data
sets (Statsofl. 1999). and have been used for chemical fingerprinting in environmental
studies which rely on a large amount ofchemical data (Urdal et 01.• 1986: Van Dobben et
al.• 2001; Vogt. 1997). Because no individual element was found to completely
discriminate wine by region. and the large number of values of data available to fingerprint
wines (35 analytes for 95 wines). multivariate statistics were applied to reducc and analyse
the data. Other multi-elemcnt studies of wine classification have used multivariate
statistical methods for de<:iphering patterns of recognition for different regions and
showing structures in the relationships between elftneflts (Danzer et al.. 1999; Baxter et
01.• 1997; Soleas el 01.. 1997: Greenough el aI., 1997 and 1996; Moret ef al.. 1994 and
1984: Latone et oJ.. 1994). All of the multivariate techniques rely heavily on computer
sonware. For this study Systat Version 6.1 was used. along with Minitab 12 fot' ctc:ating
normality plots (Section 2.6.2).
2.6.1 Application of ,Iatlstics 10 chemical data
Data from chemical analysis presents cerutin difficulties when applying statistical
methods. Analytical uncertainty can not be accounted for in multivariate methods. so
erron can occur by including analytes with concentrations close to detection limit in
statistical methods as the RSD associated with them is high. Small data sets and outliers
cause results to be skewed and have low signiticnnce. and the multivariate methods used
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assume the variabl~are normally distribukd (a norma! distribution would assume thai for
ench element. 68% of the detmnined concentrations are within I standard deviation (SO)
of the mean. 95% oflhe concentralions are within 2 SO. 99"10 are within 2.5 SO).
1.6.2 COIlSickratiou for •••lytical ••C'fltaillty
All of the statistical methods used~ parametric. meaning the methods asswne
certain population parameters. usually a normal distribution and equal variance about the
mean. Data values which are below detection limits are difficult to account for in
paramelric statistical methods, because for most statistical procedures. ordinal values
(values which are greater or less than a value. such as concentrations below detection
limits) can not be inchJderl even though they have some quantitative meaning.
Concentrations below detection limit in this study were not discarded bc<:ause they have
meaning relative to concentrations in other wines. however. elements few which there arc
several wines with concentrations below detection limit ",,~re excluded from the fingerprint
analysis. Concentrations which are less than the detection limit are sometimes calculated
to have small negative values. ICP·MS. along with most analytical methods. has a non-
zero background which is subtracted from the gross signal to give the net signal. For a sct
of samples with a mean concentration of zero. half the samples will be calculated to have
positive values and half will have negative values.
2.6.3 Grapllical eu.iD.tioa of the data
Before any statistical procedures were applied to the data, descriptive statistics
were used to examine characteristics of the data set. Box plolS were created for each of
the elements in wine. to provide a visual summary of the data (Fig. 2.15). The median of
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the data set splits an ordered batch of numbers in half(5()'!' percentile), and the quartiles
split each halfof the data in half, marking the 25* and n lll pm:entiles. The interquartile
range. which is the range between the quartiles, is represenled as the height ofme box, so
the box oullines Ihe eXlent of the central halfofthe dala. and the median is marked as a
line dividing the box inlo halves (Wil.linson, 1996). The upper whisker of the plot extend
10 the largest value that is less than or equal 10 1.5 times the interquartile range. and the
lower whisker extends to the smallest value thai is less than or equal 10 1.5 limes the
inrerquanile range. Values outside the range of Ihe whiskers are marked with an asterix.
Box plots were created for each of the elements, and examination of these plots shows the
median, spread or overall distribution.. ske\\nes5 (sytrIJl1Wy about the mean) and the
presence of outliers.
Because a nonnal distribution is an assumplion oflhe statistical methods used.
each element was also p101ted on a nonnality plOl., in which variables are plolted against a
Iheoretical normal distribution with the same mean and standard deviation as the data.
Fulfilment of the assumption of normal distribution in a sample set decreases with
the number of samples. The wine sample set has 95 samples, and Monte Carlo sludies
have shown that violalions to the assumption of nonnaI distribution are nol as serious as
expected. especially with large nwnbers (greater !han 1(0) of samples (StatSofL 1999).
2.6,4 Maltinriate methods
The multivariale tet:hniques which were used to classify wine samples are principal
component analysis (PeA), cluster analysis. and discriminanl analysis. A combinalion of
these methods was used for the fingerprinling of wines, to fully explore the data and
diminish restriclions lhat may be put on the analysis by any particular technique.
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Relationships between element concentrations were first examined using PeA and cluster
analysis.. then discriminant analysis was used to detennine a fingerprint to distinguish
wines b)' their region oforigin.
2,6,5 Primp.' tc*poaClit •••lysis
The behaviour of elements in Canadian wine was examined using principal
components analysis. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a data reduction technique, in
which the intmelarionships between large numbers of variables are analysed and classified
in tenns ofcommon underlying dimensions or factors (Hair. 1987). This approach
condenses a large number of variables into a smaller set of dimensions wilh a minimum
loss of the infonnation which they contain.
The first step in factor analysis is the derivation ofa Pearson comlation matrix for
element concentrations in wine, in which Pearson's R coctelation coefficients delennine
the extem to which values of the two variables are proponionalto each other. Pearson's R
range from +1 to· 1 and because of the linear relationship there is an assumption that the
variables are normally distributed in the population. A normal distribution assumes that
oulliers are highly unlikely and therefore meaningful. having a large influence on
correlation coefficients. The robustness of the Pearson R values were examined by ploning
each analyte againsl every Olher analyte in a simple x-y scatter plot, and also by
detennining a probability value associated with each correlation. The probability value (p)
is the probability that an observed relationship ocxum:d by pure chance. 50 for p "" 0.05.
there is 95". confidence that the relationship can be reproduced (StatSoft. 1999). The
corrtlation matrix is Ihen examined for high values expressing similarity between variables.
If two variables are highly correlaled. it is indicaled they will give the same infonnation,
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and one oflhern can lherefore be discarded. as a ratio of4 oc 5 observations relative to
variables is recommended to produce a stable model. although a ratio as low as 2
observations relative to one variable is allowed by the method (Hair. 1987).
Unrotatcd. components give the best linear combinarion ofvariablcs. meaning the:
combination of variables which accounts for more of the variance than any other
combination (Hair. 1987). The component loadings range from 0 to I. and arc ideally high
for a few variables and low for all oliter variables in the analysis. showing a clear grouping
of variables. The number of components in PeA is initially derived by the latent root
criterion. then adjusted experimentally. With the latent root criterion only factors which
have eigenvalues greater than I arc included. Eigenvalues are the column sum ofsquares
for a component. and represent the amount of variance accounted for by that component
(Hair. 1987). The criterion is based on lite rationale that if a factor is to be ~tained it
should at least account for the variance ofa single variable. Another detenninant is the
scree plot derived by Systat as part of the PeA. in which the eigenvalues are plotted
against the number of factors in their order ofextroetion. and a cutoff point is determined
from the shape of the graph. "The plot begins as a steep slope then slowly becomes a
horizontal line. The cutoff point for the number of factors to be used can be taken as the
point at which the slope begins to straighten out (Wilkinson. 1996).
Rotation of the component matrix redistributes the variance to achieve a different
component pattern. Orthogonal rotation is accomptished by rotating the factors clockwise
so that the primary factor passes close to a cluster of variables.. while the second factor
remains al a 90" angle to it (Hair. 1981). Varimax rotation was used to maximize the
variance of the component loadings by rotating the initial factor so that a variable loads
high on one factor and as low as possible on all other factor.; (Hair. 1987). The
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componmts determined by PeA are labelled by lhc elements lhey group. and lhc total
variance explained by each component is determined by converting the eigenvalue 10 a
percenl value.
2.6.5.1 [Ie_nils diKarded from lite PCA
Examination of lhe PeA reveals simple data Slructures. but a high proportion of
variables 10 samples has been determined 10 make lhe PeA less reproducible (Hair. 1987).
so several elements ....l:fe removed. also making lhe analysis easier 10 interprel. Elements
were excluded from !be analysis if they did not load h.igh on any oflhe components. a high
analytical uncertainty associated with Ihem. and ifconcentrations are expl:<:ted 10 be
strongly influenced by processing. which would make the elemenl a poor discriminator of
region. The elements, CI and Or. loaded moderately high in several components and were
removed from the analysis. As well as having high analytical uncenainty associaled wilh
them (Seclion 2.6.2). lhese halide elements can be inlroduced into wine from lhe use of
antiseplics such as monochloracetic acid. and improperly cleaned ion exchangers through
which wines are sometimes passed to remove suspended material affecting wle. odour.
and c1arily oflhe wine (Amerine el a/.. 1982). Concentrations of these elements were
variabfe in wines from !he same vineyard. as wdl as bct~ vineyards. which is thought
to be because concentrations of these elements are strongly infl~ by wine processing.
and not by regional environment. The concentratton of Fe in wine can be increased by
processing in stainless vats (LatOrTe. 1994). This element was removed from the statistical
analysis as it did not lead high in any of the components. possibly due 10 the high RSD
associated with it. and blx:ausc it is likely thai concentrations are detennined by
processing. Concentrations ofCa in wine are affecled by processing. where cryslallizalion
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of calcium tartrate or calcium oxalate occurs both in lanks and after bonling (Jackson.
1994; Lato~. 1994). and Ca was also removed from the PeA. as it did not load high in
any of the components. Calcium carbonate is often added to wine for deac:idiftcation.
During aging. Ca precipilates from wine as !he crystals calcium tartrate and calcium
oxalate. termed "wine diamonds", Tartrate is a secondary metabolite fonned in grapes.
and calcium tartrate crystals are believed to precipitate with aging due to the slow
convm;ion of L-calcium tartrate to lhc insoluble o..isomcr (Jackson. 1994). The
precipitation of the crystal nuclei (nucleation) takes more free energy than aystal gro"'th.
and nucleation is therefore the limiting faclOr in calcium IatU'ate stability, Once the nucleus
has fonned. crystal growth is rapid. Nucleation is temperature dependent. so crystals can
be precipitated in storage tanks.. prior to bottling. by bringing the wine down to a
tempcranR near freezing. Scanning electron mtcroscopc images ofcalcium tartrnte
crystals laken from Scherzinger's Pinot Noir are shown in Figs. 3.2a} and b). and are
recognizable by thcirdodecahedral (rhombic). prismatic fonn. Calcium oxalate crystals
occur less frequently than the tartrale crystals. but can occur when tartaric acid is
convened to oxalic acid in must or wine. The redox palcotial ofmost wines stabilizes
oulic acid as a metal complex. such as ferrous oxalate. which can be converted to the
unstable ferric oKalale. and then dissociates and bonds willi Ca. precipitating calcium
oxalale as small cubic crystals (Jackson. 1994),
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2.6.6 O.,lno uaJyJil
Cluster analysis is a method of visualizing data. by grouping objects info clusters
so that objects in the same cluster are more similartoeach other than to objccts in other
clusters. Partitioning ofthe clusters can be determined from 3 number of similarity
measures. Pearson's R ~Iation was used as a distance measure. along with
agglomerative hierarchical clustering, which creates a tree-like structure. in which each
sample starts out as its own cluster. The two most similar clusters are then joined. and this
is repeated in a sttp-wise manner. The clustering method used was Ward's method. in
which distance between two clusters is the sum of squares between two clusters summed
over all variables (Wilkinson, 1996). This procedure tends to combine clusters with a small
number of observations. Cluster analysis ofelement distributions was used to examine
struet~ in the data set, to show element groupings found by PCA are not method
specific. and wines were also clustered by their element concentrations to examine wines
which cluster together.
2.6.7 Disc::rimi•••t •••lysis
Discriminant analysis can be applied to data sets where the dependent variable is
categorical (3 grouping variable, such as Okanagan Of" Niagant) and the independent
variables are metric (continuous numbers), and derives linear combinations of the t...:o or
more variables that will discriminate best between the defined groups, by maximizing
between-group variance relative to within-group variance. The equation takes the fann:
(2.2)
where W is the discriminant weight and X is the independent variable (Hair. 1987). By
averaging the discriminanl scores for all the individuals within a given group. a group
mean is derived. referred to as the centroid.
There are several assumptions which must be fulfilled for discriminant analysis.
including a normal distribution and equal variance for the independenl variables. and an
unkno\\TI dispersion ofthe groups. Violations ofthest assumptions have kss effect with
large sample sets (StatSoft. 19(9). which is the case for the regional fingerprint as there
were 95 wines. The volatile elements Se and I. which have poor precision. and thc
clements Ag and Bi. for which several concenuacions were below detection limiL were
included in the PCA. but not r.he discriminant analysis.
Discriminant analysis pcnonns the tasks of I) detennining statistically significant
differences between average score profiles of predefined groups; 2) establishing
procedures for classifying statistical units into groups on the basis ofthcir scores on
several variables; and J) determining !he imponancc of the independent variables for
accounting for differences between groups (Hair. 1981).
Two classification matrices are examined. the first classifies each case into a group
where its classification function is largest. and the second is a Jackknifed classification
table. which is a more robust bootstrapping method where classification functions are
computed from all the data except the case being classified (Systal. 1996). The most
important components for discriminating the regions were determined by elCamination of
the F·statisties. which are the between group variance over ltv: within group variancc.
Discriminant analysis using a high proponion of variables to samples creates an unstable
model. and analysis is also weakened by the inclusion ofcorrelated clements. The
tolerance of the variables measures the correlation ofeach component with other
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components in the model (Systat. 1996). Multivariate analysis of variance statistics are
included in the discriminant analysis. Wilks' lambda. Pillai's Trace. and Lawley·Hotelling
lr3ce are given. along with their values converted to approximate F·5tatistics. These
statistics are largely affected by sample size, and provide only an enforcement of the
strength oflhe model determined by the classification table.
2.7 Soil sa_pli-c aDd •••lysis
1be objective of sampling the vineyard soils was to take a representative sample of
the soil from a plot ofland from which all the grapes used to make a varietal wine were
grown. The soil was then analysed to examine relationships between concentrations of
elements in the soil and in the wine produced from grapes grO\..n on the plol.
2.7.1 ViHY.rd soil n_p1iac
To get a representative sample ofa specific plot, five Of more: samples were taken.
then combined before analysis. For plots with a uniform topography and soil texture.
samples WCf'C taken in a systematic panem. approximately equal distances apart. As many
of the vineyards were highly irregular in shape and topography. judgmental sampling was
done to best represent spatial variability in the topography and soil characteristics.
Samples were not taken from the rows near the edge of the plot. as dust or contamination
from roads may cause anomalies in the element cor'll,:entr.ltions of these samplcs.
Soil was sampled from the B horizon. which is the layer of soil fanned immediately
below the A horizon. or topsoil. 1be A horizon contains organic matter mixed with the
mineral fraction. whereas the B horizon is dominated by the obliteration of much of the
original rock structure and contains an accumulation of silicate clay (Fanning and Fanning.
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1989). Because the soil was analysed to study regional geochemical composition and
compare it 10 wine composition. the B horizon was analysed 10 rqxesent the parent
bedrock material from which the soil was formed. Samples wen: taken from approximately
0.3 to 0.5 m in depth. and placed in paper soil sample bags. A shovel was used to dig a
small pit. then a sample ofapproximafely 200 g was taken nom the bottom of the pit
avoiding any material which had been in contact with the shovel. Many of the vineyards..
particularly in Ontario. had been tilled or re-graded. so the soil samples did not represent a
true B horizon. but uking samples from a lower horizon did minimize the cffects of
atmospheric deposition and fenilizers which may have been applied to the surface of the
soil.
2.7.2 Soil sample prepanlion
The collected soil samples \Yere air dried in soil sampling bags to pl"tvent
contamination from dust. and the sample bags were hung 10 dry the same day the soils
were collected to reduce chemical change caused by microbial action in weI soils (Kalra
and Maynard. 1991). The dried samples were then shipped to the laboratory.
Large clumps ofsoil were broken up in a clean porcelain monar and pestle. The
soil was passed through a 2 mm stainless steel sic'Ve. 10 separate out a fine earth « 2 mm
p3J1icle size) subsample. Each of the five or more subsamples from a vineyard wcre
weighed out in equal proportion and combined. to give a representative vineyard sample.
In the case oftive vineyards (Lang. SIamka. Kettle Valley. Scherzinger. and Gray Monk).
the samples were combined into two vineyard samples. to represent the upper and low«
vineyard. This was done in vineyards where the wine being analysed was grown on twO
plots on the same piece of property. or in the case of Lang and SIamka. whtte the soil was
martodly different in composition at the top and bottom of a sloped plot.
The pH and conductivity of the soil were then measured on the fine earth fraction
samples (procedutt given below). For the five cases whe~ two vineyard samples were
taken. pH and conductivity we~ measured on each sample. then the: two samples were
combined in proponion to the approximate fraction of gropes which were grown on each
plot
2.7.3 MItU_re.e., ohoil pH
Soil pH is measured potentiometrically in a saturated paste which is in equilibriwn
(Kalra and Maynard. 1991). A saturated paste is used as opposed to a measured volume:
of water to minimize the amount of water in the soil. as an increase in the amount of water
added to the soil will cause an inc~ase in pH (Hendershot et al,. 1993).
A 100 ml plastic beaker is filled approximately 1/3 full with the dried. fine earth
fraction « 2 mm) of the vineyard soil samples.lkionised water is added until the entire
soil sample is just weI. The sample is stirred and more water added until saturnlion. al
which point a paste ronns. but theft: is no free water on the surface of the sample. The
saturated soil paste is then allowed to sit for 30 min to equilibrate. then more water is
added if the soil is not completely saturated.
A pH electrode is calibrated with two buffer solutions (pH 4 and 7). The electrode
is insened into the saturated paste. allowed to stabilise. lhen raised and lowered 10 get a
representative reading from different parts of the sample (Kalra and Maynard. 1991).
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2.7.4 Measllrftlletlt or soil condllCtivity (Le.)
Electrical conductivity (E.C.) ofan aqutOUS soil elttract is taken as an estimate of
the lOIaI soluble saits in the soil (Kalra and Maynard. 1991). Approximately 10 g of dried
soil and 20 g ofdeionised water were weighed inlo 50 ml plastic beakers. The beakers
were placed on a mechanical shaker for 15 min. Ihcn allowed 10 sit for 15 min to senlc the
soil so the extract could be sampled. The E.C. electrode is calibraled with 0.01 M KCI.
then rinsed 3 times with dc10nised watCT. and once ",ith the soil extract. The electrode is
filled with soil eXU'3Ct wilhout distwbing the senled soil. and the conductivity is rcrordcd
in mSlcm.
2.7.5 Soil dle.ic-ala••lysis
Soil chemical analysis is usually carried out on the < 2 mm soil fraction. as
materials greater than 2 mm in grain size are not soil constituents. but rock fragments
(Tan. 1996). The use of the < 2 mm soil fraction forchcmical analysis is an internationally
accepted convenlion. making soil data accumulaled allover the world comparable.
Because this study was focussed on the differences in geochemical composition between
grape growing regions and their effects on wine chemistry. and not on thechcmisuy ofthc
soil itself. a finer grained fraclion « 0.074 mm) of the soil was analysed. as trace elements
adsorb in the fine grained fraction of soils because of the larger particle surface area for
adsorption and !he swfaces ofclay particles are charged. lbe vineyard soil samples were
passed (unground) through a 200 mesh sieve (0.074 mm) for analysis by XRF. This grain
size represents lhc silt and clay fractions oflhe soil. eliminating most ofthc sand fraction
(sand: 2.0 • 0.05 mm (fan. 1996». "The silt and clay fraclions are a mixture of
aluminosilicate clay minerals with lesser amounts of quartz. feldspars. oxides. and
hydroxides. Sorption properties of the mineral part of soil material are associated
principally with !he clay and silt-size fractions (Kabata·Pendias and Pendias. 1984). This
finer fraction was therefore used for !he elemental analysis 10 attempt to provide a
stronger correlation between element concentrations in soil and wine. Because analysing
only the clay and silt fractions of the soil may cause a regional bias ifday content is
significantly different between the Niagara and Okanagan regions. the < 2 mm particle size
of 10 soils from each region were ground to < 200 mesh. then analysed by XRF for
regional comparison.
Soils were analysed for major and minor elements by X.ray nuorcscence. All of the
sieved « 200 mesh) vineyard soil samples. plus the 20 ground soil samples.....'ere analysed
as pressed pellets. Ten samples were also fused to form a metaboratcltetnboratc glass
bead and analysed for major elemenlSlo cl\e(:k the accuracy of the pressed pellet analysis.
1be analysis of homogeneous fused glass beads is very aceurnle for the light major
elements (Na. Mg. AI. Si. and P). whereas the determination of these elements in pressed
pellet is less accurate and dependent on grain size of the powdered material (longcrich.
1995). Pressed pellet analysis provides accurate determination of the middle x-ray energy
clements. as does the glass bead analysis. High emission energy elements arc not measured
on fused glass beads. as pressed pellet analysis gives lower detection limit due to the
higher concentration of sample (longerich. I99Jb).
Pressed pellets were prepared and analysed according to Longerich. 1995. Into
100 ml glassjars were .....eighed 5.00 & of soil and 0.70 g ofBRP-59J3 Bakelite phenolic
resin (Bakelite 1Oennosets. Brampton. Ontario. Canada). Two 0.8 em diameter stainless
steel ball-bearings were added. the jar was capped with a plastic lid and the soil was mixed
with the resin on a roller mixer for 10 min. Each sample was then pt"cssed into a pellet.
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using 20 tonnes for 5 s. with a Herzog (Gennany) pellet ~s. The pellets were then
baked at 2000C for 15 min.
Lithium borate fused glass beads \\U'e prepared by first igniting 2 g of each soil
sample in a CanadaWtdc: Scientific porcelain cmcibk in a mufDe furnace at IOSO"C for
4hn. Loss on ignition was then calculated as weight loss (weight before minus weight
after ignition) relative to weight before ignition. Ultrapure. high density lithium metaborate
(6 g) and lithium tetraboraie (1.5 g)(Uhrapure. High Density. Coqxxation Scientifique
Claisse) and ignited soil (1.5 g) were weighed into vials.. and mixed. Halfoflhe mixed
powder was then transferred to a clean platinum cmcible and three drops of250 gil LiBr
were added to each sample as a wening agent. The samples were then fused by heating at
8500C for 8.5 min followed by 11.5 min at 10SO"C in a leco fluxer. Fused samples arc
then cast into a platinum mould. cooled and analysed by XRF.
Press«I pellet samples were analysed on a Fisons IARL (Mississauga. Ontario.
Canada) model 8420 + sequential wavelength-dispersive x-ray spectrometer. using the
operating conditions described in longerich (1995). Gross count rates were background
and interference corrected. The corrected intensities of Mg and Si. ekments which vary
greatly in concentration between rocks. were transfonned by a quadratic equation. which
passed through the origin (equivalent to a background-corrected blank). and which
contains constant values determined from two reference materials. Sensitivity of the
elements was determined from the mean of four measurements acquired on sill: reference
materials. Maaix correction were applied to the inlermediate.enttgy elements. using two
iterations oflhe Lachance-Traill correction, and to the high-energy elements using the
Compton matrix correction algorithm (Longerich. 1995). Precision and accuracy were
monitored with gCQlogical reference materials (AGV-I(andesite. USGS). ONe-I (diabase.
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USGS). JG-2 (granite. JGS), and OCR· I (basalt. USGS» and are better than +/-2% for
most elements except CI. As. and Pb. whieh are better than +/-5%. Fused discs ~rc
analysed by XRF Wlder the same conditions. Background and interfettnce corm::tions are
applied to the gross count rate data, followed by two iterations of the Lachance-TraiJl
matrix correction (longerich, 199Jb). Precision for the major oxides N3:l0. MgO . AI~O}.
and SiO~ was better Ihan +/-0.5%. and better than +/-2% for P~Of for samples analysed as
fused beads.
The mean concentrations. with slandard deviation. for each soil fraction. along
with the relative difference between the mean concentration ofeach fraction. are given for
ten Okanagan and ten Niagara vineyard soils in Table 2.5. While some differences in
element concentration weR: appartmt for the different grain size fractions. particularly for
the elements Zr. Pb. Th and U.the relative difference in mean concentrations between
fractions is similar for both regions. While data from both size fractions was examined for
com:lating wine and soil element concentrations (Chapter 5). analyses of the smaller
fraction (0.074 mm), which was done for all soil samples. does not heavily bias one region.
Comparison of pressed pellet and fused bead analyses for the major elements of 10 soil
samples shows there: to be uncertainty in the accurncy of the mdhods for the major
elements Na and Mg. likely due to inhomogeneous grain size within the <200 mesh
fraction. and these elements were left out of the analysis. There was good agreement
between the two methods for other major and intermediate elements (Table 2.6).
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Table 2.1 Element concentrations in calibrntion standards for wine anaIvsis.
Co, Ag. Bi, Th 5 PPb
V. Mil, Rb, Sr, Mo, Sb, Cs, La. Ce, n. Pb, U 10 ppb
Standard A Li, Be, AI, Ti, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Ba 20 ppb
Cd JOppb
B,Mg,Se 50ppb
F .~,
<.. IR Ir.
SCandard C Br
Ir.
Siandard D
Table 2.2 ()perntine; parameten for analysis ofwifIC samples.
RF Power 1500 W
Carrier Gas (inner) J.OO lImin
Auxiliary Gas (inlennediale) 0.82 Vmin
Plasma gas flow (outer) 14Vmin
Peristaltic Pump (liquid sample uptake) 0.4 mllmin
Spray chamber temperalUre 2'"C
Extract 1 4220 V
Extract 2 ·98 V
Einzell,3 ·100 V
Einzel2 ·38 V
'"
2,J5
10ppb
l60ppb
,n
7 ppm
<~
Table 2.3 Limit ofdetection. limit ofquanLization. and RSD for elements detenn~ in
wine sam In.
Element (pp)
L; 0.011 0.051 22".
Be 0.c102 0.007 21".
Mg 10 33 Zoe/.
AI 1.4 4.1 190/.
P 150 500 27";'
CI 2500 8333 26%
C4 56 181 18%
Ti 0.24 0.80 21%
V 0.03 0.10 13%
Mn 0.08 0.27 13%
F, 4.3 14.3 14%
Co 0.002 0.007 18%
NI 0.16 0.53 16".
Co 0.26 0.87 12%
Zn 0.45 1.50 II'¥.
A' 0.046 1.53 10%
B, 0.76 0.33 160/.
So 0.10 2.53 23%
Rb 0.08 0.27 8%
S, 0.013 0.043 "Yo
Mo 0.031 0.103 10""
Ag 0.013 0.043 13%
Cd 0.004 0.013 4%
Sb 0.005 0.017 4%
1 0.09 0.30 21%
C4 0.005 0.017 6%
Ba 0.046 0.153 5%
La 0.0004 0.0013 10%
C, 0.0005 0.0017 101'.
T1 0.002 0.007 4%
Pb 0.03 0.10 5%
BI 0.008 0.027 13%
Th 0.001 0.003 9%
OMI n.M' 3%
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Table 2.4 Recommended values (RY), most probable values (MPY) and mean detennined
element concentrations (mean) with standard deviations for waters reference materials (all
concentrations in nnh\. Id=less lban detection limin
T·ID T·12 T·I29
RV MPV M,~ SO RV MPV M= SO RV MPV '1= SO
li 9.68 8.42 '.2 J.3
"
23 .• '.2 II 17.2 I.l
Ik '.1 '.1 1.0 14 14.2 2.3 0.12 O.oJ 0.021 0.1)0'
Mg 1100 1171 202 2000 2007
'"
5830 ,.&6 47S
AI 10
"
.
" " "
SO
"
•
P Id Id Id
CI 26313 4439 1))082 1&702 23701 8428
C. 100 9142 640 .100 927& 1255 1100 21766
'"To Id Id Id
V • 3.' 3.7 0.' 10.2 10.7 1.2 I 0.1 IdM, 13.6 15.4 3.• ,,4 7.0 J.] 25.2 26.1 I.'
F, S7.s
" " '" ".
lS 10.4 Id
Co 5.27 ,.3 0.• 11.6 12.0 2.0 0.74 0.1 0.135 0.021
HI '.3 SJ 0.' , 10.2 2.0 1.7 1.3. 3.' I.,
C. 10.2 10.7 2.4 42 42 , 2.7 2.59 0.74
Z, • 10 13.5 ..3 32.9 3. • n
79 7& ,
A, 20.2 20.3 0.7 .,4 '.3 0.' O.SS 0.15 0.33 0.27
Se '.23 ,., 0.3 7.38 7.• 0.7 I.. Id
... 12.9 2.' 22.1 l.' 10.S 2.0
Rb 2.53 1.19 1.63 0.94 10.1 I.,
S, 48.6 49.1 1.2 51.1
"
• III "'
7
'I. '.2 7.' 7.7 0.' \.25 0.• 0.65 0.10 20.3 17.1 0.•
A. 1.44 1.22 1.02 0.48 2.71 1.66 1.06 0.37 0 Id
Cd S.&6 S.• 0.2 '.3' '.S O.S 0.34 0.31 0.02
Sb •.99 •.7 02 5.15 .., 0.3 0.55 0.22 0.208 0.009
I ..• 2.' 2.78 238 3.7 2.6
C, Id Id 0.99 0.08
.. 7.65 7.• 0.3 20.6 20.3 0.' 34 34 I
La 0.031 0.007 0.56 0.02 0.140 0.005
C, 0.049 oms 0." 0." 0.214 0.007
n Id Id Id
Pb ,.. 1\.2 2.3 3.2S 3.3 0.1 I 0.2 0.30 0.24
BI Id "d Id
Th 0.008 0.003 0." 0.01 Id
U 0.272 0.009 0.79 0.02 ..• 02
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Table 2.4 continued)
T·13S AM''''·]
RV MPV M,m SO RV MPV Mean SO
U 73.7 70 7 3S ]I 9
Be S9 57 6 12 13.5 3.0
Mg 2000 197) t7S 114000 114652 20126
AI 10.5 12.5 10.9 3.' 21000 21244 3131
P td td
CI 35827 7903 19102 5910
Ca 10400 10505 767 320000 )54593 74243
TI td 18.2 3.9
V 52.8 53.0 2.7 IS 4 '.0 0.'
M. 423 40'
"
82800 66." 38468
f, 228 219 t7 142650 141217 1547
Co 40 42 6 133 1S6 36
Ni 65.6
"
7 206 "6 77
C. 62 62 12 4670 "'.
683
Zn 481 57
"
41450 42000 444" 3124
A. 10 10.1 0.' 72.5 .. II
"
10 11.0 0.' 2.78 0.39
B, 13.5 2j 184 3S
Rb 1.21 OJ4 25.0 J.I
S< 46 48 2 1474 1546 79
Mo 63
"
2 l.lS 0.85
Ag 9.81 9.4 11 0.' 0.16 0.123 0.036
C. 50.5 '0 I 121 119 II
Sb 76.3 76 2 2.7 2.58 0.20
I 4.4 2.2 3.6 0.6
C. td 6.7 05
.. 67.1 67 2 4.' 3.7 4.0 OJ
L4 0.021 0.007 1St 10
C, 0.036 0.014 326 21
TI I. OJ, 0.01
Pb 103 106 4 17.& 1&.1 OJ
BI td 0.051 0.001
Th 0.006 0.002 12.7 1.2
U 0.24 0.01 .. 2
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Table 2.5 Mean concentrations (in ~;. for oltides., ppm for elements) and standard
deviations of soils from ten Niagara and ten Otcanagan vineyards: and mean ratio of
concentration from 2 nun fraction to 0.074 mm fraction for each ~ion.
Element ,a
2mm 0.074 mm 2mm 0.074 mm
M"'" SO Mean SO Ratio M.on SO M.on SO Ratio
N.,O 0.99 0.16 1.17 0.24 85% I.n 0.24 2.03 0.25 85'"
M80 2.52 0.60 2.58 0.49 98% 2." 0.95 2.99 0.80 99%
AI~O} 13.9 1.6 14.6 1.0 .." 13.7 1.1 14.5 1.2 9'"
SiO! 6' 3 68 a ..". 61 2 .. 3 9'"
PIa' 0.159 0.064 0.167 0.092 95% 0.200 0.071 0.215 0.075 93%
K,O 2.51 0.53 2.38 0.48 105% 2.44 0.21 2.36 0.20 lOW.
CaO 1.81 1.09 1.57 0.91 116% 3.38 0.95 3.98 1.84 85"
TiO~ 0.90 0.07 0.99 0.21 90% 0.66 0.10 0.63 0.23 105%
MoO 0.108 0.019 0.085 0.025 I27Y. 0.111 0.028 0.104 0.029 107%
Fe:O) 5.8 1.3 5.6 1.1 lOW. 5.1 1.0 6.6 a.7 76"
S 301 106 333 1'0 90% a56 ala a28 340 10701.
Cl 105 24 98 28 107% 158 n 200 113
_.
So 11.4 4.2 16.2 4.0 70% 11.6 3.3 12.8 5.0 91"
V 97 21 .. 20 103% 97 23 .. 18 \01%
C, 76 II .. 13 119% 133 49 99 47 135%
Ni 11.9 7.8 13.6 5.4 87% 17.9 18.7 18.4 18.1 97"
Cu 22.6 8.0 24.2 6.3 930/. 21.8 10.1 27.2 10.2 8"~
Zn 35 12 45 5 77% 33 9 50 9 66"
Go 14.6 3.1 15.5 2.6 .." 14.1 1.8 15.7 1.8 90%
A' 6.8 5.1 8.6 5.7 80% 8.9 '.1 16.4 9.2 54"
'b 80 24 83 19 .." 70 9
70 9 100%
S, 163 23 138 12 118% 4'6 130 4'9 83 100%
Y 25.9 5.' 30.7 9.6 .." 15.9 2.3 22.0 2.9 n".
Z, 365 160 697 795 52% 177 17 298 '7 59%
Nb 15.7 2.1 20.6 6.4 76% 13.6 1.9 11.6 1.8 77%
Ba 521 44 471 n 111% 1155 219 1026 156 113%
C. 83 2a 103 34 80% a7 2a 63 32 75%
Pb 11.0 4.4 17.7 '.0 62% 18.3 \8.0 27.6 21.3 66'"
Th ~.~ ~.~ 9.8 ;; I ~~~ ~.~ 2.1 10.2 3.2 Ii:4. , 4
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Table 2.6 Ratio orelement concentralions or 10 soils analysed by fused bead analysis
relalive 10 concenuations rrom~ lIet analysis %).
Element Fused bead I pressed pellet
Na.O 128%
MGo 62%
AI10] 91%
SiO~ 105%
PIOI 91%
c.o 99%
Tio, 106%
V' 91%
Cr 98%
MnO 101%
Fe10] 101%
Ba 91%
r. ,~
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Fig. 2.1 RSD ofdetennined element concentrations in Irvine Chardonnay from July 1. 8,
and 9 analyses. and from July 7. July 30 and August 30 analyses.
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Fig. 2.3 Oxide ronnation as a function or nebuliseT gas flow-rate (Umin) ror Co.
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Fig. 2.4 Oxide formation and double-chargcd oxide formation as a function of nebuliscr
gas flow-rate for Ce.
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Fig. 2.5 Ion intensities for low mass clements (Ca. Mo. Cu) as a function of nebuliser gas
flow-rate (Umin).
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0.2 M HNOJ
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Fig. 2.6 Low mass range ion intensities (cps) determined for blank solutions of 6% ethanol
(in 0.1 M HNOJ ), 0.2 M HNOJ and HzO (distilled and deionised).
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_ Irvine Chardonnay
De Sousa Baco Noir
6% ethanol blank
11lOOOOOOO
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25 28 34 37 43 ~ 52 54 H ~ 65 75 79 ~
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Fig. 2.7 Ion intensities (cps) for low mass elements in two wines (Irvine Chardonnay and
De Sousa Baco Nair) and 6% ethanol blank solution, all diluted to 0.1 M HN01•
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100000o
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fr 10000
1000
100
10
• 20 ppm C1 and 0.16 ppm Br
6% ethanol blank
35 37 49 51 75 77 79 81 82
mass amu
Fig. 2.8 Ion intensities ono ppm CI (35 and 37 amu) and 0.16 ppm Sr (79 and 81 amu)
and the polyatomic species 12CJ7CI (49 amu). lSCI 160 (51 amu). olOA~sCI (75 amu). olOA~7CI
(77 amu). and IlBr1H (82 amu) compared to the blank solution.
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Fig. 2.9 Ion intensities (in counts per second) or 16 ppm Ca and the polyatomic
compounds it ronns at 57. 59, and 6S amu., as compared to a 60/. ethanol blank.
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Fig. 2.10 Nonnalised sensitivity calculated as 10000;'·cpsiconccntratiOlvisoIOpic
abundance.
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Fig. 2.11 Two isomers ofthc fructose molecule: a-D-(·)- fnJctose and D-(-}.rruc:tose.
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I
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I
CH20H
Fig. 2.12 Fractionation of fructose to form molecules with mas5 121 amu and 59 amu.
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Fig. 2.13 Ion imensities of 100 gil fructose, 180 gil fructose, 6% ethanol and Lang and
Summerhill icewines.
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Fig. 2.14 Comparison ofconcentration determined by dilution method relative to
concentration determined by digestion method for clements throughout the mass range.
(where a value of I represents agreement).
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Fig. 2.15 Key for a box plot
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Fig. 2.16 a) and b) Backscattered electron photographs ofcalcium tartrate crystals from
Scherzinger's Pinot Noir, 1997, at magnification ofX70(a) and XI50(b). Crystals were
removed from wine by filtration, coated with carbon and imaged using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) with a working distance of23llm, a takeoff angle of 30°, and an
accelerating voltage of20kV.
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Chapter J Res.'" of..alyses
J.t DdenaiMd e.entntioa ofetn.ntl ... willa
The measured concenlralions for individual Canadian wines, as well as 10 store·
bought French wines which were: analysed for comparison ofchemical composition with
the Canadian wines. are given in Appendix 2. The: concentration ranges for elements
determined in the wine samples are compared to the maximum ateepta.ble concentration in
Canadian drinking water (Canadian Drinking Water Guidelines. 1993). in Table 3.1.
showing that concentrations of Mn. Fe. Co. Se. Cd, and Pb in very few wines were above
the acceptable level defined as the: concentration above which an element may cause
deleterious health effects. Concentrations of elements in ten wines determined by the
digestion method described in Chapter 2. Section 5 are given in Appendix 3.
J.2 Log tnasfo....tioB
Examination of box plots and nonnality plots for each element suggested that a log
transformation of the concentrations of all the elements determined in wine made the data
better fit a theoretical normal distribution. which is assumed by the statistical analyses. An
example is given in Figs. 3.1a·f. where plotting the detennined concentrations ofCo
against a theoretical normal distribution (Fig 3.1 a) produces a curved line showing
p:>sitive skewness. and a boxplot of the concentrations ofCo shows unequal variance
about the mean (Fig. 3.th). A scaner plot ofCo vs. AI concentrations (Fig. 3.Ic). creates
a curved line. whereas Pearson's R correlation coefficient determines a straight line
through !he data. By log transforming the data (taking natural logarithms of the
concentrations). the normality plot becomes a straight line. meaning the data fits a nonnal
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distribution (Fig. J.ld). The distribution shown by the boxplot beoomes more symmetrical
about the mean. and the extremity of outliers is reduced (Fig J.le). The scatter plot ofCa
1/$. AI becomes more linear and more evenly distribUied with the log transformed data
(Fig. 3.1 f). The log transformation also has a standardising effect. bringing clements of
high abundance into a similar range with elcmmts of low abundance. Applation of the
log tnnsfonnation is suited 10 analytical dala. as the asswnption thai SO is constant (in a
normal distribution) is changed to the assumption that RSO is constant (through
propagouion of errors. relative error becomes absolute error when a natural logarithm is
laken). which is true for de1ennined concentrations significantly above OL
Three wines were detennined to havc negative concentrations of the element Ag:
St. Hubertus Oak Bay Pinot Blanc. Dc Sousa VidaJ. and Dc Sousa Riesling. which can
occur for concentrations below dclec1ton limit (Chapter 2). Because values ofzcro or less
can not be log transformed.. and the multivariate methods do not aJlow for missing data.
the concentrations for Ag for these three cases were set to halfthc value of the detection
limit (0.0065 ppb). which is an arbitrary low vaJue that docs not create an outlier when log
transfonned. as do values closer to zero. The clement. Ag. was included in the PeA. to
detennined structures in the data. but not the discriminant analysis used to detennine a
regional fingcqxint.
J -2
3.3 PriadIY' compoHat 8.81ysil
Log transformed element concenlrations were analyscd by PeA to examine
underlying sllUCtUres in the data set. The principal components were then ploned to
determine their ability to discriminate between w;ne regions.
3.3.' Punoa'. R corn18tioo. ••trb
A PCltSOn's R COfTelation malrix. along w;!h probability values. was derived for
the data set (Appendix 4). In this $Iudy element c.oncenll'ations in wine were log
transformed so the Ptarsext correlation matrix detmnines linear relationships betWte1l log
transformed variables. Distributions of the Pearson's R correlations wac examined in
scalttr plots (Appendix 5). which show even distribution of the log transformed data.
3.J.l DerintiM of priHipal CMlpcMlnlts
An unrotated PeA was first derived for the data set. and tigenvalues were plotted
in a scree plot (Fig.. 3.2). The latent root criterion detrnnined 7 components were
significant. bot the scree plot showed no clear bfeak. The eigenvalues ofthc S.... 9"'. and
10'" components were 0.90. 0.83. and 0.73. respectively. and these components were
retained for analysis as they showed c1tar element grouping (where component loadings
were high for a few elements and low for all other elements). The VARJMAX rotation
was then applied. and the results are given in Table 3.2. The components are also listed in
Table 3.3. showing the elements grouped. which~ the tlements which load high in a
component. and the pm:tnt total variance explained by the component. In a few cases,
elements load high in more than one component (Sr. Bi. Pb), as some overlap usually does
occur between components in PCA (McCuen. 1993).
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Componentsw~ platted against each other to sec their importance in regional
separation. Plots ofComponent 4 Y3". Component S. and Component 4 vs. Component 8
(Figs. ].3 and ].4) were determined to be the most important in separating wines
according to region. although collectively they only represent 22% of the overall variance.
Although component I represents 21% of the overall variance. it groups 11 elements. and
may obscure the discriminating ability of individual elements.
3.4 C)_ster analysis
Cluster analysis of the element data using Pearson's R correlations as a distance
measure, and Ward's method ofclustering (Fig. 3.5). provtdes another means of
examining structures in the data. Some elements which form clusters that correspond with
the PeA are Zn and Cd (Component 2). Sr and Ba (Component 5), and TI. Cs. and Rb
(Component 4). Similar relationships between elements are apparent in the clustering
methods and PeA, indicating groupings are not method specifIC.
3.5 Regional fingerprint
Discriminant analysis of the two regions was applied to both principal components
and to element concentrations to detmnine the best method of differentiating between
regions. Classification matrices, between·group F·statistics and tolerance. and multivariate
analysis of variance statistics are reported to ~tennine the discriminating ability of eoch
analysis.
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3.5.1 DiKriaill••t •••lysil oCtile priltrip81 ~poIIftts
Discriminant analysis of the two regions using the principal components as
variables showed components 6. 7. 9. and 10 to have littJe discriminating power. These
components were discarded aDd ~ions w'ere classified with a 98% success rale
(I Niagara and I Okanagan wine were misdassifled in both the classiflCalion malrix and
the Jackknifed dassification) using the discriminant fwlction given in equation ],1 (Table
).4).
Discriminanl Function: (component - cpt)
0.65(cpt I) + O.84(cpc 2)· O.65(cpt]) + 1.12(cpt 4) + O.75(cpt 5) +1.40(cpt 8) (3.1)
The components with a high discriminating power. detennined as F·slalistics (Table 3.5)
were components 4 and component 8. None of the tolerance values (Table ].5) are low.
meaning none of these components make the classification model unstable. Examination of
the multivariale analysis of variance statistics (Wilk's lambda. Pillai's uace. and Lawley·
Hotelling trace) indicate the group means for the two regions to be significantly ditTerent
(Table 3.6).
3.5.2 Dilen_i.aat ••alysis of eleate.t concntratiollS
Discriminant analysis MiS repeated using log transfonned element concentrations
as variables. because a large number of elements, which may be individually useful 10 the
fingerprint. were grouped in Component lofthe PCA. The discriminating ability of
elements was first examined graphically using boxplots and scatterplots (Appendix 5).
Elements which weTC found useful 10 separating wine by region were Sr. Rb (Fig. 3.6).
).,
Co. Mn (Fig. 3.1), Mo. V (Fig. J.8), U,Sb (Fig. 3.9). Cd. AI (Fig. 3.10), Baand Zn(Fig.
3.11). Important discriminating elements were then identified by examining the between-
group F-statistic and tolerance, which in this casc detennine the amount of regional
variance explained by each element The elements Ba and Cd were excluded from the
discriminant analysis because ofhigh correlations between Sr and Ba (R=O.51), and
between Zn and Cd (RooO.60) (fiom Appendix 4), causing low tolerances for these
elements. A discriminant function (equation 3.2) was derived which classified Niagara and
Okanagan wines with a 100-10 success rate (Fig. 3.12. Table 3.1). 1be important elements
for discriminating between regions were detennined to be Sr. Rb. Mn. V. Mo. AI. U, Co.
Zn. and Sb (Table 3.7). where Sr is the most discriminating element. Test statistics for the
discriminant analysis. converted to approximate F-statistics (Table J.8), as well as the
classification matrix, detennine the Okanagan and Niagara wines to be significantly
different using this statistical model.
Discriminant ftmction: 14.09 +O.54U - 0.54V- O.90AI- O.10Sb + 1.0lCo - O.82Zn +
I.94Sr- 1.J2Rb + 0.49Mo - 124Mn (3.2)
Another element which has a high discriminating ability between regions is iodine
(I), but due to the uncertainty of its speciation upon analysis (Chapter 2). it was left out of
the fingerprint. By including I in the discrimination. the regions were discriminated with
100% correct classification by both the classification matrix and the Jackknifed
classification matrix, and the F-statistic for 1was 4S with a tolerance of0.61.
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3.6 I.du_ or FrntdI "Utes ia lite fiaprpri.1
The regional fingerprint was further examined by including 10 French store-bought
wines into the statistical analysis. to determine whether Okanagan and Niagara wines
could be discriminated from wines from other regiOflS. The French wines did noI meet the
criteria of the other samples of being made exclusively from grapes from a known vineyard
oforigin. and this creates a problem with the statistical analysis as there is not enough
known about these wines to classify them together as a group.
The inclusion of wines from llOOtber region into the sample set was first examined
by PeA. and graphical analysis of the discriminating clements. The Okanagan. Niagara.
and French wines~ ploned using PeA Components 4.5 (Fig. 3.13) and 4. 8 (Fig. 3.14).
and show that there is overlap between the French and Niagara wines.
3.6.2 Discriai._1 .._lysis or FreDell. Niapra ••d Oba.pa wiDCS
Ploning the individual clements Sr and Rb. which have a high discriminating power
foc wine n:gion. was found to separate the Okanagan and Niagara wines to a high degree
in Fig. 3.15. but the French wines were again found to overlap with the Niagara wines by
this method.
The inclusion of the French wines in the discriminant analysis was examined first
by applying the discriminant function of the two Canadian regions (equation 3.2) to the
samples. This equation was derived to discriminate betv.-een the two Canadian wine
regions. and therefore may not maximise differences between the three groups. The
application of the equation is given in Fig. 3.16. in which the French wines can be secn to
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plot overlapping from the Niagara region. but are completely differentialed from the
Okanagan wines.
The discriminant analysis was then repealed in which functions (equations 3.3 and
3.4) were derived 10 differentiate between aU three regions (Fig. 3.16 and Tables
3.10-3.12).
FaclOf" (I) : -14.68 +O.88AI +O.56V + 1.IIMn- I.OSCo+ O.82Zn + 1.43Rb- 1.85Sr-
O.48Mo-O.S4U+0.69Sb (3,3)
FaclOr(2): 0.46 +0.57AI- 0.55V + I.04Mn+ O.52Co + O.06Zn - 1.38Rb - O.15Sr·
0.32Mo +0.20U + 0.12Sb (3.4)
The classification matrices (Table 3.10 and Fig. 3.16) show the Okanagan and Niagara
wines. and Okanagan and French wines. c1US1er 5epanltely. but !hen' is overlap belween
the Niagara and French wines. The same eJemenis were found to be important 10 this
analysis as the discriminant analysis for the two Canadian regions. with Sr being the most
discriminating e1emenL as detennined by F·to-mnove statistics (Table 3.11). The
robustness of this analysis is very difficult 10 assess. as not enough is known about the
French samples 10 expect them to form one group. If these: 10 wines were made from
grapes grown in exuemely diverse vineyard environments. as the French wine growing
regions are reponed to be (Wilson. 1998). statistical analysis may be more meaningful if
the wines were divKled into 2 or more groups. Due 10 the small number of French wines
sampled. results ofttle discriminant analysis are not highly significant. The purpose of the
inclusion ofthc French wines, however, was 10 assess the application of the fingerprinl to
wines from outside the two regions. and the statistical analysis ofme French wines show
J·B
that the Okanagan and French wines are distinguishable. and suggest that wines from
other regions could be discriminated by fingerprinting.
3.7 Filtlfl'P'illtillC iDdividaal viftyants
Multivariate statistKs were used to examine trae:e element patterns within each of
the regions. Fingerprints for individual vineyards were derived to see if classification could
be repeated on a smaller geographic area. Sample size becomes much smaller when
looking at each ~ion individually. making statistical models more unstable and results
more difficult to validate.
3.7.1 FiDgrrpriats.r iltdividul akaDap_ viDeyards
The vineyards from which 4 or mon:: wines were sampled were analysed by
discriminant analysis. The wine samples from each vineyard came from grapes from the
same plot of land. but represent several vintage years. The wines from Lake Breeze were
all from the 1998 Pinot Blanc. but were taken from 3 different tanks: the samples from
Wild Goose were Gewurztraminer from 5 different vintage years (1993 to 1997): Quail's
Gate wines were Riesling from four vintage years; the wines from Lang wen:: aU Riesling.
but taken from 3 different vintage years (1995 to 19')7) and include an icewine and a late
twvest wine; the samples from House of Rose were Verdclet from five vintage years
(1992 to 1996) as well as one Okanagan Riesling. Because of the small sample size (20
degrees of freedom). the number of variables that could be used without weakening the
analysis was low. Five elements (Sr. Rb. Mn. Mo. and U) were found to classify the
vineyards with 10(W. accuracy and 4 factors (Fig. 3.18 and Table 3.13). where the
variability accounted for by each factor is represented by an eigenvalue. The group mean
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ofeach vineyard in each of the faclors is given in Table 3.14. and the classificacion
matrices in Table 3.15. As with the regional discrimination. Sr, was the most
discriminating element. as determined by F-statistics and IOlerance (Table 3.16). The
scability ofthe model is assessed by Wilk's lambda. Pillai's crace, and Ihe Lawley-Hotelling
crace (Table 3.17), which show wines from these vineyards to be significantly different.
The RSO of the concentrations ofdiscriminating elcments in wines from each of
the vineyards in the fingerprint is plotted in Fig. 3.19. The RSO for each vineyard is less
than the tOlal RSO for wines in the Okanagan valley, for all ten elements. which suggests
the use of these elements in fingerprinting Okanagan vineyards is robust. Examination of
the RSO ofelement concentrations in wines from eat:h rqion shows the Lake Breett
wines, which are all from one batch but from different tanks., to have the lowest variability
for all elements. Variability is similar 10 analytical uncenainty for these wines.
Two of the Okanagan wines sampled were iccwines (Summerhill Riesling lcewine
and Lang Riesling Iccwine), and wines made from Riesling grapes "'ere also sampled from
bolh oflhese vineyards. The high backgrounds from the high sugar contenl of the icewines
(Chapter 2) causes a much higher analytical uncertainty in the icewine analyses. Two lale
harvest wines made from Riesling grapes~ sampled from Lang., and these are wines
made from grapes left on the vine much longer than usual, and have a higher sugar conlenl
due 10 conccnlIation ofthe juice when grapes wither. but are nOI harvesled or pressed
frozen. These samples allowed a comparison of trace element concenlIations in wines
made from grapes harvested ac the usual time (September). late harvest wine made from
Grapes left 00 the vine (an extra 1-2 months), and iccwi~made from grapes harvesled and
processed while frozen (Table 3.18). The icewines from Lang and Summerhill had much
higher concentrations of many of the trace elements than the Lang and Summerhill
Riesling samples. 'The Late Harvest Rieslings from Lang do not have significantly elevated
trace element concentralWns. The highly concentrated grape juice from pressing the
grapes while frozen. ralher than the longer growing season of ice wines. is the likely cause
ofthc high element concentrations in icewines. The concentration factor between wines
and ice wines is difficult to distinguish. as it varies considerably between elements.
3.1..2 CIIlSler .nalyses or.11 Okaa.p. wiaa sa_pled
Element conccntrations in wines were examined by c1ustcr analysis to determine
whether wines made from grapes grown. on the same vineyard group together. and also to
determine if wines c1usta according to vineyard Icx:ation within the Okanagan. The
icewine samples were not included in this analysis as they have significantly different
concentrations or some elements than other wines from the same vineyard. Cluster analysis
orOkanagan wines using the elements AI. V. Mn. Co. Zn. Sr. Rb. Mo. Sb. and U. with
Pearson's R as distance measures. and Ward's method ofclustering. groups wines from
the same vineyard to a high degree (Fig. 3.20). Wines are labelled by colour. vintage y~
and winery. and red wines from Stag's Hollow, Summerhill. Scherzinger and lnniskillin
plot higher than white wines from the.same vineyard.
3.7.3 Finprprinll orindividu.1 NiaC..... vill~ardl
Discrimination of wines according to vineyard within the Niagara region was less
successful than the discrimination ofOlcanagan vineyards (Fig. 3.21). Using the
discriminant functions in Table 3.19, the vineyards were discriminated (fable 3.20) by the
elements AI. V, Co. Sr. and Mo, but tolerance values associated with these dements were
extremely low (Table 3.21). indicating the elements are highly cortClated. The discriminant
functions were found to classify Niagara wines I()()O/o coneclly (Table 3.22). but due to
the low tolerance values. the model is unstable. This analysis is therefore not considered
robust. but removal of any of the variables causes much IowercolTeCt classifICation. Test
statistics foc the discriminant analysis are given in Table 3.23, and are much lower than for
the discrimination of the Okanagan vineyards. The small number of samples in the data set
makes the significance of the model difficult to assess.
A plot ofthe RSD for highly discriminating elements in wines from each vineyard
shows concentrations for individual vineyards to be comparable to those for the entire
region (Fig. 3.22). Only the three wines from Cave Spring have a relatively low variability
compared to the variability for the whole region Niagara. for aJlten discriminating
elements.
3.7.4 Cluster 8.81ysis of.1I Nt.pra willa PImpled
Cluster analysis using the ten highly discriminating elements was also applied to
Niagara wines (Fig. 3.23). Wines from Cave Springs vineyards were found to cluster
together. but wines from Dc Sousa. Joseph's, Reif. and Pilliterri did not plot close
together in the analysis.
3.8 Disc:rimin.llo. or colour ..d nriety
The data set was examined for the statistical separation of wines according to
colour and grape variety. Because the samples were selected for the primary purpose of
examining regional chemical tn:nds. the data set was not robust fOf fingerprinting colour.
where only I] of the 95 samples were red wines. Attempts at statistically separating
colour and grape variety by trace element panems were unsuccessful.
3.9 Detnwiaed nNKfttntMat ofdnlNts, pH..... CHdlKtiviCy ofviltey.rd JOih
Vineyard soils were prepared as~ pellets and analysed by XRF for 28
elements according to the procedure described in Chapter 2. Determined concentrations of
elements in soil are given in Appendix 6. along with pH and conductivity measurements.
Element concentrations in soil were correlated 10 concentrations in wine. to further
examined the source of the fingerprint.
3.9.1 Cornlatiou betwrra eaa.eats i. soils.1td ...iaa
A table of Pearson correlations relating the total concentrations of elements in soil
and wine (Appendix 1) along with probability coefficients. were examined for high
COl'Telation coefficients. Correlations were also examined for soils and wines within each
region. and for the larger size fraction of soil. to ensure the condation data is robust. The
strongest correlation between the soil and wine concentriltions was for Sr. which Wl1S also
found to be an element highly discriminating of wine region. A Pearson correlation
coefficient of 0.63 (Appendill: 1) with an associated probability orless than 0.008 was
detennined for Sr. When examined graphically. this relationship was found to have a major
discontinuity between the Niagara and Okanagan regions (Fig. 3.24). and that the
relationship between the elements is not linear. Correlation coefficients were detennined
for Sr between soil and wine for each region individually. and were found to be lower (R =
0.27. P - 0.18 for the Okanagan: R -0.32. P =0.21 for Niagara) than for the whole data
set. indicating the high conelation for both regions was a result of the discontinuity. The
soil·wine correlation for Sr was also found to be negligible when the < 2 mm fraction of
soil was used. as opposed to the < 0.074 mm fraclion. which was used for most of the soil
antilyses.
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While no other positive correlations were found between element concentrations in
soil and wine, concenlrations ofTi were found to be consistenlly higher in soil from
Niagara (Fig. 3.25). whereas 8a concentrations (like Sr). were found to be consistently
higher in soil from !he Okanagan (fig. 3.26). cawing a similar distribution between soil
and w;ne as w;th !he Sr dala.
3.9.2 Cornfations between drmrnt nlios i. soils .ncI winn
Because wines may have an uneven dilution effect during processing. correlations
between element ratios in soil and w;ne were determined. Wine can evaporate upon
storage in tanks and water is somc:timc:s adlkd to adjUSl sugar content (Jackson. 1989).
1be loss and addition of water is probably minimal in terms of its effect on IJ'aCe element
concentration. but examination ofelement ratios minimizes any variability in dilution. lbc:
elements in wine which were also present in the soil analysis. were each divided by other
elements to create element ratios. 1be same ratios w~ derived for the soil element
concentrations. and correlations between these: ratios \\~!hen examined. Strong
com:lations were found between w;nes and soils for the element ratios TVSr. TiIBa.
MnlSr and ZnlSr (Table 3.24). where lhe relation between these ratios is likely due to the
positive relationship between Sr. Ti. and Ba in soil and wine. Because the relationship
between Sr. Ti. and Sa soil and wine concentrations is caused by a discontinuity bet....-ec:n
the two regions. and is not a linear relationship (figs 323-3.25). the element ratios were
examined for each region individually. and no positive: correlations were found.
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3.10 S.IIlI••ry
Elemmt concentrations in wines ",""ere detmnined. and the data W3S ~xamined
graphically. A log transformation applied to ~lcment concentrations in wine: mad~ lhe data
bener fit the assumptions of parametric statistical methods. Structures in relationships
between clements were ~x.amincd using PeA and cluster analysis. Discrimination of the
major wine: regions of Canada using concentrations ofSr, Rb. MIt. Mo, AI. V, Co. Zn. Sb.
and U achieved 98% correct classification. Niagarn. and Okanagan wines can be
discriminated with 98% accuracy. and the wines from 5 vineyards from the Okanagan
were classified~t1y according to origin. The wines from the Niagara region could not
be classified correctly according to vineyard.
Element concentrations in soil were determined by XRF. and corTdations between
elements in soil and wine were derived. A significant positive correlation was determined
for Sr in soil and wine. although there is a discontinuity betWttn data from the Niagarn.
and Okanagan which causes the positive COlTC'lation. This element also has the highest
discriminating ability for wine region.
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Table 3.1 Minimwn and maximwn concentralions (ppb) of elements measured in this study
ofCanadian wine compared to Canadian Drinking Waler Guidelines. 1993. (n.s. '= not
specifiedl
emenl ..unwn L'(tmum ,an
""Li 0.74 33 n.s.
Be 0.005 1.80 n.s.
Mg 26900 149000 ....
AI 16.5 20go ....
P 29400 490000 n.s.
CI 2430 119000 25ססoo
C. 31000 240000 n.S.
Ti 1.44 46.2 n.s.
V 0.239 206 ....
M" 201 4100 50
F. 15.0 6900 300
Co 0.61 9.3 n.s.
Ni 4.0 164 ",.
C. 3.1 1200 1000
Zn 130 2960 5000
A. 0.55 24.7 25
B, g6 900 n.s.
S< 0.20 10.9 10
Rb 190 1250 n.s.
S, 116 1920 ",.
Mo 0.87 61 n.s.
Ag <0.001 0.155 50
Cd 0.098 6.6 S
Sb 0.038 52 n.s.
I 0.54 16.0 n.s.
C. 0.165 g.O n.s.
B. 45 615 1000
L. 0.002 g.6 n.s.
e. 0.(102 17.4 ",.
n 0.034 0.62 n.s.
Pb 1.55 93 10
Bi <0.008 3.09 n.s.
Th 0.005 1.02 n.S.
U 0.002 g.1 100
Table 3.2 Principal component analysis for elements in wines using 10 components and
VARIMAX .rotatIOn.
Com ?Onenl
Element , , < < , . 0 '0
U 0.92 0.11 -0.02 0.01 -0.10 0.11 -0.05 -0.00 -o.o! -0.05
Ce 0.85 0.07 -0.05 0.23 0.15 0.01 0.09 -0.01 0.09 -0.01
110 0.85 -0.04 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.04 -0.15 -0.03 -0.14
Ti 0.74 0.19 0.21 0.30 0.08 035 -0.02 0.20 0.09 0.05
Be 0.68 -0.33 0.17 0.29 0.05 0.08 0.15 0.10 0.31 0.07
V 0." 0.19 0.04 0.15 0.19 0.49 0.17 0.26 0.06 0.12
8; 0.60 -0.28 0.14 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.04 -0.04 0.07 -0.55
AI 0.60 0.01 0.04 0.45 -0.05 0.19 0.30 0.21> 0.34 0.14
Sb 0.59 0.18 0.10 0.17 0.13 0.54 0.08 0.18 0.26 0.04
Pb 0.56 0.22 -0.01 0.14 -0.08 0.19 -0.04 0.07 0." -0.40
Co 0.55 0.06 0.17 0,47 0.09 0.19 0.24 0.10 0.35 0.26
Zn -0.03 0.83 -0.01 0.18 0.07 0.06 -0.04 0.14 0.19 0.11
Cd 0.16 0.79 0.02 0.12 -0.07 0.02 0.27 -0.02 0.22 -0.07
L; 0.15 -0.12 0.86 0.02 0.03 0.20 0.15 -0.07 -0.03 -0.16
Mg 0.04 0.13 0.84 0.10 -0.30 0.01 -0.01 0.12 0.11 0.15
S,
-0.16 -0.04 0.53 -0.13 -0.65 -0.01 0.28 -0.10 -0.16 -0.16
TI 0.24 0.03 -0.07 0.85 -0.05 0.07 0.11 0.15 0.16 0.14
C, 0.22 0.16 0.02 0.85 -0.04 0.09 0.\0 0.05 -0.03 0.02
Rb 0.08 0.17 0.15 0.80 0.06 0.00 -0.05 0.02 -0.17 -0.37
Ba -0.08 0.01 0.11 0.09 -0.91 0.11 -0.09 0.12 0.16 0.07
Mo 0.08 0.03 0.10 0.02 -0.19 0.88 0.10 -0.07 0.15 -0.10
As 0.39 -0.08 0.15 0.42 0.04 0.60 0.11 0.11 0.32 0.10
Se 0.09 0.13 0.23 0.09 0.04 0.08 0.87 -0.11 0.02 -0.03
I 0.19 0.10 -0.17 0.39 -0.10 0.31 0.54 0.29 0.22 0.09
Mn 0.12 0.15 0.06 0.28 -0.09 0.08 -0.07 0.78 0.31 0.04
Ag 0.37 0.04 0.14 0.06 0.08 0.39 -o.Q) -0.51 0.51 0.17
C. 0.13 0.18 0.10 -0.06 -0.13 0.18 -0.08 0.16 0.77 0.12
, •. I. ," ... ... no •
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Table 3.3 Elements grouped by principal components and the percent of the 10lal variance
each comoontnt exolains %).
Component Elemmts grouped Total variance explained (%)
U. Ceo Th. n. Be. V. Bi. AI. Sb. Pb. Co 21
Zn.C' 6.'
Li.Mg,Sr 1.4
ncS. Rb 11
Ba. S, 5.6
Mo.As. Sb .2
So. I 5.6
M. 4.'
Ag. Cu. Ni ...
10 Pb.Bi 3.4
Table 3.4 Group means and classification matrices of wine regions discriminated by
'nc:i com nts uation 3.1 .
·1.63
2.66
Classification
9'
91
Table 3.5 Discriminating power, as f·to-remove statislics and tolerance. of PeA
comDOnents used to discriminate wine tel!ion.
f·to-remove Tolerance
Component 1 30.53 0.79
Component 2 50.61 0.71
Component 3 31.12 0.19
Component 4 90.59 0.61
Component 5 40.99 0.75
Com nent' 145.17 0.54
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Table 3.6 Test statistics for discriminant analysis of wine re ion usin!! PeA comlXments.
Statistic Annrollimate F-statistic nmbabilitv value
Wilk'slambda
Pillai"straee
w1ev-Hotellin'" trace
64.84
64.84
64.84
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
Table 3.1 Group means and classification matrices for discriminant analysis ofNiagarn and
Okana an wines usin' element concentrations ( uation 3.2).
Jackknifed classifICation
98
97
Table 3.8 Discriminating power, as F-to--remove statistic and tolerance, ofelemenls used
to discriminate Niaswa and Okana2an wine.
Element F-l(Hemove statistic Tolerance
U 20.78 0.37
V 14.2S 0.32
AI 18.37 0.36
Sb 9.00 0.35
Co 7.61 0.39
Zn 13.56 0.8S
S, 63.97 0.69
Rb 24.90 0.80
Mo 9.38 0.57
Mn 21.52 0.87
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Table 3.9 Test statistics for discriminant analYsis ofNiaUIa and Okana2an wines.
Test Statistic ADOl"Oximate F-statistic Probabilit value
Wilk'slambdD.
Pillai's trace
Law -Holellin
48.9
48.9
48.9
<0.001
<O.CMH
<0.001
Table 3.10 Group means and classification matrices for discriminant analysis of Niagara.,
Ok.ana2an. and French wines (eauations 3.3 and 3.4 .
Region Group means Group means Classification Jackknifed
(Factor 1) (Factor 2) classification
Okanagan -2.19 -0.05 100''' Q8%
Niagara 2.60 0.44 75% 67%
F"""" 3.57 -1.31 90% 80%
Table 3.11 Discriminating power. as F-to-remove statistics and tolerance, of elements
used to discriminate Okana an, Niaoara, and French wines.
Element f-to-remove Tolerance
AI Q.89 0.l6
V lo.n 0.33
Mn 10.78 0.88
Cn 4.75 0.39
Zn 7.08 0.86
Rb 21.54 0.82
S, 31.02 0.73
Mn 5.15 0.56
U 12.05 0.38
Sb 5.12 O. 7
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Table 3.12 Test statistics rordiscriminant analysis or Niagara.. Okanagan. and French
wines.
Testswistic Anoroximatc F-statistic Tolerance
Wille's lambda 18.86 <0.001
Pillai'straee 10.53 <0.001
Lawll'v-Hol lIing trace 30.56 <0.001
Table 3.13 Discriminant functions and asscx:iated eigenvalues ror classifying wines rrom 5
DIcan:wan vinevaros.
Factor I
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
Discriminant Functions
10.04 + 2.03Rb - 7.84Sr - I.OOMo+ 5.71Mn + O.60U
-44.49 + 3.62Rb + 8.00sr - 4.52Mo - 2.99Mn + O.99U
15.21 +3.13Rb-1.I2St+1.65Mo-4.79Mn-0.57U
-24.57 + 4.26Rb -4.17Sr +2.19Mo +3.27Mn - 0.29U
Eill'envalues
25.41
18.61
4.57
'.00
Table 3.14 Groun means ror discriminant functions or wines from 5 Oleana 'an vineyards.
Vineyard Group means
Factor I F""",2 Factor 3 Factor 4
Lake Breeze -2.219 2.668 2.707 -1.01\
Wild Goose 3.622 5.642 -1.027 1.366
lang Vineyards -6.416 -3.2D -<>.200 1.540
Quail's Gate -2.144 0.159 -3.343 -1.902
House or Rose 5.977 -4.748 0.544 -0.142
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Table 3 15 Classification matrices for discrimination of wines from 5 Okanal!aJl vincvards.
Table 3.16 Discriminate power. as f-tlrremove statistics and tolerance. for elements used
to discriminate wines from 5 OkanallllR vine ants.
Element F-tlrremove Statistic Tolerance
Rb 15.48 0.85
S, 4285 0.34
"'. 35.18 0.43
"'. 28.33
0.33
6.60 0.54
Table 3.11 Test statistics for the discriminant analysis of wines from 5 Okanagan
vineYards.
Test statistic Approximate F-statistic Probability
Wilk's lambda 41.21 <0.001
Pillai's trace 22.57 <0.001
Lawlev-Hotellin!.! trace 39.20 <0.001
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Table 3.18 Concentrations of select elements in icewines. late harvest wines and Rieslings
from Lani! VineYards and Swnmerhill Estates.
Wine Mn Cn N; Zn Rb U
Lang Riesling 1997 620 3.2 15.1 400 360 0.164
Lang Late Haryesl 1997 860 3.0 14.7 280 390 0.052
Lang 1cewine 1997 1080 5.5 32 820 471 0.39
Summerhill Riesling 1998 440 1.35 7.7 680 370 0.273
Summerhill lcewine 1998 1046 3.1 19.1 390 205 0.014
Table 3.19 Discriminant functions and associated eigenvaJues for wines from four Niagara
vineyards.
Factor Discriminant function Eigenvalue
-12.63 -+- 3.45V • 6.83AI -+- 3.79Co -+- 6.24Sr - 6.49Mo -+- 36.66
2.15Mn
-28.71 -+- 1.19V -+- 3.04AI- 6.17Co-2.18Sr-+-0.20Mo- 3.67Mn 5.91
.60 -+- 1.45V - 1.02AI- O.66Co -0. \Sr-+- 0.IOMo-+-0.47Mn 1.62
Table 3.20 Grou means of discriminant functions for wines from four NialUll3 vineyards.
Vineyard Group mean
Factor \ Factor 2 Factor 3
Cave Spring -6.08 -3.81 0.39
Joseph's 0.71 0.37 -1.71
Reif -3.86 2.47 0.80
DeS<> 8.50 .0.68 0.84
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Table 3.21 Discriminant power, as f·to-remove slatistics and lolerance, for elements in
discriminant anaIvsis ofNiaillra wines.
Element F-lOoremove Tolerance
V 19.13 0.06
AI 15.54 0.06
Co 10.99 0.14
S, 13.5] 0.12
Mo 75.70 0.05
Mn 5.26 0.21
Table ].22 Classificalion malrices fOf" discriminant analysis of wines from 5 Niagara
vineYards.
Vinevard Classification (% correct Jackknifed classification l'Vecorrect
Cave Spring 100 100
Joseph's 100 100
Reif 100 80
De Sou.. 100 100
Table ].23 Test stalistics for the discriminant analYsis of wines from 5 Nial!ara vineyards.
Test statislic F'Stalislic Probability
Willt's lambda
Pillai'straet
Lawll"V-Holellinl'! trace
11.60
7.37
16.]6
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<O.lX)J
<0.001
<0.001
Table 3.24 Positive Pearson's R correlation coefficients between wines and soils
determined for concentration ratios of elements.
Element ratio
Ti/Sr
Ti/Ba
MnfSr
ZnfSr
Peanon R
0.73
0.52
0.65
0.56
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Bonferroni probability
q).l)OI
0.055
q).OOI
0.015
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Fig. 3.1 a) to f) Normality plot (a) and boxplol (b) of concentrations orco, and scatter plot
ofconcentrations orco and Al (c); nonnality plot (d) and boxplot (e) of log transformed
concentrations of Co, and scatterplol of log transfonned concentrations of Co and Al (t).
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Fig. 3.2 Scree plot for PeA of elements in wine. in which factors are plotted against their
eigenvalues 10 determine the nwnber of factors needed in the analysis.
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Fig. 3.3 Plot ofPCA Component 4 \IS. Component 5 for elerMnt concentrations in wines.
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Fig. 3.4 Plot ofPCA Componenl4 VS. Component 8 for element concenuations in wines.
DislanccS
Fig. 3.5 Cluster analysis. using Pearson's R correlation coefJkients and Ward·s clustering
method. showing clcmenl association in Okanagan wines.
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Fig. 3.6l.og transformed concentrations ofSr and Rh for Niagara and Okanagan wines.
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Fig. 3.7 Log transfonned concentrations of Co liS. Mn in Niagara and Okanagan wines.
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Fig. 3.8 Log uansfonned conttntrations ofMo vs. V in Niagara and Okanagan wines.
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Fig. 3.9 Log transformed concentrations ofSb 1I.f. U in Niagara and Okanagan wines.
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Fig. 3.10 Log transfonned concentrations of Cd vs. AI in Niagara and Okanagan wines.
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Fig. 3.11 Log transformed concentrations of Zn vs. 8a in Niagara and Okanagan wines.
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Fig. 3.12 Plot ofdiscriminant function (equation 3.4), grouping Okanagan and Niagara
wine.
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Fig. 3.14 Component 4 V$. Component 8 for Okanagan, Niagara. and French wines.
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Fig. 3.16 Application of the discriminant function (equation 3.4) to the Niagara,
Okanagan, and French wines.
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Fig. 3.17 Plot of discriminant functions (equations 3.5 and 3.6) grouping wines from
France, the Okanagan, and Niagara regions.
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Fig. 3.18 Plot ofdiscrimination functions classifYing wines from 5 Okanagan vineyards.
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Fig. 3.19 Percent RSD calculated for clements used to discriminate Okanagan wines by
vineyard. Bars represent variance (RSD) in element concentrations for 6 wines from the
same batch of1998 Lake Breeze Pmot Blancs; Quail's Gale Riesling (1995-1998); House
of Rose Verdelet (1992- t996); and all Okanagan wines.
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Fig. 3.20 Cluster analysis arlog transfonned concentrations of AI, V, Mn, Co. Zn, Rb, Sr,
Mo, Sb, and U, in Okanagan wine, using Pearson's R correlations as distance measures
and clustering by Ward's method. Wines are labelled by colour (R=red, W=whitc, B=blush
/rose), vintage year, and winery name.
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Fig. 3.21 Discriminant analysis of wines from fOUf vineyards in Niagara.
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Fig. 3.22 Comparison ofRSD for 10 discriminating elements in Niagara wines. The
samples from Cave Spring, Joseph's, Reif, and De Sousa arc wines made from dilTerent
varieties ofgrapes from the same vineyard, and the SlOney Creek samples are 3 Pinot
Blancs from grapes grown on different vineyards, but processed at the same winery.
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Fig. 3.23 Cluster analysis of log transfonned concentrations of AI. V, Mo, Co. Zn, Rb, Sr,
Mo, Sb. and U, in Niagara wines, using Pearson's R correlations as distance measures and
c1uslcring by Ward's method.
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Fig. 3.24 Concentration ofSr in wines (PPb) vs. concentration ofSr in vineyard soils
(ppm) for Okanagan and Niagara wines and vineyards.
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Fig. 3.25 Concentration afTi in wines (ppb) V.I. COflCnItration orli in soils (wt%) for
Okanagan and Niagara wines and vineyards.
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Fig. 3.26 Concentration ofBa in wines (ppb) V.J. concentration orRa in soils (ppm) for
Okanagan and Niagara wines and vineyards.
4.llatrodUdiH
To interprellhe fingerprint analysis. the e1emenlS grouped by the PCA are
compared to the grouping ofelemenlS with similar chemical propenies. according to
periodic law and ionic potential. The agreement ofelement association in wine with
associations between e1emenlS with similar chemical propenies suggests that element
mobility influences concentration in wine to a high degree. and the effects ofdifferential
plant uptake and wine processing are minimal. ElemcnlS which we~ found to have
discriminating power of wine fegton arc discussed in terms of possible sources and their
mobility in the environment.
4.2 loak potftltial or ekmeats
According to periodic law of the elements, elements in the same groups, or
columns, of the periodic table, have the same valences and structure. and therefore lend to
have similar physical and chemical properties (Fau~, 1998). Elements in the same periodic
group display geochemical coherence in their distribution in nature (Faure. 1998). Element
mobility is influenced by the iC:lic po!en(ial of an element. which is quantified as the ratio
of the valence, or positive iOJlic charge, to the tonic radius. in picomctres (pm) (Rollinson.
1(93). Elements of low ionic potential « 0.03 pm.l) can be related. at least theo~tically.
to a tendency to go readily into solution. whereas ions with an intennediate ionic potential
(0.03-0.12 pm· l ) have a sueng tendency to precipitate as hydroxides (UKESCC. 2000).
The relationship of ionic potential to the tendency of an ion to remain in solution. or
precipitate as a hydroxide. can be applied to elements which fonn highly ionic bonds. but
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is complicated by the tendency ofelements. panicularly from the middle of the periodic
table. to form covalent bonds (Krauskopfand Bird, 1995). Often a single ionic potential
for an element can not be defJ..Ded. because many elements exist at more than one ionic
charge. which determines valence and affects ionic radius. Ionic radius is determined from
the distances between ions in cryslals. and is therefore dependent on the coordination
nwnberofthe ion in the crystal in which it is measured (Faure. 1998). Elements which
were analysed in wine samples. and which are expected to form highly ionic bonds due to
a low eJeeuonegativity (Krauskopf and Bird. 1995). \lo~re planed by ~ir valence and
ionic radius in Fie. 4.1, using the radii of ions for a coordination number of6. exttpt for
Be for which a radius associaled with a coordination number of 4 was used (Krauskopf
and Bird, 1995). From this plot. clements are grouped as soluble cations and insoluble
hydroxides. using the ionic potential of0.03 pm'. as a boundary (UKESCC. 2000). The
plot showselm'lCnts from Group JA and ItA on the periodic table (li. Rb. Cs. Mg. Ca.
Sr. and Ba). with the exception of Be. 10 have low ionic potential. and are classified as
soluble cations. The ions TIl' and Pbl '. have a highly ionic character and are predicted to
be soluble by low ionic potentials (Fig. 4.1). but have 1~ ionic character and are less
mobile as TIl' and Pb·· (Krauskopfand Bird. 1995). The clements Be. Ti. and V were
predicted to exist as insoluble hydroxides by their ionic potential. The element. Mn. exists
in both groups. depending on valence (UKESCC. 2000). The behaviour of transition
elements. which readily fonn covalent bonds, and the halogens. which can exist as anions.
are not well predicted by this plot Periodic law S1i11 applies for these elements. and
predicts that the chemical properties ofCd are similar to those oflo. a far more abundant
element (Faure. 1998).
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4.3 InterpRlatioa or PCA
Elements grouped in each component from PeA. along with the % variance they
represent y,.'efe summarised in Table 3.3. lbe elements in Component 3(li. Mg. Sr).
Component 4{T1. Cs. Rb) and Component S(Ba. Sr) are all classified as soluble cations by
their ionic potential. and ate therefore expected to be mobile in the environmem. With the
exception ofT!. these elements belong to Group IA and IIA of the periodic table. and
therefore have similar chemical and physical properties. lbe elements Be. Ti and V. which
arc predicted to be immobile by their ionic potential (Table 4.1). ate in Component I of
the PeA analysis. but eight other elements ate also included in this component.
Examination of the Pearson's R correlations (Appendix 4) shows strong correlations
between Be and Ti (R=O.54). and Ti and V (R~.67). The only element which loads high
in Component 8 is Mn. which is a mobile cation as Mn(II). and an insoluble hydroxide as
Mo(lII).
The e1emenls Zn and Cd ate grouped in Component 2. and ate transition metals
from group liB on the periodic table. and Component 9 groups the transition metals Ni.
Cu and Ag. The elements Se and I are grouped in Component 7. and can exist as anions or
cations.
lbe grouping of elements with similar ionic potential in some of the Components
(3A.and 5). suggests the mobility of these elements in the environment. as defined by their
ionic potential. is not obscured by factors such as diffem\lial plant uptake. differences in
soil chemistry. or addition ofelements during wine processing. The elements grouped in
Components 4 and S. which~ shown to be good discriminators of region (Fig. 3.3).
were e1emcnls which are predicted to be mobile calions. The only clemen! which loaded
high in Component 8 was Mn. which can behave as a soluble cation or an insoluble
4·)
hydroxide depending on its ionic charge (UKESCC. 2000). The discriminating ability of
this element suggests there are differmce:s in its mobility and abundance in the two wine
producing regions.
In plants. Cd is a toxic element, whereas Zn is an essential planl nutrient. A study
of uptake ofCd by strawberry plants shows Cd is most mobile in acid soils and is readily
~ant available in soluble fonn (Cielinski et 01.• 1996). but there is disagreement as to
whether the uptake ofZn is passive or active in plants (Kabatas-Pendias and Pendias,
1984). The Zn-Cd interaction has been reported 10 be both antagonistic and synergistic in
plants. where Zn has been reported to compete with Cd for binding siles but also 10
increase Cd solubility and translocation from roots 10 plants (Kabatas·Pendias and
Pendias. 1984). The positive correlalion (R~.60. Appendix 4) belween these elements in
wines suggestslhal differential plant uptake does I'l()( occur. and concentrations of lhcse
elements in wine is determined by similar chemical properties.
The plot of ionic potential predicted pt,l. to be soluble and therefore mobile in the
environment. but Pb did not group with other mobile elements in the PeA. This may be
due 10 the presence of Pb~·. which is nol predicted 10 be soluble. and also 10 other sources
of Pb in wine. Increased lead concenttations in wine have been attributed to faulty cork
capsules. Cork capsules ace the film of plastic or foil which sometimes covers the cork.
and some types of foil capping have a high lead content, although high alwninum content
foils have largely replaced those containing lead alloys (Roses. 1997). Fertilizers and wine-
making equipment (Gulson el 01.• 1992; Rosman et 01.• 1998). and almOSpheric deposition
on vineyards near major highways (Eschnauer. 1982) have also been attribuled 10
increasing lead concentration in wines.
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4.4 ~iuCioaofrqiH
Fingerprinting the two major wine regions was successful using ten elements (AI.
V, Mn. Co. Zn. Rb. Sr. Mo. Sb and U). Inclusion of French wines in the fingerprint. and
the cluster analysis of wines from the same vineyard in tbe Okanagan region suggests
these clements are useful for discriminating wine by geographic origin. ElemenlJ included
in the fingerprint wtte found to have diff~t mobilities in the enviroMlent. particularly
the mobile c1cmcnlJ Sr and Rb. and the insoluble: clement. V. as predicted by their ionic
potential.
The most important regional discriminator was determined to be Sr by graphical
analysis and examination of the F-statistics. A study ofSr isotope ratios in wine to
uncover regional mud related Sr isotope ratios in wine were found to relate to those in
soil for various geologic regions (Hom et af., 1993). The addition ofSr to wine from
processing with fining bentonites is thought to be minimal. as a significant contribution of
Sr from bentonites to wine is expected to alter the isotopic ratio ofSr in wine. making it
indistinguishable from that of the soils of the region (Hom et al., 1998). The clement Sr is
easily weathered and mobile. and can easily taken up by plants (Kabata·Pendias and
Pcndias, 1984). Other studies have found Sr to be a useful discriminating element (Baxter
I!t al.• 1997; Danzer et al.. 1999). Another mobile clement. Rb. was found to be a good
regional discriminator by this study and by LatOfTC et aL (1994). A plot ofSr and Rb"'as
found to separate wines by region to a high degree (Fig. 3.6). and in the discriminant
analysis. these elements are weighted heavily and opposite to each other (Sr is weighted
with a value of +1.94 and Rb with a value of -1.32), so this relationship is enhanced
(equation 3.1).
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Other studies have found Mn to be a useful element for fingerprinting region
(Danzer el aI., 1999: Baxter et al.• 1997). as well as Zn and V (Danzer et al.• 1999). The
uptake ofdi.scriminating elements Mo, V, Co. and U into plants 3R sometimes used for
mineral exploration of underlying bedrock. (Brooks et oJ.. 1995). which suggests then: is a
relationship between concentration in plants and in bedrock. The mobility ofMo is
dependent on its speciation which is controlled by its oxidation state. but tends to fonn
soluble complexes {Krauskopfand Bird. I99S).The element, U. is easily mobilized from
bedrock with weathering. and is soluble over a large pH range. making U soil
concentration a good indicator of bedrock U concentration. High clay content in soil
causes sorption of U. but the soluble fraction of U is readily available to plants (Kabatas-
Pendias and Pendias.. 1984). which explains the regional discriminating po....-eTofU as its
abundance and mobility are variable with bedrock and soil type. The highly discriminating
element. AI. is a major constituent of clay minems. The tota.I AI content of soils is
weathered from parent rock. but the plant available fraction is largely detennined by soil
acidity (KabaW-Pendias and Pendias. 1984). Except in very acidic or very basic solutions.
AI. has a very low solubility; its dissociation from aluminosilicate clay minerals only occurs
~ very low or high pH (Krauskopf and Bird, 1995). Unlike AI. there is a low crustal
abundance of Sb. but when in soluble form it is easily taken up from the soil by plants
(Kabata-Pendias and Pendias. 1984). Using ten elemenls to discriminate wine region
enables the inclusion ofelements with different abundances and mobilities in the regional
environments.
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".5 Co_position of Oka••pn winn
Discriminant analysis ofOkanagan wines (Fig. 3.18) suggests that wines from the
same vineyard from within the Okanagan can be differentiated by their trace elements. The:
low variability ofelementconcmtrntions in Lake Breeze wines (fig. 3.19) shows that
samples from the same batch, but different pans of a tank. and from different tanks, are
fairly unifonn in concentrations oflhese ten clements. Variability in wine concentrations
for several vintage years is consistently low for all vineyards for Mn and Sr. which
suggests that concenuationsofthcse elemcnts are not strongly affected by differences in
climate. viticultural practice. or wine processing which may have occurred over several
vintage years. The apparem concentration of some elements during ice:wine production
(fable 3.19) suggests these wines cannot be reliably grouped wilh other wines ror trace
element fingCTprinting.
Cluster analysis using the ten discrimiRating elements (Fig. 3.20) shows wines
made by the same winel}' over several vintage yean: to group together to a high degree.
The two Pinat Blanc samples rrom St. Hubertus, which were made from the same grapes.
but one was processed in an oak barTel and the other in a stainless steel tank. cluster
together suggesting these different processes do not suongly affect the fingerprinting
elements.
While insufficient samples were available to detennine whether red and white:
wines can be differentiated by II3ce element composition., the red wines from four wineries
plotted apart from white wines from the same: wineries. suggesting that colour docs affect
trace element composition. Baxter et of. (1997) and Greenough el aJ., (1997) were able to
discriminate colour using trace elements. which suggests that discrimination of wine
region may be more successful in a larger data set if red and white wines were analysed
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separately. Red wines are processed on the skin. and heavy metals (Pb. Cu. Zn and Cd)
have been found to be more concentrated in g.ra.pe skin than in pulp (Angelova el oJ..
1999). so red wines a.tt likely to have higher concentrations of these elements.
There is some tendency for wines from the same kxation of the valley to group
together. Wines from the Oliver vineyards Hester Creek. Inkamcep (Vincor wine).
Gehringer Brothers. and Gersighel Wineberg group together towards the bonom of the
graph. the Narnmata vineyards Lang. Red ROOSIer. Irvine. Kenle Valley. and lake Breeze
are found in the centre of the plot. and the Kelowna vineyards House of Rose. Surnmcrflill
and Quail's Gale are near the top of the plot. This trend shows some agreement with
vineyard location. and may reneet environmental innuences.
4.6 C~posm.a of NL.pra wUin
Discriminant analysis of Niagara wines by vineyard oforigin was less successful
than Okanagan wines. and variability in concentrations for the enlire region were found 10
be similar to the variability for the region (Fig. 3.22). The wines from Cave Spring.
Joseph's. Reifand DeSousa are made from different grape varieties. but are from the same
vintage year. whereas multiple samples taken from Okanagan vineyards were from
different vintage years. but the same grape variety. While grape variety may cause this
increased variability in element concentrations. there have been no reports of successful
differentiation of wine varieties using trace elements. For this type of discrimination,
organic constituents such as te:rpencs (Danzer el aJ.• 1999) and polyphenols (Soleas el 01.
1997) have been used. The Slaney Creek winery makes three different Reserve Pinat
Blancs. meaning each wine is made exclusively from grapes grown on a single vineyard.
but all three are processed at the same winery. The RSD of these wines was found to be
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low for the elements AI. Mn. Co. Zn. Rb. and Sr. (Fig. 3.22). but comparable to the
variability for entire region for the elements Mo and U. These wines did not group
together in the cluster analysis. which suggests that winery practices have a Sln)ng
influence on the concentrations of some of the discriminating elements. The fingerprint
was re-examined using cluster analysis with the ten discriminating elements (Fig. 3.23).
and only the wines from Cave Springs Wtte found to group together. although the wines
from De Sousa fonned two groups close to each other.
4.7 R~..tio.l.ip MtwHII eneat COIICftltnltiou ia soils ..d wi.n
'The positive ~lations betWttn soil and plant conoenuations ofSr was not
found to be robust. bot examination of Fig. 3.23 shows the Niagara soils sampled to have
consistently lower Sr concentrations than Okanagan soils. and Sr has been shown to be the
strongest discriminating element in wine. Concentrations of Ba are also consistently lower
in Niagara soils (Fig. 3.24). and this element correlates strongly with Sr in wine and soil.
The alkaline earth elements. Sr. and Ba. are highly soluble elements due to low ionic
potential. whereas Ti is detennined to be an immobile element by its ionic potential.
Concentrations ofTi are consistently higher in Niagara soils lhan Okanagan soils. and
have a greater range ofconcentrations in Niagara wines (Fig. 3.25).
Few reports are available which relate the conccntrutionsofelements in fruits and
vegetables to those ofassociated soils. No simple relationship exists between the amount
ofa particular element in the soil and the amount that is absorbed by the plant.
Detennining plant availability is difficult due to the complexity of soil chemistry and the
physiological processes characteristic of different plants (Shaklelte. 1980). Trace element
concentrations in a plant can depend on the species and strain ofplanL the part of the
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plant. the time of year and the climate. and the soil type and pH. Relationships between
soil and wine element concentrations are further complicated by wine processing.
B«.ause the soil data is based on total concentration and not p1ant-availabte
concentration. it is likely that the speciation of many of the elements in soil is not suitable
for plant uptake. Elements which are chemically bonded to the soil solid phase can be
tightly bound and not soluble (Sparks. 1995). There is also the possibility ofactive
element uptake. in which plants will absorb nutrient elements from the soil preferentially
over non-nutrient or toxic elements (Brooks rt 01.• 1995) Further complications to the
soil-wine element relationship are that the roots ofgrape vines tcnd to reach cxtreme
depths_ and because soil was sample from within the top 0.3-0.5 m oflhe vineyard. it is
not a highly accurate representation of where the plants absorb nutrients. Depending 00
the age of the plant and the dcplh and nature ofthe overburden. it is possible that the plant
roots an: in fact reaching bedrock. The effccts of groundwater. and in some cascs
irrigation water. are also difficult to quantify. The overall soil-plant interaclion is highly
complex. and soil-wine clement relationships arc further complicated by wine processing
effects.
4.8Su.m.ry
Elements grouped by peA were found to show good agreement with elements
grouped by mobility in the environment, defined by ionic potential. which suggests that
chemical properties ofelements have a stronger effcct on element concentrations !han
differential plant uptake. anthropogenic inputs and wine processing.
Statistical analysis of clement concentrations in wines determined that Canadian
wines can be fingerprinted by the elements Sr. Rb. Mn. Mo. AI. v. Co. Zn. Sb. and U.
Using these elements the Niagara and Okanagan wines can be discriminated with 980/.
accuracy. and the wines from S vineyards from the Okanagan were classified cOl'T'eCtly
according to origin. whereas the wines from the smallet'" Niagara rrgion could not be
fingerprinted according to vineyard. These elemenls are thought to be useful [0
fingerprinting region oforigin of wines because of variable abundances and solubilities in
vineyard environments.
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Fig. 4.1 Plot of ionic radius (in pm}!'S. ionic charge for commonly occwring ions of
c1cmems which fonn bonds with a high ionic character, as predicted by elcctronegalivity.
Ionic potentials which are used as boundaries to define clement solubility, are labelled as
O.03pm· 1 and O. 12pm·l• Ionic radii are for a coordination numberof6. except Be for
which a rndius for a coordination number of 4 was used. Elements which commonly exist
at mote than one oxidation state arc included for each existing ionic charge. All radii were
taken from Krauskopf and Bird. 1995: boW1dary dcfinit~ns arc from UKESCC. 2000.
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5.II.tnclltdioa
Elemental concentrations in wine have been attributed to geology. soil chemistry.
climate, and processing, the effects of each being difficult 10 dissociate from the others.
Geology. climate. and chemicaJ composition of the vineyard soils sampled from each
region were compared for the two regions., to further examine influences on wine
composition.
5.1.1 Oven'ie'W.f tile leoIocY of dte au...... V.lley
The Okanagan wine growing region (Fig. 5. I) transects two major physiographic
regions: the Thompson Plateau from Vernon down to Penticton. and the Okanagan
Highlands to the east of Kelowna and the areas below Penticton. The Thompson Plateau
was fo""ed during the tectonic plate convergence of the Nonh American and Pacific
plates during the Mesozoic era (245 to 66 million years ago), and was laler intruded by
magma which formed granites (Roed. 1995). The Okanagan Highland is a more
mountainous region than the Thompson Plateau. dominated by Precambrian rocks (from
over 570 million years ago) Icno",n as Okanagan Gneiss. The gneiss. a banded
metamorphic rock which is thought to have been a part of the Precambrian Shield.. has
been deeply buried and chemicaJly altered over time by heat and pressure. then thrust to
the surface during the Eocene (58 to 37 million years ago) and Oligocene (J710 24 million
years ago) epochs (Roed. 1995). Intrusions of Jurassic to Cretaceous granite and diorite
rocks occur in the gneiss causing them to be highly variable in composition (Tempelman.
Kluit, 1989; Roed. 1995).
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The Okanagan faub can be traee'd along the length of the Okanagan Valley. and
has been determined by geophysical studies to be 20 kin dttp (Roed. 1995). The initial
movement along the fault is believed to coincide with the volcanic activity of the Eocene
epoch. These volcanoes deposite'd lavas and pymclastic rocks (Ch~h. 1978). and four
calderas were fonned at Kelowna. Summerland. Pentictoo. and Vernon when gases
building up in undeTlying magma caused a large eruption. which blew away most of the
volcano. When volcanism of the Eocene periodc:~ in the region. a huge river system
developed that deposiled sediments into the calderas (Church. 1980). These nuvial
sedimenls. intercalated with the volcanic debris. fonned the Mamma. White lake. and
Marron formations (Bardoux and Irving. 1988).
1be river system which developed inunIrn.lB.C. at the endoflhe Tcniary Era
mobilized uraniwn from some ofthe underlying eranite or volcanic rock. "The groundwater
then percolated through the nuvial sediments ofthe Eocene fonnations. and precipitated
high concentnl.lions of uranium in deposilS which were then immobilised by basalt from
lava nOWS of the Miocene (24 to 5 million years ago) and Pliocene (5 to 2 million years
ago) volcanoes (Church. 1982).
When the climate cooled in the Pleistocene Era (1.6 million (0 10.000 years ago).
ice over 3 kin thick accumulated above the base of the valley. The advance and retreat of
glaciers scoured out the base and sides of the Okanagan valley. deepening it up 10 640 m
below sea level (Roed. 1995). as ~II as depositing thick layers (up to 700m) of
transponed material (Vanderburgh and Roberts. 1996). The Late Wisconsinan glaciation
(25 to 10 thousand years ago). which eroded deposits from earlier Pleistocene glaciations
deposite'd glacial till. and glacionuvial and pluvial sediments. Till is unsorted material
which was deposite'd by a glacier; glacionuvial materials are sands and gravels that were
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deposited by glacial meltwattt streams. and pluvial deposilS are fine grained materials
from lakes formed by rainwater during a period of glaciation.
Global warming following the icc age occurred approximalely 15.000 years ago.
although the final melting of the Fraser Glacier did not occur until 10.000 years ago
(Roed. 1995). Soil formation and growth of vegetation occurred in the Holocene period
(10 thousand years ago unlil present) with these climalic changes (Roed. 1995).
S.L2 Onrvicw or tile I"IocY or 11l~Niapn Petli.s.1a
The bedrock of the Niagara wine: growing region (Fig. 5.2) is from the Upper
Ordovician and Silurian periods (44510 420 million years ago) (fovell. 1992). Compared
to the Okanagan Valley. in which rocks are from the Paleozoic through 10 the Quaternary
period. this is a short geologie time span. The physiography and pedology of the area was
formed from erosion and glaciation in the Qualemal)' era.
The Niagara region is located on the westem side of the Appalachian basin
(Haynes. 1998). 1be region was covered by a shallow subtropical sea in the Ordovician
era, which then became deltaic during the Taconic Orogeny (mountain building) of the
Late Ordovician-Early Silurian periods (Haynes. 2000). during which a range of
mountains in the place of the Appal~!lian range existing today. fed an immense delta with
Nooff from a series of rivers. Calcareous sedimenlS ....oere deposited and reefs grew. later
forming the sedimentary rocks underlying the region today (fovell. 1992).
The Uwer Ordovician Queenston Formation is composed ofclastic shales with
layers of sillStone. and small amounls of hematite, giving it a red colour (fovell. 1992).
During the Early Silurian epoch. a shallow sea developed from which the carbonate
sandstones and shales ofthc Medina or Cataract Group were deposited (Haynes. 2000).
'.J
1ne shaJes and dolostones of the Clinton Group were then fonned. followed by the
dolomitic reefal and algal carbonates of the Lockpon Formation (Haynes. 2000). The
Lockport Formation is a dolostone. containing over 50% dolomite (CaMg(CO)>J. This
formation was likely formed. from the cak:areous sediments and reefs of the Paleozoic
delta. which were then altered by waters carrying magnesiwn compounds (Tovell. 1992).
The Lockpon dolostone fonns an erosion resistant cap at the top of the escarpment.
The Quaternary period has been an ongoing period of erosion. fonning the present
land fonns of the region. A series ofglaciers carved out the bedrock and deposited till
during the advance and retfeatofthe ice from. Because of the erosive power of each of
these continental glaciers. usually only the results ofthe Late Wisconsinan glaciation are
...·isible (Haynes. 2000). As the ice front retreated north from the Escarpmenl a series of
lakes formed between the ice and the~l with deposition of glaciolacustrine
(glaciaJ lake) clays and silt over the till on the terraces. A large glacial lake. Lake Iroquois
fonned 12.000 ycars ago and eroded the earlier glacigenic sediments. fonning a shore
bluff as a prominent ridge of beach deposits at the base of the escarpment (Haynes. 1998).
Below the shore bluff are lacustrine deposits of stratified sand. sill and clay fonning the
Lake Iroquois plain (Haynes. 2000).
lbe water drained from Glacial Lake Iroquois as the ice retreated. causing erosion
which carved out much of the present physiography of the Niagara Escarpment. Two
lakes lay to the south of the escarpment., Lake Tonawanda. which drained over the
escuprnent at three spillways. and Lake Wainfleet. .....ttich drained water from Lake Erie
(Haynes. 2000). Differential uplift following the retreat of the ice caused
northeastward-flowing waters crossing the Niagara Peninsula to reverse and flow west.
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The pre.glacial gorge through which the Niagara river flowed then became filled with
sediments. causing the river to cut a new path overtbe Escarpment (Haynes. 1998).
5.1.3 Diftel'ftl«:l • di..Ce beCwft'll lhe CWo recioru
The effects ofclimatic conditions on grape growing are measured by two
parameters: solar radiation and growing degree days. The amount of solar radiation
received decreases with increasing slope (Davis tt oJ.• 1984). which refers to tM degree of
incline ofa surface. Growing degree days arc the number ofdays during a growing season
in which the mean temperature is above IO"C. where the growing season begins in the
spring on the first of five conseculive days with a mean temperature above 10°C. and ends
in the fall when there is no longer five consecutive days with a mean tcrnperature above
IOOC (Davis tt 01.• 1984). Growing degree day accumulation is affected by topography
and proximity to large lakes. Due to its more southerly latitude than the Okanagan valley
(the Niagara Peninsula is at 4)° north latitude compared to the 49° to SO" north latitude of
the Okanagan Valley). the Niagara region receives lllOfe solar radiation and a higher
number ofgrowing degree days per year. The average number ofgrowing degl"C'C days in
the Niagara region is 1426 (Ziraldo. 19(4). compared to 1359 degree days measured in
Osoyoos (southern Okanagan) and 1049 degree days measured in Okanagan Centre
(northern Okanagan) (Davis el aJ.. 1984).
5.1.4 Soils or tile Db..... V.11ey ••d Niapn Pea.,.ta
The vineyard soils in the Okanagan arc brown chcmozems fonned on pluvial.
glaciofluvial and glacial till (Wittnc~n. 1986). Chemozemic soils arc influenced by the
processes of calcification. which causes the subsoil accumulation of secondary calcium
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carbonate (Fanning and Fanning, 1989). These soils are well drained. and salts are
eluviated (the removal of constituents from a soil horizon or layer by leaching with Wllter)
from the surface soil. to accumulate in the deeper pan ofthc soil.
The soils ofthe Niagam region are luvisolic due to Ihc calcareous nature of the
Paleozoic rocks (Chesworth and Evans. 1982). The major pedological process occurring
with luvisols is Ihc downward movement ofclay from the surface soil to the subsoil
(Chesworth and Evans. 1982). This accwnula60n of clay in the subsoil fonns a layer of
low penn~bility. keeping available water in the upper soil. so vineyards in the Niagara
region do not require irrigation most years. 8e<:ause grapes grow best on well drained
soils. sub-drains have been installed in many orthe vineyards (Haynes. 2000). causing soils
to retain less waler. and vineyards have been regraded from their naturaltop:>graphy. to
improve drainage.
5.2 [umi..alioa ohhc soil and wine dala
5.2.1 Comparison of Niagara and Okallalall soils
Chemical soil analyses from Ihc Okanagan and Niagara regions were examined for
overall rq;iol\3.l differences. The soils from the IWO regions could be completely
differentiated by the elements Ca. Ti. Sr. and 8a.. and concentrations ofea. Sr and Ba
were higher in Okanagan soils. whereas Niagara soils have higher Ti concentralions.
5.1.1 C..poi'" o(Okaup. soib
Soil composition within each region VoilS fairly unifonn. presumably due to glacial
mixing ofsoil parent malerial in both regions. Some differences in dement concentrations
were observed in Okanagan soils. which is a larger region with more variation in bedrock
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composition and climate. Cluster analysis of concentrations ofOa in Okanagan soil
grouped vineyard soils by their subregion (Fig. 5.]). Kelowna and Westbank soils, which
are from the nonh Okanagan (Fig. 5.1), are found towards the bottom of the plOl
Naramata. PeachJand and Sununerland soils are found near the centre of the plot. and soils
from the southern Oliver and Okanagan Falls areas plot near the top ofthe figure. The
groupings are not exacl but a trend between vineyard location and Oa concentration in
apparent. Soils from vineyards in the Oliver region are also completely distinguishable by
high concentrations of Cr. Ni. and Cu compared 10 other Okanagan vineyard soils in the
study (Figs. 5.4-5.6).
S.2J [nat maceDtnliou ia Oba..a wiaes altd soils
Element concentrations in soil and wine were examined for anomalous high
concentrations and for trends linking wines with subregion. Trends in concentration of U.
As and Pb were studied in Okanagan wines with respect 10 soil concentrations. geology,
climate. and anthropogenic sources. Possible sources ofanomalous high concentrations of
Mo. Cr, and Ni in wine were explored. Two adjacent vineyards. which were fmmd 10
produce wines with strikingly different chemical compositions. were further examined.
S.2J.1 Co.unlnll...... of U in SeMllhern Obaapa Valley wines
Examination of U concentrations in Okanagan wine revealed all wines to have
extremely low concentralions, although several southern Okanagan wines to have high U
concentrations compared to wines from the rest of the valley (Fig. 5.7). Of the Okanagan
vineyards. only the soil from the Oliver vineyard, Gersighel Wineberg, has a detectable
concentration of U (II ppm. Appendix 5).
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Anomalously high concentrations ofMo and Ni were found in two wines from
McKenzie's vineyard in Peachland (fig. 5.8). McKenzie's Pinot Blanc also contains rugh
concentrations ofZn and Cd, and McKenzie's Pinot Noir was found to have a high
concentration ofCu (Fig. 5,9). Soil concentrations of these elements were not found to be
elevated compared to other Okanagan vineyards sampled.
5.2.3.3 Con«tllnltio.. of As aDd Pb ill willeS aad soils
A positive COCTelation between As c~ttation in Okanagan wine and soil was
reported by Greenough I!l aI., 1997, but found to be fonuilous when re-examined with the
present. larger sample set (Ra 0,028; Appendix 6), Offour of the vineyards sampled whieh
were reported to be on land previously used as an apple orchard, three of these vineyards
were found to contain high concentrations of As and Pb in the soil, suggesting the presence
of pesticide residue (fable 5.3). The soils from House of Rose, Lang Vineyards and
Gersighcl Wineberg have high As and Pb concemrntions, whereas the soil from Slamka
Cellars, which was also an orchard, shows no evidence of pesticide usc. Thcre is no strong
correlation found between M and Pb in wine and in soil, and the wine from Slamka Cellars,
whieh has a low soil Pb concentration. has an elevated wine Pb concentration from some
other source,
5.2.3.4 Concntntiou or ftnItIIl' in wina and soils fro. Okana,.. Falls
Wines from the two Okanagan Falls vineyards, Wild Goose and Stag's Hollow,
were found 10 have strikingly different concentrations ofPb, Bi, Th, and U in wines (Table
5.4), ConcentrationsofU are variable in the live vintage years of wine from Wild Goose
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and the lwo vintage years from Slag's Hollow. The concentrations of the elements Pb. Bi.
and Th areconsideTably higher in the five vintage years ofGewuntraminer from Wild
Goose than in the Chardonnay and Pinol Nair from Stag's Hollow.
5.3 Disc:ussiG.s
Tbe geology of the Niagara and Okanagan regions have been determined on a large
scale.;:and due to the amOWlt of glacially deposiled overburden in both areas. the presence
of intrusions and anomalies are largely unknown. The chemical composition of wines and
soils are discussed with possible geologic interpretations.
5.3.1 t.'erprel.tioa or soil •••lyses
Soils have characteristics detennined by a combinalton of soil parent material and
pedogenic {soil forming} factors including climate. organisms.lopography. and time
(Fanning and Fanning, 1989). Soil at several metres ofdepth. is relatively unaltem:l by soil
fonning faclOrs. whereas IOpsoil contains organic malter and is where most plants get there
nutrients (Fanning and Fanning, 1989), There is ambiguity as to the depth of soil to be
sampled for dctennining a biogeochemical fingerprint, where information is nceded on both
plant available element concentrations and regional geology. Soil analysis is generally not a
good indicator of bedrock composition. because soil chamcteristic:s depend chieny on
climate during soil formation, and !he: nature oflhe bedrock. makes linle diff~. unless it
is of extreme composition such 35 an ultramafic rock or salt bed (Krauskopf and Bird.
199S).
The higher concentrations ofCa.. Sr, and Ba in the Okanagan soils than the Niagara
soils (Table 5.1). is likely due to their chemozemic nature. The Okanagan Valley is a more
S·'
arid region than the Niagara Peninsula. and water reaching the surface of the soil does not
percolate down. so clay minerals and hydrated exchangeable cations are not transported
downwards from the surface layer (Fanning and Fanning, 1989). In Niagara.. the upper
horizons of soil are well drained. but underlain by a layer ofclay. Eluviation of clay
panicles from the surface soil may cause transport of mobile catKIns from the upper soils.
to the lower clay layers when: they adsorb (Fanning and Fanning. 1989). The more
calcareous nature: ofthc bedrock of the Niagara region (rovel!. 1992) than the Okanagan.
would likely cause soil parent material 10 have higher conccntraltons of these elements. but
soils have been chemically altered during soil formation. Concentrations ofCa., Sr. Ba. and
Ti in soils from the Okanagan have a greater variability than in the Niagara soils. which is
probably due to a more variable climate in the larger Okanagan region.
5.3..2 Soil C'HIpositioa ia lite Okaaapa Valley
Although there is linle variability in soil chemica! concentrations throughout the
Okanagan Valley. the innuence ofclimate on soil composition is evident in the variation of
Da concentrations in soil. The mobility of8a in soil is influenced by climate. and Ba
accumulates in soil in warm. dry regions. but migrates in cooler climate soils
(Kabatas-Pendias and Pendias. 1984). This is evident in Fig. 5.1. ",'here cluster analysis
groups the soils from the honer. more arid Oliver vineyards. which have higher B3.
concentrations. towards the top of the plot. and soils from the cooler northern vineyards
duster towards the bonom.
The elevated concentrations ofCr. Ni and Cu in the Oliver area are also likely due
to soil forming processes in the semi-arid climate rather than bedrock composition in this
area. The soils of the Oliver area vineyards arc well drained glacial till (Davis el ul.. 1994).
The live vineyards are located on Ihe southwesterly slope in !he south oflhe valley. and
receive !he most solar radiation and have the highest number ofgrowing degree days of !he
Okanagan vineyanls (Davis el ai., 1984). The hot. dry microclimate: ofthcse vineyards is
likely the cause of the elevated concentrations ofCr. Ni. and Cu (Figs. 5.4-5.6), as in arid
areas lhese elements become enriched due to adsorption onto illuviated clay materials
(Auben and Pinta. 1977), and due to the arid environment. most of tile water reaching the
soil surface does not percolate down to the lower layers. so element leaching is minimal
The pH of these vineyard soils are neutral (pH 7.2·7.5: Appendix 4). causing !he meta.lslO
be strongly adsorbed and immobile (SpaJks., 1995). The concentrations of the metals Cr.
Ni. and Cu in the Oliver wines are not notably high. as are the soil concenlrntions. lbe
immobility of these elements in neutral soils makes them largely unavailable for plant
uptake (Auben and Pinta. 1978).
S.J.3 Ele_not ~nc:enlrlltionsin Okainapa soils and wlnn
While bedrock composition is not (he major factor controlling soil composition.
soils are used in geochemical prospecting because anomalies in bedrock composition are
often evident in overlying soils. GeochemK:a.l dispersion in glacial soils is a result ofboth
syngenetic dispersion. which is principally mechanical or paniculate and took place during
glaciation. and epigenetic dispersion. which is chemical or mechanical and has occurred
since glaciation (Bolviken and Gleeson. 1979). Dispersion of glacial m:uerial can be quite
complex because glaciers advanced and retreated severn.l times leaving several layers of
deposit. but soil analysis ofareas that have been glaciated is an imponant tool in
geochemical prospecting as anomalous conccntrmions in pan:nt material can cause enriched
concentrations in the soil (Bolviken and Gleeson. 1979).
Plants tissues are also analysed in geochemical prospecting as they are sometimes
better indicaton ofchemical anomalies in underlying rock than are soils. especially in arid.
well drained soils. such as those in the Okanagan (Brooks et at.• 1995). The use of plants
for mineral exploration suggests that plants will better reflect bedrock composition than soil
because plant roots can reach to severn.l me~ ofdepth. which is true ofgrape plants. In
such cases. a COl'Telation between the metal content of soil and plant often does not occur.
particularly in areas where bedrock is covered with a thick layer of glacial deposit. Some
plant species also hyperaccumulate metals making them better indicators of mineral
deposits than are soils (Brooks et al.• 1995). There is veT)' Iinle research in which fruit are
used for biogeochemic:al prospecting. Treetops and leaves are frequently sampled. and
represent new growth ofa plant. as does the fruit. but different organs of the plant have
different barriers to metal uptake (Brooks et al.• 1995).
5.3.3.1 Vr-.aiu_lkposits
Distribution of U concentrations in Okanagan wine and soil were examined to
reveal possible relationships with reponed U deposits in the area. Along the west side of
the valley from Summerland to Oliver is a zone ofU concentration \o\TIere extremely high
anomalous concentrations ofU (0.6 - 17.9 ppm) have been reported in alkali ponds
(Church. 1979). and in peat bogs (623 ppm) (Church et al., 1990). Ash deposits associated
\O\;th calderas left from the Eocene~ are thought to provide source material and suitable
traps for U (Tilsley. 1988). High U concentrations in ponds are aooma1ous within the
Summerland area. and associate with highly alkaline water (Church. 1979). A several-fold
increase in U concentration was reponed near the mouth of Trout Creek. ncar
Summerland. where a groundwater input occurs (Church. 1980). Climatic conditions are
also partly responsible for the high U concentrations as high evaporation rates concentrate
U in ponds.
Concentrations of U were extremely low in all wines sampled. but the highest
concentrations were found in wines from the Oliver vineyards. Hester Creek and Inkameep.
along with wines from the Wild Goose vineyard in Okanagan Falls (Fig. 5.7) and Hainle in
Peachland. A study of uptake of radionuclides near the Summerland U deposit by eight
plant species native to the Okanagan showed some species to accumulate U. but the
relationship~ soil and vegetation is complex due 10 the soil (:hemistry of U (Mahon
and Matthews. 1982). These south Okanagan vineyards. with the exception of Inkameep.
are located on the west side of the valley. where the high U alkaline ponds exist. so it is
possible that U from the deposits is being KCumulated in the grape plants.
SJ.J.2 Possible SOUnft of Ni, Mo, ZIII. Cd. ••d Cu ia Ptachla.d wian
There is a Cu· Mo deposit (:urrently being exploited by Brenda Mines. 32 km
northwest of PC3l:hland (Dayton. 1981). and anomalous high concenlralions of Mo. In.
Cd. and Cu in McKenzie's wines made from grapes grown in the PeadililOd area were:
observed (Figs. 5.8-5.9). The clement. Mo. has been identified as a good dement for
biogeochemical prospecting in Canada where a majority of plant species have a low barrier
or no barrier to Mo uplake (Bolviken and Gleeson. 1979). It is an essential micronuuient
and therefore 0Ul be scavenged and COfl(:entrated in eenain plants. making il a man: useful
ekment than Cu for indicating the presenc:e ofCu-Mo deposits. High concentrations of
these clements have been attributed to processing in stainless steel vats. bUI MeKenzie's
wines were processed. in polyurethane. and were nOI filtered or fined. Soil concentrations of
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these elements are not exceptionally high fOf" the region and the soil pH is slightly basic
(1.9). causing soil elements to have low mobility.
In a study ofCu in soils from Highmont Valley. anotherCu-Mo deposit in SOlIthem
B.C. which is overlain by glacial till (60 km northeast of Kamloops). Cu was found to be
leached in well drained soils over minernJized bedrock., but concentrations of Cu were
markedly higher in poorty drained soils. where Cu accumulates in organic rich topsoil
(Horsnail. 1975). Much less variation in Mo C()O(%fltrations occUlTed in soil profiles near
the deposit. While glaciers bave dispersed larger rock fragments. the fine-grained fraction
of till was found to have elevated concentrations of Mo near the ore deposit due to
hydromorphic dispersion. which is when elements are dissolved in groundwatcr.
transported to a new location. and precipitated (Horsnail. 1975). Anomalous dispersion of
Cu. Mo. and Zn also occurs in stream sediments near the ore forming bodies
(HorsnaiI.1975). Although some of the vineyards of the Okanagan are in close proximity to
the ore deposit. soils are all well drained, which may explain why Cu does not accumulate
in soils from the Peachland area.
S.J.J.3 AnChropoge.ic lOunel or Pb ..d AI in loill .nd wina
Soils and wines with high As and Pb concentrations were found in vineyards which
were previously apple orchards (Table 5.3). In the 1940's lead anenate pesticides were
applied to orchards in the Okanagan valley. and there is evidence that these elements
remain at elevated concentrations in the: soil for several decades (Peryea and Creger. 1993).
Elevated concentrations ofAs also occur in some ore deposits. and therefore As
accumulated in wine grapes may be from either a geologic or anthropogenic source. 1l\c
majority of the vineyards in the valley have soil anenic concentrations below detection
limit. however those vineyants which show signiftcant arsenic levels may be linked with
past use of the land as orchards. Acid lead arsenate (PbHAsO.) was applied to individual
trees with a handgun sprayer as an aqueous sJIUTY. causing its distribution patterns in soil to
be highly variable (Hanson., 1984). It has been reported that As is depleted in contaminated
soils relative to Ph (Peryeaand Creger. 199]), but also that the use of lead arsenate
pesticides has been linked to significant contamination of wines with Pb to a greater extent
than As (Hanson. 1984). While some elevated concentrations ofPb remain in the soil in
vineyards that are believed to have once been treated with lead anenate. elevated
concentrations of As and Pb are not consistently evident in wines made from grapes grown
on these soils.
S.J.J.4 Geo~ I»deromeit)' or llie Db..... F.lh am
Two vineyards from Okanagan Falls were: sampled: Stag's Hollow and Wild Goose.
These: vineyards are underlain by the heterogenous Okanagan Gneiss (Tempdman·K1uit.
1989). although there are deposits of the Eocene White Lake Fonnation in dose proximity.
and numerous faults dominate the geology of the area (Meyers and Taylor. 1988). The
vineyard soils are glacial tills and changes in sand and clay content of the soil in different
partS of the vineyard were observed upon sampling. The concentrations of heavy clements
in wine are strikingly different for these: adjacent vineyards (Table 5.4). and this may be
caused by the heterogeneity of the bedrock. or by ditTerent groundwater soun::es in the
vineyards. There are three gold·silver prospects located in the Eocene deposits surrowtding
Okanagan Falls. one of which was mined between 1969 and 1975 (Meyers and TaykH'.
1989). and the presence of these frncture-controlled vein deposits is further evidence that
the geology of this area is highly heterogenous. Uranium concentrations in ponds in the
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region can also be erratic due to groundwater passing over a source rock. or adsorplion on
clay deposits (Church. 1980). so the high Uconc:entration in the Wild Goose soils may
indicate an undoc:wnenled nearby U anomaly in the bedrock.
5.8 Sa•••"
Differences in soil chemistry between the Niagara Peninsula and the Okanagan
Valley were evident. The upper soil layers have been chemically altered by pedogenic
processes, and in many cases tilled. Climate appeared 10 have a strong influence in soil
composition. compared to bedrock. The heterogenous geology orthe Okanagan Valley
may be the source ofanomalous high concenlrations ofelements in wine. but the soil
samples were not: conclusive as 10 the origin of the source ofthesc anomalies. probably due
10 the necessil)' for sampling from throughout a greater depth. to represem the malerial
from which plants get water.
Table 5.1 T~test statistics (using separate variance T·test) and associated probabilities for
soil anaIytes which are significantly different between the: Okanagan and Niagara regions.
as well as mean concentrations ofeach anaIytc in the two re2ions.
Element Tstalistic Probability Okanog.. m<an Niagara. mean
concentration COl'ICeOtralK>n
COO 6.7 <0.001 l.8 +/~1.5 1.47 +/-0.80
TiO~ -5.5 <0.001 0.62 +/.().24 0.98+/-0.19
S, 15.1 <0.001 450 +1-104 138+/-11
.. 9.8 <0.00\ 1104 +1·)24 465 +1-58
Table 5.2 T·test statistics (using separate variance T-test) and associated probabilities for
Sr and Ti in Okanagan and Niagara wines, as well as mean concentrations wilh SO for
eachre2ion.
Element Tstatislic Probability Okanogan """" Niagara mean
concenlnUKxt concentration
S, 6.5 <0.001 766 +I~)25 419+1-193
.. 1.6 0.112 140 +1-96 115 +1-57
Ti -5.7 <0.001 7.1 +1-5.0 18.3 +1·11.0
Table 5.3 Concentrations of As and Pb in soil (in ppm) and wine (in ppb) ofvineyanis
known 10 have once been a Ie orchards
Vineyard As (soil) Pb{soil) As (winc) Pb(wine)
House of Rose 31 66 2.03 6.0
Slamka Cellars 14 13 1.48 11.1
Lang Vineyards 38 78 4.3 6.2
Gersighel Wineberg 22 55 6.2 12.2
Mean Okanagan 14 27 2.97 11.7
concentration
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Table 5.4 Mean concentration and standard deviation oflhe elements U. Pb, Bi. and Th in
the Okanall.an Falls wines. Wild Goose and Sta"'s Hollow.
Element Wild Goose (n - 5) Stag's Hollow (n" 2)
U 1.07+1-0.45 0.38+1-0.52
Pb 28.1 +1-6.6 3.37+1-1.36
B; 0.53+/-0.27 0.074 +1- 0.003
Th 0.31 +1- 0.09 0.036 +1- 0.013
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Fig. 5.1 Vineyards and geology of the Okanagan valley (adapted from Tempclman-Kluit,
1989).
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Fig. 5.2 Vineyards and geology orthe Niagara Peninsula (adapted from Haynes. 2(00).
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Fig. 5.3 Cluster analysis of Sa conccntJalions in Okanagan vineyard soils. where soils are
labelled by the subregion of the vineyard (OK Falls E Okanagan Falls).
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Fig. 5.6 Concentrations ofCu in Okanagan vineyard soils (vineyards arranged from south
to north).
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Fig. 5.7 Concentrations (in ppb) ofU in Okanagan wine. Vineyards arc arranged from
north to south, and where more than one sample was taken, the most recent vintage year
of the wine sampled was ploued.
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Fig. 5.83) and b) Box plots of Mo and Ni concentrations (in ppb) in Okanagan wine.
showing McKenzie's wines to be extreme high outliers (PN=McKenzie's Pinal Nair;
PB=McKcnzic's Pinol Blanc).
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Fig. 5.9 a-c) Boxplots of Zn, Cd. and Cu (in ppb), showing the concentrations of
McKenzie's wines relative to other Okanagan wines. (PN=McKenzie's Pinal Nair;
P8=McKenzie's Pino! Blanc).
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6.1 s.•••". Gffiaprpn.tiat: res.1ts ud implic8tiou
Analysis of wine samples which were diluted I: I with 0.2 M HNOl by ICp·MS
de1ennined JS elements with good precision and accuracy, and is an efficient method of
anaJysis., which is an imponam consideration when determining the applicability ofa
method to standardised testing. The two major Canadian wine regions. the Okanagan
Valley and the Niagara Peninsula. wen: discriminated with I()OII, accuracy using ten trace
elements. The element most discriminating of wine region was found to be Sr. which was
also found to be an important fingerprint element in other studies (Baxteret ai.. 1997;
Danzer et aI.• 1999; Hom et ai.• 1993). Individual vineyards in the OkanagMt were also
fingerprinted. but wines from the Niagara region showed less discrimination by vineyard.
possibly due to the more homogenous geology and climate of this region. The high correct
classification ralc ofw tI1Ice clement fingerprint suggests this method could be applied to
wine certification testing. along with standardised taste testing methods curmttly in effect
6.1 Sourus of the fiagerprittt and suaatioa. for furtlter study
The source of the trace element fingerprint in wines could not clearly be defined.
as no strong correlations were folIDC! between soils and wines. Correlations between
elements in wines showed good agreement with elements associated by ionic potential.
suggesting mobility ofelements in the environment has a strong influence on
concentration.
The influence ofclimate on grape growing has long been attributed 10 Ihe
suitability of varieties to specific areas. and to sugar content and acidity of the grapes al
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harvest (Jackson. 1989). The effl:Cl ofclimate on soil composition was evident in the
Okanagan. where soil concentrations efDa, a mobile element. increased from nonh to
south. and the elements Cr. Ni, and Cu were concenlIaled in the desert soils ofOliver.
Despite the carbona1e parent material of the Niagara soils (Tovell. 19(2). the soils of the
Okanagan vineyards. had higher conccnnations ofea. Sr. and Sa. due 10 concentration of
these elements in chernozemic subsoils. 1be effect ofc1imale on trace element uptake by
plants is suggested by lhe more successful fingerprinting ofOkanagan vineyards compared
10 Niagara vineyards. bet:ause the Okanagan region has both a marked difference in
climale between the south and north, and a more mountainous lopography lhan Niagara
which creales microclimates due 10 the effects of slope and aspect on solar radiation
reaching the ground (Davis t!t ai.• 1994). A study of the bedrock geologies ofbofh areas
also showed bedrock from the Okanagan 10 be heterogenous compared to the Niagara
region. so vineyard environments in the Okanagan are expected to be much more diverse.
It is suggested that a useful and feasible continuation of this study would be to
a';wyse the grapes. I'1'I3Cftate. juice. and wine for trace elements 10 examine the effects of
the wine-malting process on element concmtrations in the wine. 1lIe analysis of sails as an
indicalor of regional geology was found to be of limited use. bet:ause of the controlling
influence ofclimate on soil composition as well as glacial mixing of the parent material.
Delennining the composition of the bedrock underlying each vineyard. for the pwpose of
conelating the wine lra(:e element concentration to the ~ional geology. would be an
extremely difficult study due 10 the large depth of overburden (> 700 m in some parts of
the Okanagan Valley (Vanderburgh and Roberts. 1996»). Because grape plants are
absorbing elements from the overburden. the soil. and the groundwater. and plant uptake
may be differential 10 some elements (Brooks el al.• 1995). it would probably be difficult
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to link the detennination of the exact bedrock composition of each vineyard to the tract;:
element fingerprints of wine. although it would provide useful infonnation on the vineyard
environment and on vineyards lTom which wines have anomalous high concentrations.
Analysis ofthe plant available fraction ofelements in soils involves extraettons with
different solvents. but the accuracy ofthesc methods is uncertain as uptake is species
dependent. and affected by such things as soil chemistry. climate. and water availability
(Brooks et 0/.. 1995). The plant available fraction of soil could be more accurately. as well
as more efficiently. determined by analysing the grape plant. Because grape plants have
roots reaching to a great depth and grow in arid areas. th:ey meet the criteria of plants
which are uscfullO biogeochemical prosplX:ting. and therefore analysis of the plants would
also be ofintcrest for this application. Particularly in the Okanagan region. where ore
deposits concentrated in U and CUoMo exist. and when: anomalous concentrations of
metals were found in wine. analysis ofgrape plants may indicate the sources ofthcse
anomalies. or 3t least rule out the effects of wine processing.
Sampling for this study was completed in the month of May. before vines had
staned producing fruit. and before inigation of the vineyards was commenced. so
although these things were considered for this study. they were not feasible due 10 time:
constraints. It is suggested that the study of the wine making process. from the gropes 10
must to wine. would be a useful and interesting project to better undcntartd the source of
the wine fingerprint.
6~ COBeiasioBs
11le fingerprinting of wine was successful in discriminating between regions of
Okanagan and British Columbia. as well as between individual vineyards of the Okanagan
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region. These resuhs suggest lhat trace element analysis could be used along with tasle
lest parameters for certification processes., as well as to protect individual ville)'ards from
counterfeiting. The success of fingerprinting Canadian wines. along with results of
fingerprinting in other rqions. also veriftes the accuracy oCthe mahod. and ilS application
10 showing provenance and authenticity of wine.
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Appendix I: Calculation ofelement concentration (ppb) from signal intensity (cps) for
wines analysed by ICP-MS
A_I [)ata imported from the ICP·MS
The count rates from each run on the ICP-MS are collected and saved in a Lotus
1-2-3 fonnat. (WK I). The file is then combined with the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet.
wine.wk4. for conversion ofcount rates to concentrations.
A.2 Calculation ofmatrixldrift correction
Samples are matrix/drift eorrected first. then blank cOlTectcd. It is also possible to
do the blank correction first. although this was tested for comparison on severnl runs and
was shown to have an insignificant effect on the final concentration.
The sensitivity (count ralclppb) ofan element can be suppressed or enhanced by
the sample matrix, and also varies with time as a result of changes in instrumental
parameters (Longerich et al.• 1990). Matrix effects are mass dependent. with light
elements more significantly affected by matrix than heavier elements (Longcrich el al.•
1990). The correction factors for matrix effects and drift are calculated for each of the
anaIytcs. using the internal standards as explained below.
The mean count ratcs of Rh and Rc measured in standard A ofeach cycle
throughout a run are calculated (I,*-"", and I~).Matrix/drift correction facton (Md.
and mdlfr) are then calculated for the internal standards in each ofthc samples. stl1ndards
and blanks ofa Rln. using equations I and 2. where I.. and Ihare the count rates for the
internal standards in each tube.
A-I
(I)
(2)
Matrix/drift correction factors (md) arc then calculated for each analyte in the
unknown wine samples. For dements with a mass less than 103 amu (Rh). nul is
calculated by equation 3.
(3)
For elements with a mass between 103 amu and 181 amu, mdis linearly
interpolated by mass. using equation 4, where mass, is the atomic mass of the element. x.
(4)
For elements with mass g~ter than 187 amu. e/is gi~ by equation 5.
(5)
Motrix/drift correction faclor (mel) vs. element mass is plotted for every sample for
quality assurance, to show possible anomalies in the matrix (see Fig. 2.8). The count
A·2
rate. i. of each analyle is multiplied by ilS matriltldrift corTeCtion fac~. mdt • for all
unknown wines, blanks and standards,
A·] Blank coqection
Time inlCC'pOia1cd blank correction is used to account for drift and background,
TIle count rate oflhc matrix/drift conected caJibr.ition blanks are interpolated by sample
tube. then subtracted from !he count rate ofeach sample and standard. according to
equation 6, 11lere are 14 tubes in a cycle. x is the number of samples from the last blank,
blankl is the blank pm:eding the unknown sample. and blank} is tlle blank after the
unknown sample.
1=i_(14-%)(i"'-*l).*~)
Jl Jl 14
A-4 100erference correction
(6)
Ratios ofTbO'/Th' are calculated for Standard A in each run to estimate the
degree of polyatomic ion formation. The ratio, ThO"/Th", is used as a measure ofoxide
and other polyalOmic ion formation as a ~ponse 10 plasma conditions. It Iw been shown
that metal to metal oxide ratios ~pond similarly 10 plasma conditions fot elemenlS
throughout tlle mass range (Lichte. 1987), The element Th was chosen because it fonns
the strongest M-Q bond of any element except C. and because 232 and 248 amu have no
isobaric interferences and can be measuraI 3CCU13tely (Lichte. 1987), Oxide formation
was low (around 1,5% for ThO'/Th'l. due to the high plasma temperature (Lichte, 1981).
10e following polyatomic ions caused interferences whKh were significant and
were corrected mathematically: l!ClTCI on oI9Ti. )lCl'~O on liV.....ArJ7CI on "Se••IBrIH
on 12Se.....CaI60 1H on l1 Fe, ~lCa"O on" Co, ~Cal'Qon ~i, and '-ca''Q'H on 61 Cu.
A-J
The oxide. hydroxide, argide or carbide of the lower mass clement occurs at the same
atomic mass as the heavier clement
Interfermccs are conected mathematically by equation 7 and 8, where CF. is the
interference correction factor for anaIyte x. and I, is the count rate at the amu of the
analyte. x, in the sample. The background corrected count rate in the standard. IlfvJI. is
determined for the elemcot,j. which forms a polyatomic interferent, l,fWo/)' at the same amu
as the anaIyte. x. Sldl is the standard preceding the unknown sample. and sId} is the
standard after the sample. for example. the carbide ofnCI interferes with ~. Slandard C
contains CI but not Ti. so the count rate ohhe interferenl IlCnCI can be measured at
49 amu, as Ir"."",,·,. and the count rate ofCI in the standard would be 1"/r.W"J' In this case,
I,., would be the count rate of the anaJyte plus its interferent in the sample, both at 49 amu.
Ion intensities ofCI and Dr. as well as the intensitiesofpolyatomic species formed 3149.
51, n. and 79 amu, are sho'Ml relalive to a 6% ethanol blank in Fig. 2.9. The formation
of«lA~JCl al 75 amu is negligible compared to the background (blank) intensity. even for
the standard solution containing 20 ppm Ct. which is higher than the concentration in most
of the wine samples. The polyatomic ion formation is low in this method (determined 10 be
1·2% from ThO' fonnalion) and interference of AJCl with As was determined to be
negligible. Fig. 2.10 shows the ion intensiliesofa 20 ppm Ca solution and the intcrfering
species it forms at 57. 59, 60. and 65 amu. as compared to a 6% ethanol blank solution.
The interference faetorofthe polyatomic species formed by CI. Ca. and Dr are used to
subtraet. interfermccs in unknown samples. according to equation 7.
CF=I-...fl+l...-etl{/jJ
z IAlldll+~
A-4
(7)
The inlerference faclor. CF... is then subtracted from the count raIe of the anaIyte.
A-5 Calculalion ofsensjtjvitv
Standards are collected and averaged. and standard deviation (SO) is calculaled for
L,.; standards. The soluLion sensitivity. in cpsIppb. ofeach element is calculaled for each
cycle acoording 10 equation 8.
s = I~SIdl
Z ppbll(JldJ (8)
Sensitivity nonnaJized 10 abundance is calculated for each anaIyte by equation 9.
where N. is Ihe nonnalised sensilivity. and LA is Ihe isotopic abundance of the anaIyle.
(9)
N, V.f. amu is plotted to show the sensitivity ofana.lytes over the mass range (see
Fig. 2.11). and 10 identify elements which have anomalous sensilivity. The degree of
ionization of an elemenl is a funclion of its ionizalion polential. !he free e1«lron
temperature and the ralio of the electronic partition funetion of Ihe ion over Ihat of the
atom (Douglas. 1992). Non-mew elements with high ionizalion potentials (P. S. Sr. and
CI) show low sensitivity. This plot is also uscfullO observe anomalous data.
A-'
A-6 Calculaljon of interference faclor and error of inlerference factor
Interference factors are calculaled for quality assurance. Interference faclors. IF.
are: calculated for each of the anaIytes H:Sentified in section 2.7.5. The factor. IF. is
caJculaled aa:ording to equation 10. where 1-.11 is the mean COUOI late of!he inlerfering
polyatomic species in the standard. and l,f-.JJ is !he mean counl rale ofme analyte in !he
standard. For example.lhe interference factor for l'CI1&0 on 'IV would be the inlensity of
lhe signal at 3S amu relative [0 the signal intensity at 51 amu would be measured in
standardC. in whichCI is present but V is not. 10 monilMthe relative intensity of uCI I6()
fonnation. as !he in!erference faclor. IF.
(10)
A-l Conversion ofnet COllnl rales 10 nob
SensitivilY. S. (cpsfppb) of each analyte is calculaled for each cycle. [hcn time
interpolated and used to convert count rates to concentration (equation 2.11). The
equation converts count rates. I... to concentration. C" for each anaIytc. .I". in the unknown
wine samples. where cycleJ is the set of standards preceding the sample and cydd is !he
sel of standards after the sample. Time interpolation accounts for drift in !he standards.
which is not corrected by the internal slandards. especially in !he lower mass elements.
which show more drift and more matrix.
A-6
(2.11)
A.I Calculati9fJ ofdilwj9fJ (acton
Dilution factors. DF. are calculated for each ofthe unknown wine samples
according to equation 2.12. where M, is the mass of the sample and M~ is the mass of the
diluent
DF:~
M~tM~ (2.12)
The anaIyte concenlIations in each sample solutioo are then divided by the dilution
factor to give the detmnined concentrations. in ppb. ofthe wines. Dilution from the online
internal standard addition does not need to be conected for because addition is constant
and therefore the same for calibration standards and samples. but does affect the
calculated sensitivity because the signal intensity is dependent on the concentration of
sample reaching the plasma.
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Appendix 2: Element concenlnltions (ppb) in wines
N~ Winery Vineyard Region
3OB_R Thirty Bench Thiny Bench Niagara
In_C lnniskillin Inniskillin Niagara
Cave_G CaveSpr'ing Cave Spring Niagara
Cave_R C.veSpring Cave Spring Niagara
Cave_C Cave Spring eave Spring Niagara
MaLC
"""'"
L<nI<. Niagara
MaLVg ...gnolU L<nI<. Niagara
Creek_PN Creekside pjUiueri Niagara
Crcek_S Creekside Pilliueri Niagara
PiI_BN PiIliueri Pillineri (a.co Noir) Niagara
PiI_C Pillincri Pilliaeri Niag.anl
Pil_PG Pilliueri Pil1itteri Niagara
Slo_RI Stoney Ridge Pld.a Niagara
Slo_R2 Stoney Ridge Butler's Grant Niagara
Slo_RJ S10neyRidge Puddicombe Niagara
"",_R HerwyofPelham Henry of Pelham Niapra
Wal_C Walter's Waller's Niagara
Her_R H"""" H"""" Niagara
Lak_C Lakeview Lakeview Niagara
Jo_Vi lo><ph', Joseph's Niagara
Jo]G lo><ph', JoscpIl's Niagara
Jo_C Joseph's lo><ph', Niagara
Jo_R Joseph's Joseph's Niagara
Jo_BN Joseph's Joseph's Niagara
Rei_R Reif Reif Niagara
Rei_PN Reif Reif Ni<tpra
Rei] Reif Reif Niqan
Rei_M Reif Reif Niagan
Rei_C Reif Reif Niagara
Mar_R Marynissen Marynissen Niagara
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Appendix 2: Ekmenl concenuations <ppb) in wines
Nom' Winery Vineyard Region
S<n_C S<on«hwoh S!one<:hurch Niagara
Kon_R Konzrlmann Konzrlmann Niagara
"'J "' ..... "' ..... Niagara
De_Vi "' ..... "' ..... Niagua
"'-" "' ..... "' .....
Niagara
De_BN "' ..... "' ..... Niagara
Ket_C Kettle Valley KetlleValley Okanagan
HR_OK House of Rose House of Rose
"'"""""HR_VI House of Rose House of Rose
"'"""""HR_V2 House of Rose HouseofRosc
"'"""""HR_V3 House of Rose House of Rose
"'"""""HR_V4 House or Rose House of Rose
"'"""""HR_VS House or Rose House of Rose managan
LB_Slart Lake Breeze Lake Breeze Okanagan
LB_mid LakeBrceze lakeBrccze Okanagan
LB_cOO Lake Brce2le Uk' Il=tt Ok...""
LB_T1 Lake Breeze Lake Breeze
"'"""""LB_TI LakeBrce:zc ...., Il=tt
""""....
LB_D LakeBrce:zc Lake Breeze
"'"""""u_R9S ..... ..... Ok...""
La_R96 ...... ..... Okanagan
La_R97 ...... Lang Okanagan
u_R97S ...... ...... Okanagan
u_R971 ..... .....
""""""Don_PB McKenzie McKenzie
""""""Don]N McKenzie McKenzie
""""""""'_V Gehringer Gehringer
""""""Su_CI Summerhill Summerhill Ok...""
Su_C2 Summe:mill Summertlill Okanagan
Su_RI Summerhill Inkameep Okanagan
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Appendix 2: E1emcnc concentrations (ppb) in wines
N=, Winery Vineyard Region
Su_Rl Summerflill ",bn",.
""""'"Su]N Summerhill Sunmerflill
""""...
Haw_G H.,""",""
""""'"Pin_R rinot Reach PinocRnch
""""'"Hes]8 HesterCredc HCSlerCredc Okanagan
Vin_R Vincor Inkamecp Okanagan
Gra_Ro Gray Monk Gray Monk Okano...
In]N Inniskillin (Okanagan) Inniskillin (Okanagan) Okanagan
In]8 Inniskillin (Okanagan) Inniskillin (Obnagan)
""""'"Hil_M Hillside Hillside ~
Tin_G TinHomCrmr. TinHomCredr: ~
Sla_R SIamkaCellars SlamkaCe:llars
""""...Qu_RI Quail's Galt: Quail'sOale Okanagan
o._Rl Quail'sGate Quail'sOate Okanagan
Qu_RJ Quail's Gate Quail'sOate Okano,,"
0. ., Quail'sGale: QuairsOale:
"""",,"
Hai_Tr Hainle Hainlc
""""'"Nic_Sy Nichol Nichol ~
"lLC SUI's Hollow Stag'sHoIlow """",,"
S1&...PN Stag's Hollow Slag's Hollow Okanagan
Red_C Red ROOSler Red Rooster Okanagan
Wi_OI Wild Goose Wild Goose Okanagan
Wi_02 Wild Goose Wild Goose Okanagan
Wi_OJ Wild Goose Wild Goose
""""'"Wi_G4 Wild Goose WildGoosc """",m
Wi_OS Wild Goose WiIdGoosc
""""'"SI]81 SLHubcrtus St.Hubertus ~
SI]82 SLHubcrtus St. Hubertus ObM",
St_RI 5t.Hubc:nus St. Hubertus
"""",,"
5t_R2 51. Hubertus 51. Hubertus Okanagan
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Appendi" 2: Element coocenlralions (ppb) in wines
N_ Winery Vineyard Region
Ge]B GeBighel Gersighel Okanagan
5o_G Scherzinger Scherzinger Okanagan
5o]N Schr=inger Scherzinger Okanagan
Ce_C CedarCreek CedarCrm:: 0l<aNg;m
...._C Irvine Irvine
""""'"00 Rothschild '<an«
eo Bouchard Ainc ,~,
Ch ChaleauPeruc~ France
Sic Siche """"'~ .~,
,~ FortanIdeFrance '<an«
Lou Louisullour
.""',
CdC Chateau de COII1eillac
'''''''
CO" La Cour Pavilion France
Bo, Banon and Guestier ,~~
AI, Alexis Lichine '<an«
A·II
....ppendix 2: Element concmt11IIlions (ppb) in wines
N.~ Subregion Variety Vintage Year N.~
30B_R Beamsvitle Bench Riesling 1997 30B_R
In_C Niagara-on-the-Lake Chardonnay 1996 In_C
Cavc_G Beamsville Bench Gewunuaminer 1997 Cavc_G
Cave_R Beamsville Bench Riesling 1997 Cavc_R
Cavc_C Beamsville 8end\ Chonlonnoy 1997 Cavc_C
MaLC Beamsville Bench Chardonnay 1997 MaLC
MaLVg Be:arnsvilleBenc:h Viognief 1996 MaLVg
Creet]N Niagara-on-the-Lake PinotNoir 199' Cr=k]N
Creek_S Niagan-on-thc-Lake Sauvignon Blanc 199' Creck_S
Pil_BN Niagara-OO-lhe-Lake BacoNoir 1997 Pil_BN
PiI_C Niagara-on-t/le-Lake Chardonnay 199' Pil_C
PiU'G Niagara-on·t/le·Lake PinotGris 199' PH_PG
Sto_RI Niagara-on-thc-Lake Riesling 1996 Sto_RI
Sto_R2 Niagara-on--lhe·Lake Riesling 1996 S1o_R2
Sto_R3 Niagara-on-thc·Lake Riesling 1996 Sto_RJ
Hen_R Be:amsville 8end\ Riesling 1997 Hen_R
Wal_C BeamsvilleBench C........y 199' WaI_C
Her_R Beamsville Bench Riesling 1997 Her_R
Lak_C Be:amsville Bench Chardonnay 1997 Lak_C
lo_Vi Niagara-on-Ihe-Lake Winter Vidal 1996 lo_Vi
Jo_PG Niagara-on-the·Lake PinotGris 1997 lO_PG
lO_C Niagara-on-the-l.ake Chardonnay 199' lO_C
Jo_R Niagara-on-the-Lake Riesling 199' lo_R
lo_BN Niagara-on-dle-Lake Baoo Noir 199' Jo_BN
Rei_R Niagara-on--thc-Lake Riesling 1997 Rei_R
Rei]N Niagara-on-thc-Lake PinoiNoir 1997 Rei]N
Rei_T Niagat'lM)l'l-the-Lake Trollinger Rieslina: 1996 Rei_T
Rei_M Niagara-on-the-Lake MmOl 1997 Rei_M
Rei_C Niaiara-on-lhe.Lake C........y 1996 Rei_C
Mar_R Niagllra-on-the-Lake Riesling 1997 Mar_R
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Appendix 2: Element conc:entntiOO5 (ppb) in wines
Name Su~gion Variety Vinlage Year Name
Sln_C Niagara-on-thr:-Lake Chardonnay 1997 SIfI_C
Kon_R Ni~lake Riesling 1997 Koo_R
"'-'
Beamsville Bench Marechal Foch 1997
"'-'Dc:_Vi Beam$villc: Bench YtdalBlanc 1997 Dc:_Vi
"'-"
Beamsyille Bench Riesling 1997
"'-"De_BN Beamsyille Beni:h BacoNoir 1997 De_BN
Kel_C Nanlmata Chardonnay 1996 Ket_C
HR_OK Kelowna Okanagan Riesling 1996 HR_OK
HR_Vl Kelowna Ven:ldet 1992 HR_YI
HR_V2 Kelowna V_'" 1993 HR_V2
HR_Vl Kd~ Vmldd 1994 HR_Vl
HR_V. Kelowna Verdelet 199' HR_V4
HR_VS Kelowna Verdelet 1996 HR_VS
LB_slan Naramala PinotBlanc [99' LB_slan
LB_mid Naramata PinotBlanc 1998 LB_mid
LB_end N~~ Pinot Blanc [99' LB_end
LB_TI N""",~ PinotBlanc 199' LB_Tl
LB_TI N""",~ PiIlOlBlanc 199' LB_TI
LB_Tl N""",~ PinolBbnc 199' LB_Tl
La_R9S N~ Riesling (Lale HarvcsI) 199' La_R9S
La_R96 Naramata Riesling 1996 La_R96
La_R97 Naramala Riesling [997 La_R97
La_R97S Naramala Riesling (Late Harvest) [997 La_R97S
La_R971 Naramata Riesling (Icewine) [997 La_R971
Don_PB
_h""" PinotB/anc 199' Doo_PB
Don_PH """["'" PinotNoir [99' Doo_PN
Geh_V Oliyer Verdele! 1997 Geh_V
Su_CI Kelowna C",""""", 1996 Su_CI
Su_C2 Kelowna Chardonnay 199' Su_C:!
Su_RI Oliver Riesling (Icewine) [99' Su_RI
A·ll
Appendill 2: Element concentrations (ppb) in wines
N"",
-
Vori<Iy VinugeYear N"",
Su_R2 Oliver Riesling '998 Su_R2
Su]N Kelowna PinotNoir '99' Su_PN
Haw_G Pen!.iclon GewlUZtramine:r '99' Haw_G
Pin_R "downa Riesling '997 Pin_R
Hcs_PB ',!own> PinolBlane '99' Hcs_PB
Vin_R Oliver Riesling '997 Vin_R
Gra_Ro Kelowna R,<I""" '99' Gra~Ro
In]N Oliver PinotNoir '996 In]N
In_PB Oliver PinotBlane '99' In]B
HiU·t Pen"""" M~' '997 HiU-t
Tin_G Oliver Gewuntramioer '99' Tin_G
Sla_R Kelowna Riesling '99' Sla_R
Qu RI Kelowna Riesling '99' OuR!
Ou_Rl Kelowna Riesling '996 Qu_R2
Ou_RJ Kelowna Riesling '99' OuRJ
Ou •• Kelowna Riesling '998 0'.1 R4
HaiJr Peachland Traminer '99' Hai_Tr
Nic_Sy Nanuna!lll Syrah '99' Nic_Sy
StlLC Okanagan Falls Chardonnay '99' StlLC
StlLPN Okanagan Falls PinotNoir '996 StlLPN
Re(tC N~~ C"""""",, '99' Red_C
Wi_GI Okanagan Fills Gewurztramine:r '99' Wi_GI
Wi_G2 Okanagan Fills Gewurzuamine:r '994 Wi_G2
Wi_G3 Okanagan Falls Gewurztraminer '99' Wi_GJ
Wi_G4 Okanagan Falls Gewurztramine:r '996 Wi_G4
Wi_OS Okanagan Falls Gewur:z:traminer '99' Wi_OS
Sf_PSI Kelowna PinotBlanc '996 St_PBI
Sf]B2 Kelowna PinotBlanc '996 St]B2
SI_RI Kelowna Riesling '99' St_RI
St_R2 Kelowna Riesling '99' St_R2
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Appendix 2: Elemcnt conccntradons (ppb) in wines
N.... Subregion Vori«y VinugcYcar N....
Ge]B OliveT" PinotBlanc 1994 Ge_PB
S<_G Pcachland Gcwurztramincr 1997 S<_G
Sc]N Peachland PinotNoir 1997 Sc_PN
Cc_C Kdowna Chafdonnay 1991 Cc_C
",,_C N......... C1wdonn>y 1997 ",,_C
R. CIwdon"'y 1997 R.
Bo Chardonnay 1996 Bo
Ch Bordcaux Sauvignon 1996 Ch
~, -~ 1997 S"F~ C1wdonn>y 1997 F~
Lou C\wdoM>y 1997 Lou
CdC -~ 1997 CdCCoo 8onl<,~ McrlOl 1997 Coo
So< Bordeaux 1997 So<
'" -~ 1997 AI,
A-I:5
Appendix 2: Element concentmions (ppb) in wines
Name U ., M. A' CI C. TI
30B_R 13.2 0.66 65929
'"
147626 22OS7 103925 34.6 48.5
In_C '.6 0.57 54636
'"
123562 '7723 71741 '.0 6.S
Cave_G 13.1 1.05 79521 1124 144793 24115 91597 30.] 57.6
Cave_R 28.7 0.95 68'30 'N 110444 26123 122851 23.1 27.7
Cave_C S.' 0.69 69888 6]6 150335 24175 142821 30.9 44.0
Mas-C ..- 0.29 57657 817 108754 47625 107779 13.9 43.7
Mas-Vg 2.S 0.42 46536 1211 101486 52259 62800 15.3 50.5
Creck]N 0.' 0.Q3 ]Om "6 150471 12499 93033 2.4 0.'
Creck_S I., 0.43
"'"
... 96248 "'78 6]344 12.6 19.4
PiI_BN 2.2 0.08 ..... 311 211013 _2 ...,S 11.0 30.6
PiI_C 0.' 0.10 347&7 26] 110250 10010 48184 S.' ...
Pil]G 1.1 0.18 4082' 420 486377 3{l316 228527 14' 63.8
S1o_RI 12.\ 0.63 59225 1316 95137 224112 101066 46.2 59.7
Sto_R2 17.1 0.33 60191 68' 193911 3\187 102122 20.6 150.11
Slo_R3 14.4 0.51 49943 1068 107164 35731 96814 16.0 59.3
Hen_R 11.7 1.24
"'"
1182 64770 20252 111801 28.1 "..
Wal_C ].0 0.25 65814 ... 127793 15760 75,.. ,., 21.5
Het_R 27.2 0.72 6,.,' :ron 83310 644" '04'" 30.] 181.4
lak_C '.0 0.13 nl28 ]01 116793 "'.. 64312 15.6 23.8
lo_Vi ..• 0.57 65983 \739 118265 42n4 115590 23.4 21.3
Jo_PG I., 0.52 32194 1332 33450 10288 76374 18.4 23.2
10_C 1.3 0.18 51296 l42 102373 7294 49332 '.0 2.8
Jo_R 1.3 0.12 45185 2J] ....] 11989 87627 ,., I.,
10_BN 0.' 0.09 "'68 ,.. 108881 "... 15181 '.S 0.'
Rei_R 6.] ,.28 "... 662 79249 ,.." 12438 10.3 ILl
Rei]N 2.1 024 41321 620 6Sm 17041 m" 31.3 13.9
ReiJ ,.1 0.76 47970
'"
83849 16545 ..... 10.3 13.2
Rei_M l.' 0.37 46240 1149 10595 19195 73898 22.1 49.1
Rei_C S.O 0.55 45797 '19 58172 16107
"""
12.3 31.3
Mar_R '.1 0.19 52784 1263 137830 16206 81724 27.6 206.5
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Appendix 2: EIcmenl: contenlr.llions (ppb) in wina
N"", U .. Mg AI CI C. n
Sln_C '.0 I." ..... 1598 66362 13623 80360 41.0 186.1
Kon_R '.2 0.07 45777 SiS 92979 U373 8_ 10.6 29.8
"'-'
•.. 0.22 60081 .12 57917 91623 S0585 11.1 55.2
De_Vi I., 0.32 56270 739 .- 27662 52528 12.7 32.4
"'-"
2.4 0." 45492 '1. 63883 23171 766S' 19.7 41.4
De_BN '.1 0.26 66288 804 150167 118727 ..... 14.7 ....
Ket_C 3.7 0.04 48203 101 ..2&4 19763 44log 2.9 3.0
HR_OK 2.9 0.02 JSS44 85 85307 15482 34485 10.7 3.1
HR_VI I., 0.01 26888 36 52453 12177 55146 I., 1.8
HR_V2 2.0 0.05 36593 6S 102390 ..6S 55302 3.2 0.'
HR_V3 3.1 0.02 46397
"
123006 17727 55948 3.8 0.8
HR_V4 2.1 0.03 38041 71 85907 18939 '9607 3.7 0.7
HR_VS 1.0 0.01 42134 54 91426 14524 41117 '.3 34.4
LB_slaft ,.. 0.60 47235 "3 7.... 6027 ,.... '2 '.1
LB_mid ,.. 0.58 46705
'"
81043 6492 56915 '.3 3.6
LB_end 5.' 0.61 48795 4J7 83613 6709 59266 5.' 3.'
LB_TI '.7 O.SO 3866' 365 66741 "82 568" 5.2 3.3
LB_TI '.2 0.48 34907 J64 70536 4224 4932tl '.8 I.'
LB_TJ '.7 0.55 41103 510 70859 5714 52731 ... 3.2
La_R95 7.2 0.37 57071 4], 120747 21702 43856 7.1 1.8
La_R96 '.3 0.81 76254 1351 127426 44052 127913 5.7 13.6
La_R97 3.0 0.26 41981 504 74810 14784 96229 5.1 21.4
La_R97S ... 0.36 79096 747 160013 "940 195657 7J 4.3
La_R971 15.7 0.73 148926 1116 170Sl0 59783 239631 17.7 7.0
Don]B 2.0 0.., 47S01 218 97859 .... 39387 2.4 0.7
Doo-'N 1.8 0.02 39458 172 7«15 I .... 5S404 I.' 1.2
Gd>_V '.8 0.54 38470 671 81834 23801 105593 14.0 139.2
Su_C1 11.9 0.05 83117 2JJ 102699 15749 6561J 10.8 '.7
Su_C2 32.9 0.07 9925\ 62 170983 18875 49059 3.8 0.7
SU_RI 11.6 0.03 1[1050 lSi -210 27567 75891 11.7 I.'
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Appendix 2: EIc:menl: IXlI'I(:I!rIlr.Itions (ppb) in wines
N_ U
'"
'I. AI CI C. Ti
Su_Rl '.0 0.13 61289 I2J 68929 3508 58724 I.' 1.7
SU]N 6.7 0.02 85244 lOS 455108 24882 60421 J.J O.S
Haw_G 10.8 0.42 69521 216 51737 17295 ..... 13.3 41.8
Pin_R 15.8 0.03
"'>I 243 71%3 10148 100'" 11.8 27.3Hcs]B J.' 0.19 65971 49' 122714 11154 75[76 '.0 26.4
Vin_R '.J 0.94 .0269 .31 112866 15167 132704 IOJ 5.5
Gra_Ro S.J 0.11 37622 '44 29419 9243 '3612 ... 5.2
In]N 2.0 0.03 "'06 96 97974 13404 31482 '.J 1.0
In_PB '.0 0.61 61534
'"
134238 13031 71l1l 7.4 J.J
Hil_M ... 0.32 48132
." 89445 11607 67848 13.7 51.7Tin_G J.' 0.20 35617 .. 57111 2431 54773 1.7 18.5
Sla_R '.0 0.23 ..,... 258 87598
""
9964' 7.6 1.6
Qu_RI 17.0 0.34
"'"
271 80037 '''7 85297 '.7 15.1
Qu_R2 12.] 0.26 75174
'"
114966 14431 125428 6.0 16.1
Qu_RJ 18.2 0.23 11990 !O2 476648 '0096 10]992 7.' 12.0
Qu_R4 7.' 0.14 44272 92 Il109 9161 ...96 J.J 7.6
Hai_Tr 2.4 0.17 62... 227 151481 11725 31192 11..2 6.4
Nic_Sy S.• 0.01 37535 SI 34675
.." 41420 1.6 O.J
StS-C '.J 0.05 66314 10. 148797 7626 76666 '.S 4.9
SIS-PN 5.2 0.00 56589 59 97171 16412 61503 2.5 0.2
Red_C 2.6 1.10 78251 17. II [047 15878 58$62 ... 1.2
Wi_G[ 7.7 0.53 58271 192 ...., 1S800 4238) •., 3.2
Wi_G2 7.7 0.34 48104 226 59170 8902 55098 '.S I.S
Wi_G3 12.3 0.66 65897 100 .369. 15223 65737 29.2 9.2
Wi_G4 '.1 0.69 63397 ... 76508 74497 78751 II.J 2.7
Wi_G5 '.s 0.37 62635 ,.. 94261 15121 74033 '.S J.7
St]BI J.' 0.01 37201 291 111847 3639 ...., • .1 3.7
51_Pa2 J.7 0.10 40537 166 118948 '996 158368 2.8 '.J
SI..RI 10.2 0.01 57387 16
.""
5273 54386 J.' 0.4
St_R2 16.6 0.21 102333 2" 172361 12514 80710 14.6 S.I
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Appendix 2: EIemmI c:oncentnllions(ppb} in wines
Name L;
'"
M, AI CI C. Ti
Gc_PB 6.' 0.42 74001 428 233653 6799 86620 16.2 '.S
"_G 7.7 0.24 11622 247 214004 17510 86)14 11.6 '.0
"_PN '.1 O.OS 80927 159 15751] '8610 111391 6.7 '.0
Cc_C 22.' 0.04 \20351 117 33S745 17951 ..... S.4 '.6
...._C 2.' 0.01 lIS09 '09 69053 .m 1624' '.6 U
R. 6.2 0... '9696 .SO 98838 10882 "... 4l.S 153.7
O. 3.2 0.39 51... S86 [10877 9529 73161 )1.2 70.7
Ch '.3 0.36 45354 '51 70'99 18733 75393 21.6 37.2
'"'
.., 0.15 39]65 '89 88516 16530 79549 31.1 102.5
F~ 3.' 0.29 "818 4S3 104930 9735 11)97 16.4 12.5
Coo 2.2 0.09 "... 270 120225 3598
,.... 10.1 13.8
CdC S.2 0.09 4&202 371 115988 26670 53424 34.6 44.'
Coo 2.6 0.08 47301 399 135276 24420 55694 43.8 80.7
0" 3.' 0.31 38942 86S 88687 22146 ....2 85.2 120.6
A', 3.' 0.72 39334 1018 83346 25735 ..... 121.6 184.7
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Appendix 2: Ekment concentrations (ppb) in wines
N~ M' F, CO N; CO Zn A, S< B, S<
30B_R 1256 306. 6.43 22.9 312 '02 16.5 1.41 197 1.33
In_C 742 '86 2.23 11.3 7 ,sa 2.0 0.14 18. 0.67
C.m:_G 1084 2411 &.42 29.1 10' '40 19.5 1.46 17. 1.40
Caye_R 592 1403 5.15 19.1 40 709 15.5 1.14 201 1.69
eaYe_C ,.. 1113 7.57 26.5 n
'"
15.4 1.49 ,., 1.37
,.taLC OSO 1497 3.37 21.1 2S sao .., 1.80 420 1.65
MaLVg 1639 1500 '.40 20.' 29 ,,. '.3 1.35 219 1.20
Creek]N 1684 1240 1.11 14.6 13 ,.. 0.7 1.04 619 0.81
Creek_S 1778 762 4.19 24.7 27 7S2 2.2 0.89 217 0.85
Pil_BN 1222 5741 3.15 15.6 22 621 0.9 0.95 647 0.78
Pil_C 1189 980 2.68 1l.5 38 S93 1.7 1.00 232 0.91
PiU'G 1356 693 2.77 [4.6 17
'"
'.9 1.15 84. 1.06
Sto_RI 2Jn 24n 4.n 21.4 49 66' 0.3 1.09 205 1.00
Sto_R2 1864 1344 3.92 15.4 • 698 '.0 1.12 218 1.09
Sto_RJ 2032 1731 5.05 229 28 690 0.' 0.91 3SO 0.76
Hen_R 2069 IS03 9.35 29.9 74 782 24.7 1.55 '48 1.49
WaJ_C "9 2S« 3.7. 29.1 10' 2960 1.9 0.79 IS7 0.68
Her_R 1191 2074 4.54 38.8 104 1125 15.3 3.86 J69 3.87
Lak_C 164' ])30 4.70 67.9 73 601 ,., 0.91 258 0.84
JO_Vi 1487 5879 5.67 47.5 27 1059 7.0 3.49
'"
3.33
Jo_PG .., 6894 5.07 31.4 73 794 6.4 2.09 291 2.01
Jo_C 1497 S07 2.26 11.6 31 626 I.S 1.33 208 1.30
Jo_R 1543 1179 1.57 12.9 2S ,.. I., 0.98 228 0.91
Jo_BN 4737 3929 2.84 53.3 638 1087 '.7 2.66 653 2.40
Rei_R 1118 4027 2.29 28.6 m 721 3.0 0.59 ISS 0.57
Rei]N 1635 3803 2.76 J3.4 14 802 22.2 1.65 289 1.45
Rei_T 2192 5252 4.02 26.2 1207 827 21.0 0.&5 171 0.76
Rei_M 829 2634 3.00 23.3 51 303 4.2 1.32 262 1.26
Rei_C 1879 3181 4.02 23.4 130 701 9.7 1.02 17. l.01
Mar_R 879 2901 3.24 21.J 57 693 12.5 1.50 202 1.49
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Appendix 2: Elemenl eoncenlnlions (ppb) in wines
N~ Mo F, Co Nt C, Zo
'"
S<
'"
S<
Sln_C 8SS 3'" 2.44 21.9 30' 143 10.6 Z16 291 2.1]
Kon_R 1329 1170 1.7<> 14.8 15 2109 2.6 1.57 167 LS9
"'-'
140] 26]9 ].70 ]0.] 71 910 2.' 1.87 3S7 1.78
Dc_Vi 992 2165 ].52 18.] 244 S<l9 I.' 0.91 200 0.92
"'_R 74S 2077 '.09 19.8 221
'"
2.[ 1.09 187 1.01
Dc_BN 1295 2844 '.94 ]0.4 n 1146 2.4 1.10
'"
0.94
KeI_C 3S7 884 1.50 11.2 , 13]1 1.2 10.76 362 10.89
HR_OK 341 244' 1.66 20.2 II 36' 1.3 0.64 136 0.55
HR_VI 646 1046 1.46 14.6 18 641 1.3 0.]1 131 0.24
HR_V2 3" "6 1.04 10.4 '0 ... 3.1 0.45 I3S 0.38
HR_V3 4S3 1058 0.93 12.5 10 342 1.3 0.45 "6 0.37
HR_V4
'"
1016 0.87 15.9
"
311 1.2 0.57 162 0.48
HR_V5 '74 1451 1.81 19.4
"
S69 ZO 027
"'
0.20
LB_stan 410 784 3.35 38.3 12 211 2.7 1.38 128 1.30
LB_mid 40' 77<> 3.21 30.6 • 223 2.8 1.69 127 1.64
LB_end
'"
7'lO 3.22 12.4 6 214 2.8 1.41 131 1.38
LB_Tl 36' m 3.20 17.] • 216 2.7 1.49 127 LSD
LB_TI 346 764 2.60 '.1 3 184 2.6 LS2 125 1.48
LB_TJ 387 '74 Z99 10.5 6 204 Z. 1.36 126 1.34
La_R9S 745 1076 2.14 11.6 38 292 S•• 0.69 291 0.49
La_R96 1116 1106 5.62 19.5 378 345 '.0 2.05 302 1.98
La_R97 6" ... 3.22 15.2 3. 396 '.3 1.60 211 1.34
La_R97S .64 6" 3.06 14.7 '0 275 .., 1.30 295 1.16
Ul_R971 1077 1446 5.51 32.1 343 "6 [6.7 3.00 n6 2.85
Don]B S02 961 1.39 164.3
"'
1595 0.7 0.81
"'
0.76
Don]N 700 1720 0.95 162.5 "6 609 IJ 0.79 320 0.58
G<h_V 1011 913 6.08 20.2 55 361 .., LSI 294 1.41
Su_CI "7 292 IA7 16.5 20 30' 1.2 ].20 181 3.18
Su_C2 S32 15 1.66 ..,
"
"6 1.0 2.07 I7S 2.00
Su_R[ 1046 4449 3.14 19.2 212 683 7.7 0.8] 44' 0.5l
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Appcndi:.: 2: Element concentrations (ppb) in wines
N~ Me F, Co N; Co Zo .. S< ... S<
Su_R2 '4S 31 1.35 7.7 20 3" I., 0.65 86 0.62
Su]N 70' 0" 0.6\ 12.1 • 130 0.0 0.83 196 0.72
Haw_G 78' 993 2.70 14.5
"
'54 '.7 1.23 I" 1.24
Pin_R 686 1150 2.71 20.2 13 0" I., 5.49 136 '.50
Hes]B 660 ,.. 1.94 12.4 166 • 83 ,.. 1.44 10' 1.37
Vin_R 1403 "00 4J5 26.1 3. ... ,.. 0.86 137 0.88
Gra_Ro ••• 1361 1.62 36.1 40 "0 I.' 1.40 154 1.34
In_PN 750 ns 1.02 20.9
"
270 0.0 0.36 215 0.36
In_PB
''''
'88 '.04 21.4 3' '86 2.7 0.73 "0 0.61
Hil_M S27 3873 3.17 12.0 '0 289 0.1 3.82 224 3.75
Tin_G 533 73. 1.22 13.8 7
'"
I., 1.17 127 1.07
Sla_R 640 1029 1.52 24.0
"
54' I., 1.99 134 1.98
Qu_RI 1036 788 2.56 20.' 40 '66 2.1 1.26 87 1.25
QoR2 88' 701 J.n :ro.3 13 214 2.0 1.72 150 1.68
Qo .3 "0 1027 2.16 44.6 01 300 2.5 5.10 141 5.03
Qu_R4 707 4S. 1.42 14.9 '4S 367 2.0 1.49 10. 1.43
Hai_Tr 601 \714 3.32 '.7 90 .99 2.7 1.08 186 0.9\
Nic_Sy 617 82' 0.35 12.5 13 "0 3.0 3.62
'"
J57
s.a...C 528 210 1.80 12.6 24 66' 1.3 1.39 164 1.26
SIILPN '0' 1267 0.97 7.' 4S0 0.0 LlO 232 0.91
Red_C .32 109' 4.6] 19.5
"
41' 3.3 1.6] lSI 1.53
Wi_GI 725 m 1.93 ... 22 453 2.6 0.40 150 033
Wi_G2 577 .., 1.05 0.' 12 '96 1.0 0.6] 160 0.48
Wi_GJ .53 2743 2.76 18.7 .. .03 3.1 0.70 IS] 0.59
Wi_G4 912 1689 1.94 7.7 • 24' I.' 0.6] I7l 0.65
Wi_GS
'"
1117 1.99 7.' 106 48. '.4 1.27 141 1.17
SePal 60S 464 1.S3 11.0
"
196 '.0 1.08 136 1.00
St_PB2 532 1024 I.S6 10.3 13 186 2.1 0.13 "0 0.70
St_RI '47 83 1.7S 26.0
"
745 I., 1.06 124 1.02
Sl_R2 1147 82' 4.S2 19.] 10 711 2.] 0.99 101 0.91
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Appendix 2: Elemml concentrations (ppb) in wines
N~ "', F, C. N' Co Zn
'"
Se B, Se
Ge_PB 480 1034 2.30 27.0 10 m •., l.S2 196 1.31
S<_G 66' 2011 1.84 7.1 40 '14 4.1 0.72 162 0.64
S<_PN 2013 1652 0.71 4.0 4 4.. 1.1 0.39 229 0.2S
Ce_C 800 93 2.20 14.2 76
'"
I.' 2.04 166 1.92
...._C 207 .30 1.87 '.0
"
IS" I., 3.19 262 3.16
R. 92l 2757 2.7S 11.6 31 .56 162 1.28 266 J.21
Bo
'"
2681 3.7\ 21.S
"
64. 14.4 0.61 194 0.64
Ch 714 1270 3.11 21.0 47 .91 ... 0.76 223 0.72
Sic 12]7 2115 2.70 18.1 12. m 7.2 0.47 228 0.42
F" 911 1964 2.61 21.1 64 709 7.' 0.7] lOl 0.64
Loo 641 1990 2.SI IS.7
"
577 I.' 0041 IS' 0.3]
CdC 1196 7307 l.90 26.4 171 1077 S.2 1.49 44' 1.3]
Coo 1057 4241 2.80 23.1 120 m .., 1.43 402 1.26
.... 1308 2660 S.03 2S.2 20 .94 17.3 0.61 27S 0.61
.. J)IS 4304 4.61 2].3 6l ... 14.4 0.S9 361 0.49
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Appendix 2: Elemenl cOllCcntraliOl1S (ppb) in wines
N_ Rb S< "'. '& Cd 50
C, Ba
lOB_R 1245 316 19.3 0.025 0.43 2.44 ].7 6.19 96
I"_C 693 231 0.9 0.020 0.27 0,46 3.0 1.85 73
Cave_G 1198 366 20,4 0.033 0,43 2.52 ].6 6.24
"'Cavc_R ... 394 11.0 0.064 0.5\ 3.03 '.9 S.03 97
Cave_C 1136 <0, 24.5 O.Oll OJ7 2.43 ,.. 6.SO 116
MalLC IOl3 344 10.9 0.012 0.62 1.18 9.1 4.15 '64
MaLVg 269 176 7.0 O.Oll 0.55 l.07 '.1 S.98 69
Creek]N 589 ]74 2.9 0.001 0.)0 0.06 .., 0.7S 140
Crcdt_S 'SO 2RS 2.4 0.016 0.70 0.37 '.1 5.24 206
PiI_BN 1044 sn ILl 0.007 0.51 0.57 10.3 2.12 74
Pi!_C 33S 207 2.7 0.005 0.41 0.79 ].7 1.70 66
Pi!](j 411 241 13.7 0.038 0.96 0.97 14.0 1.76
"Slo_R! 126 417 '.1 0.018 0.l6 1.01 '.6 2.42 137
Sto_Rl 927 277 lS.2 0.009 0.73 2.56 2.& 254 79
Sto_RJ 713 413 '.0 0.023 0.41 2.60 '.1 I.SO 90
""'_R 922 439 16.3 0.039 0.53 2.09 9.1 6.60 124
Wal_C 928 .30 LS 0.017 3.0S 0.36 2.& 2.41 99
Her_R 4J4 1053 34.S 0.018 1.68 4.28 16.0 3.85 100
Lak_C 909 279 2.' 0.006 0.)9 0.S4 2.4 1.58 4S
Jo_Vi <S, SI3 ]., 0.014 0.77 1.26 '.0 4.6S 263
Jo_PG ... ]6' 2.6 0.033 0.10 1.14 L& 7.99 166
Jo_C 716 211 LS 0.004 0.74 0.21 2.6 L69 II
Jo_R '24 24' 1.7 0.007 0.31 0.24 2.] 2.52 64
JO_BN '9' m 2.3 0.004 1.72 0.31 ,.& 0.45 ]24
Rei_R 304 2SS '.1 0.005 0.13 0.61 2.& 0.95 81
Rei_PN 607 610 37.5 0.009 0>] 2.12 ... 4.26 17.
Rei_T 341 276 6.9 0.014 0.17 1.57 ] .• 1.01 n
Rei_M 1116 442 '.6 0.006 0.24 1.10 9.1 ].<0 13'
Rei_C 640 'l6 IS" 0.006 0.33 1.03 ,.& 2.27 13
Mar_R '96 321 SI.O O.ISS 0.94 3.50 2.] 2.66 127
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Appendilt 2: Element concentrations (ppbl in wines
N=. Rb S< ". Ag Cd Sb C, o.
Strl_C
'"
'92 67.4 0.087 0.46 5.23 '.6 0.17 133
Kon_R SSS 382 ,.. 0.001 0.77 0.56 2.6 1.28 6'
"'-'
• 76 ... 6.2 0.018 1.05 0.74 7.3 2.76 102
De_Vi 231 340 1.0 ".006 0.4] 0.64 3.6 1.8)
"
"'_R
'"
.., 2.2 .0.005 0.64 0.87 3.' 2.69 .,
De_BN 807 m '.0 0.001 1.02 0.76 15.5 2.98 123
Kef_C 602 .S] 2.' 0.005 2.05 0.24 1.7 1.67
"HR_OK 336 '99 3.0 0.007 0.3] 0.22 1.6 0.)7
"HR_VI 285 272 '.6 0.009 0.15 0.15 0.' 0.49 15
HR_V2 287 271 3.1 0.049 0.18 0.64 0.6 0.)4 56
HR_V) ". 276 2.7 0.004 0.15 0.11
O. 0.)] 60
HR_V4 325 lS9 3.0 0.006 0.12 0.20 0.7 0.36 .2
HR_V5 324 302 '.7 0.007 0.26 0.18 0.7 0.]] ..
L8_stan
'"
627 '.0 0.008 0.20 0.21 4.7 1.26 80
LB_mid
'"
618 '.3 0.012 0.21 0.21 3.3 1.19 n
LB_end m 633 ,., 0.010 0.20 0.20 '.0 UI 78
LB_TI ... m ,.. 0.006 0.21 0.19 2.5 1.17 76
LB_TI S03 S78 ,., 0.010 0.20 0.19 2.2 0.82 73
LB_TJ ". 6" ..• 0.010 0.20 0.20 2.] I." 78
La_R95 366 820 12.5 0.004 0." 0.15 1.6 2.01 164
La_R96 ..,
." 19.6 0.040 0.44 0.45 '.3 3.11
209
u_R97
'"
6SO 14.4 0.009 0.40 1.01
"
3.07 147
La_R97S
'"
901 '.7 0.017 0.21 0.38 3.' 1.89 174
La_R971 .71 1057 23.2 0.045 0.52 0.50 6.6 3.54 2]2
Don]B 256 421 52.6 0.023 6.62 0.18 I.S 0.61 132
Don]N 318 SO, 47.4 0.054 0.34 0.17 3.' 0.6] 218
Geh_V 360 '36 ,.. 0.0]4 0.26 0.57 2.6 2.17 110
Su_CI 3" ... 2.2 0.018 0.93 0.15 I.S 1.09 ,.
Su_C2 33. 74' ,.s 0.013 0.17 0.14 I.' 0.53 80
Su_RI 36. 192] 12.9 0.02] 0.43 0.35 2.7 0.99 615
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Appendix 2: Elemenl concenU1illions (ppb) in wines
N.... Ob S< Mo A, Cd Sb C. ..
Su_Rl 20' 1142 l.' 0.003 0.21 0.13 2.7 0.45 212
Su]N 922 "0 3.7 0.003 0.46 0.04 I.J 1.79 "0
Haw_G 285 ..... 17.8 0.012 0.45 0.76 4.2 0.74 107
Pin_R 0" 1552 12.6 0.... 0.33 0.66 I., 1.22
'"Hes]8 27l
'"
'.l 0.017 0.45 0.94 2.0 0.58 142
Vin_R m 974 2.8 0.011 0.45 2.17 2.1 2.02 319
Gr.l_Ro 407
'"
3.0 0.006 0.17 0.27 I.J 0.97 201
In]N S22 678 2.' 0.002 0.20 0.56 1.7 1.59 282
In]8 257 no '.0 0.026 0.34 0.56 :t4 0.66 143
HiI_M 406 1061 21.2 O.QJS 0.30 0.99 2.3 0.43 106
Tin_G 190 lOO 3.1 0.002 0.20 0.33 1.4 0.70 '04
Sla_R 231 6SS 0.0 0.015 0.48 0.38 2.1 0.71 109
Qu_RI 200 913 '.2 0.008 0.52 0.38 1.0 0.58 91
Qu 02 J79 929 0.' 0.009 0.38 0.35 I.S 1.04 84
Qu 03 4IS 8lS 0.0 0.007 0.26 0.47 2.' 0.84 94
Qu 04 m 784 0.0 0.017 0.32 0.47 2.' 0.65 101
Hai_Tr 342 414 15.1 0.020 02' 027 0.1 0.76 186
Nit_Sy 947 1478 2.' 0.003 0.32 0.10 0.0 3.42 '01
SILC
'"
_I' I.- 0.008 0.22 0.25 1.1 l.5i '01
StLPN
..-
1099 3._ 0.003 0.13 0.06 1.1 3.34 110
Red_C 40' 547 1.7 0.022 0.25 0.28 4.' 0.54 185
Wi_GI 771 7]1 l.O 0.017 0.37 0.34 0.7 1.21
"'Wi_G2 751 563 3.0 0.006 0.21 0.16 0._ 1.65 90
Wi_OJ 787 70l 4.7 0.029 1.43 0.51 1.1 1.61 123
Wi_G4 867 7SS 4.3 0.002 0.27 0.43 1.1 I." 121
Wi_OS 0'- 709 '.1 0.027 0.46 0.38 0._ 1.46 II-
SI_PSI 341 4n 2.7 0.003 0.16 0.31 :U us .-
St_Pa2 368 54. 3.S -0.002 0.10 0.34 1.0 1.61 _S
SI_RI 214 906 '.0 0.006 0.25 0.]5 I.- 0.52 1_,
SI_R2 3t7 992 4.4 0.004 0.32 0.39 2.] 1.09 ISO
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Appendix 2; Element concenll'ation5 (ppb) in wines
Name R' S, M. A. Cd Sb C, R,
Ge]B 57. 756 ... 0.015 0.69 0.78 I.' 1.43
""_0 .82
'"
10.0 0.013 0.34 0.45 I.' 1.83 2<l'
Sc:_PN ... "... 10.0 OJXJI OJI O.IZ
,~ 1.56 146
Ce_C '50
""
..• 0.020 OJ, 0.72 I., 0.53 '64
""_C
." 69] 2.] 0.010 0.13 0.49 S.' 1..32
.,
R. 109'
'"
35.8 OJ)69 0.50 2.63 '.7 3.39 126
R. 766 268 16.2 0,(107 0.34 4.56 ,.. 4.55
"Ch '002 Z61 ... 0.010 0.31 0.94 5.4 2.37
"50, 712 260 15.0 0.01l 0.44 1.06 '.7 1.46 n
FM 792
'"
7.4 0.010 0.32 1.22 7.0 3.27 89
Lou 98' ." ,., 0.020 0.12 0.32 ] .• 3.11 ]J
CdC 1555 342 ..• 0.014 0.51 0.51 11.8 5.12
"'Coo 1572 253 7.' 0.012 0.27 0.62 11.0 4.17 '0]
R" 89' 418 13.6 0.028 0.49 1.48 '.0 2.12
"'A', 902 ]., 14.0 0.019 0.51 1.40 ... 1.95 '06
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Appendix 2: Element concentrations (ppb) in wines
N_ ... C, n Pb B' Th U
30B_R 1.26 2.32 0.27 55.1 0.116 0.160 0.34
[n_C 0.48 0.95 0.18 [3.4 0.129 0.029 0,54
Cavc_G 0.60 1.12 0.31 45.4 0.182 0.137 0.56
Cavc_R ~.. '.60 02' 37.6 0.415 01J1 1.31
Cavc_c L2J 2.36 0.32 <0.3 0.316 0.103 0.52
MilLC 0.90 1.14 0.35 18.4 0.235 0.... 0.51
MaLVg 1.11 2.22 0.20 7.' 0.067 0.350 1.22
Creek]N 0.02 0.06 0.19 '.0 0.036 0.010 0.01
Creek_S 0.91 2.08 0.62 10.1 0.125 0.023 0.31
PiI_BN 0.07 O.ll O.ll 7.' 0.057 0.007 0.08
PiI_C 0.70 1.08 0'0 4.' 0.035 0.011 0.17
PiUlG 0.37 0.67 0.23 9.2 0.047 0.060 0.65
Sto_RI 8.62 17.42 0.21 27.0 0.692 1.017 3.12
Slo_R2 0.99 1.85 0.25 10.6 0.245 0.072 0.60
SIo_Rl 1.29 3.03 0.11 51.1 0.533 0.062 0.51
Hen_R 2.05 3.76 0.11 26.1 0.372 0.SS2 0.70
Wal_C 0.84 1.29 0.18 1l.1 0.027 0.032 0.35
HeT_R 2.47 4.22 0.22 60.7 0.139 0.173 1.46
Lak_C 0.% 1.% 0.19 10.6 0.197 0.127 0.40
Jo_Vi 1.13 3.51 0.29 27.8 0.0]6 0.103 0.54
Jo_PO 2..29 4.39 0.33 28.1 0.... 0.228 1.84
Jo_C 0.07 0.17 0.24 7.1 0.081 0.011 0.12
Jo_R 0.05 0.11 0.11 7.4 0.104 0.013 0.03
Jo_BN 0.06 0.10 0.14 18.2 0.065 0.029 0.03
Rei_R 0.29 0.54 0.10 12.5 0.040 0.OJ8 0.14
Rei_PN US 2.46 0.27 16.5 0.247 0.076 0.31
Rei_T 0.31 0.73 0.10 35.1 0.070 0.059 0.15
Rei_M 1.8'1 ].59 0.15 36.' 0.151 0.100 0,51
Rei_C 0.16 0.22 0.18 13.0 0.091 0.08'1 0.3]
Mar_R 1.31 1.95 0.21 ]0.8 0.[04 0.173 1.16
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Appendix 2: Element concenualions (ppb) in wines
N_ U Ce n Pb B; Th
Sln_C 1.31 2.51 0.03 93.0 0.201 0.308 1.69
Kon_R 0.08 0.17 0.16 8.J 0.043 0.030 0.44
""J 1.45 2.86 0.28 58.6 0.529 0.144 1.09
De_Vi 1.22 2.51 0.17 35.4 0.150 0.121 0.62
""_R 4.74 9.42 0.25 53.9 0.115 OAI7 1.27
Dc_BN 1.62 3.22 0.30 80.' 0.104 0.139 0.90
KeI_C 0>3 0.42 0.07 l.4 0.119 0.029 0.08
HR_OK 1.63 2.84 0.07 .2 0.021 0.234 0.35
HR_Vl 0.09 0.16 0.06 ,.• 0.Q38 0.014 0.04
HR_V2 0.05 0.12 0.08 26.1 0.121 0.008 0.04
HR_V3 0.02 0.06 0.05 2.7 0.062 0.010 0.02
HR_V4 0.09 0.17 0.04 3.' 0.083 0.Q21 0.06
HR_V5 0.80 1.41 0.05 '.0 0.027 0.183 0.68
LB_stan 0.16 1.66 0.12 '.1 0.108 0.199 0.32
LB_mid 0.50 1.29 0.11 '.0 O.ISO 0.175 0.23
LB_end OA7 1.25 0.11 7.2 0.117 0.162 0.21
LBJI 0.52 1.37 0.11 7.' 0.105 0.162 0.21
LB_TI 0.50 L25 0.10 7.2 0310 0.479 0.14
LB_TI 0.40 0.94 0.11 7.' 0.142 0.336 0.20
La_R9S 0.01 O.QI 0.18 ,., 0.051 0.008 0.04
La_R96 0.01 0.05 0.30 3.7 0.014 0.005 0.11
La_R91 0.09 0.28 0.32 6.2 0.13l O.Oll 0.16
La_R97S 0.07 0.15 0.32 '.0 0.066 0.008 0.05
La_R971 OA5 1.39 OAO 12.6 0.160 OAI9 0.39
Don]B 0.01 0.02 0.04 20.8 0.047 0.008 0.05
Doo]N 0.01 0.02 0.05 19.2 0.04\ 0.01S 0.03
G<h_V 0.J5 0.74 0.17 10.3 0268 0.040 0.77
Su_CI 0.21 0.47 0.05 '.4 0.073 0.047 0.24
Su_C2 0.01 0.03 0.06 2.5 0.... 0.018 0.00
Su_RI 0.05 0.17 0.14 7.' 0.036 0.015 0.17
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Appendix 2: Element concenUlllions (ppb) in wines
N~ U C< n Pb BI Th
"'_02 0.00 0.00 0.05 '.2 0.019 0.018 0.01
"'_PN 0.01 0.02 0.08 2.6 OJJ09 0.005 0.03
Hlw_G 0.32 0.68 0.09 19.7 3.094 O.oJ8 0.86
Pin_R 0.32 0.74 0.Q7 7.' 0.055 0.0S6 0.20
Hes]8 0.41 0.78 0.06 19.1 0.237 0.337 8.74
Vin_R 0.42 0.97 0.12 27.9 0.174 0.076 2.86
GrI_Ro 1.12 2.34 0.13 17.7 0.... 0..224 0.63
In_PN 0.07 0.14 0.13 40.' 0.... 0.020 0.80
In]B 0.36 0.75 0.08 18.2 o.ln 0.057 0.84
Hil_M 1.07 2.88 0.10 17.4 0.178 0.239 1.18
Tin_G 0.02 0.04 0.06 12.4 0.547 0.023 0.77
SIa_R 0.39 0.61 0.08 17.1 0.315 0.113 0.38
Qu ., 0.04 0.10 0.06 13.7 0.357 0.017 0.20
Qu_02 0.06 0.17 0.06 10.0 0.201 0.014 0.35
Qu .3 0.06 0.13 0.07 7.4 0.181 0.017 0.13
Qu_R4 0.06 0.14 0.05 10.7 0.246 0.017 0.34
Hai_Tr 2.72 5.01 0.08 '.1 0.314 0.196 1.90
Nic_Sy 0.01 O.oJ 0..25 17.4 0.... 0.005 0.0\
SILC 0.23 0.42 0.13 '.3 0.076 0.045 0.75
Stg]N O.QI 0.01 0.10 2.4 0.072 0.026 0.02
Red_C 0.08 0.19 0.12 8.2 0.432 0.049 0.16
Wi_GI 0.03 0.06 0.10 27.5 0.910 0.233 0.99
Wi_G2 0.45 0.&& 0.09 11.9 (I.S67 0.344 1.45
Wi_OJ 0.60 1.12 0.13 34.7 0.253 0.221 0.92
Wi_G4 1.05 2.22 0.12 34.3 0.294 0.322 0.43
Wi_G5 0.91 2.01 0.10 25.4 0.640 0.437 1.53
St]BI 0.16 0.27 0.11 1.9 0.113 0.035 0..25
51_PaZ 0.04 0.06 0.11 1.7 0.149 0.021 0.32
St_Rl 0.00 0.01 0.06 I., 0.036 0.014 0.01
St_R2 2.03 3.89 0.07 S.I 0.105 0.111 0.48
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Appendix 2: Element concentrations (ppb) in wines
N=, ... C, TI Pb ., Th
Ge]B 0.46 0.90 0.14 12.3 0.511 0.161 0.90
"'_G o.n 1.53 0.09 10.1 0.349 0.016 0.41
Sc::_PN 0.01 0.00 0.05 ].3 0.018 0.016 0.11
Cc_C 0.02 0.03 0.08 15.3 0.011 0.001 0.D3
Bar_C 0.01 0.01 0.04 15.1 0.019 0.026 0.12
O. 1.44 2.88 023 29.5 0.991 0.411 1.65
Bo 0.92 1.96 0.26 25.2 0.212 0.OS8 0.13
Ch 0.21 0.43 0.14 16.1 0.633 0.030 0_32
S< 0.58 1.08 0.12 20.7 0.252 0.114 0.41
F~ 0.59 1.14 0.24 21.4 0.514 0.050 0.21
Co, 0.23 0.48 0.09 6.8 0.079 0.026 0.08
CdC 0.31 0.53 0.11 26.2 0.180 0.060 0.13
Coo 0.55 1.01 O.IS 18.7 0.093 0.059 0.11
""
2.31 4.41 022 28.6 1.181 0.091 0.95
AI, 1.95 l.l6 0.2l 25.9 0.246 0.510 0.18
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Appendix 3: Element conccnl1alioos in wines prepared by the digestion melhod
Winery Variety N~, Li II< M. AI Si
.... .... .... .... ,pb
"""""
Ricslina Her_R 35.66 0.90 mOB 2216 Ill31
Cave Spring Riesling Cave_R 43.62 1.31 82732 1133 1535
Joseph's Chardonnay 10_C '.06 0.35 65738 381 10914
Lakeview Chardonnay Lak_C 10.11 0.22 81757 '96 '9O'
Pilliueri PinotGris PiI_PC 2.31 0.39 62198 "0
."'.Scherzinger Gewurzuaminer "_G 13.02 0.46 111501 no 14615
Gehringer PinotBlanc ""'_V 16.04 1.19 .""', 1073 8511
Nichol S"," Nic_Sy 15.37 0.06
_.
'"
8267
LakeBrccze PirJO(Blanc LB_TJ 9.23 0.99 60380
'"
6910
St Hubcnus Riesling SI_RI 22.04 0.30 105353 JIO
"'"
N~ , CI C. To C, Mp
.... .... ppb .... ppb .... ppb
Her_R 82301 17210 105928 20.7 166.9 33.1 1062
Cave_R 11617S 5213 104576 20.7 25.3 14.0 SIS
10_C 106234 3312 53896 ,., 2.7 10.6 1285
Lak_C 110625 10399 67055 13.9 22..2 10.2 1527
Pil_PG 222420 ,." n135 14.2 74.0 17.5 1635
"_G 275722 "06 118424 12.3 J.' 10.8 '09
Geh_V 119287 7117 115271 13.6 158.6 10.1 1100
Nic_Sy 68814 5026 59135 J.J 0.' 1t.9
'"LB_TI 93911 1789 59741 4.2 J.J 10.2 J97
Sl:_RI 32S023 ",. ""0 B '.S 18.3
..,
Appendix ]; Element concenlnlions in wines prepared by the digestion method
N=o Fo Co N; C, Zn Po B,
ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb
Her_R 1810 '.2 ]6.6 112 1017 16.0 147
Cavc_R 1211 4.7 25.0 51 64. 14.5 ..
Jo_C m 2.1 16.3 42 '59 1.4 I)'
'-"'_C 2431 ,.. 66.' 94 604 '.1 161
PiU'G 8J7 3.2 I7J <38.6] 708 7.1 14.
"_G 2SI! L' 16.9 7J ,.. ,.] 16'
Geh~V 1126 ... 22.] 7J
'"
10.6 206
Nic_Sy .51 •.. 16.3 <36.00 478 4.2 I)'
LBJ3 774 2.7 1].0 <36.21 226 2.7 81
SI_RI 92. l.' 18.6 <39.36 662 2.5 77
N=o R' S< "'0 Ag Cd 50
ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb ,pb ppb
Her_R 412
'"
27.6 '.04 l.8S 4.02 17.22
Cave~R .90 ]4' ..] 0.12 '.66 2.95 3.42
JO_C 684 lao U <0.03 '.94 0.20 1.93
'-"'_C 1021 276 2.' <0.04 '.SO '.>6 1.67
PiI]G S06 267 12.0 0.05 1.16 1.04 2.17
"_G
'"
1118 10.6 <0.05 0.49 0.57 0.79
Gch_V J9l '06 ,.. 0.12 0.33 0.54 1.91
Nic_Sy 1125 157) 2.1 '.00 0.40 0.10 1.94
LBJ] 51. m ] .. <0.04 0..23 0.18 I.SO
St_Rl
'"
906 ].7 '.04 0.32 0.41 1.78
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Appendi:t 3: E1emenl concentraliOl'\$ in wines prepared by the digestion method
Nom< C. ..
'"
C. TI Pb .i
ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb
Her_R 3.61
"
2.33 4.31 0.23 .. 0.11 I....
Cave_R 4.69 .. 2.53 '.60 0.26 3. 0.19 1.35
Jo_C 2.53 79 0.07 0.17 0.22 • 0.04 0.11
Lak_C 1.65 47 0.94 2.10 0.18 12 0.11 0.39
PiUlC, 1.95 84 037 0.73 0.23
"
0.0] 0.75
"_G 2.44 251 0.92 2.06 0.12
"
0.28 0.48
""'_V 2.22 .S 0.05 0.11 0.16 • 0.12 o.n
Nte_Sy 3.24 ,... 0.01 0.04 0.25 18 0.04 0.01
LB_Tl 1.09 66 0.41 1.17 0.10 • 0.16 0.22
SI_RI 1.13 ". 2.10 4.30 0.07 7 0.08 0.54
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Appendix 4: Pearson's Rcom:lation coefficients between element concentrations in wines
Li Be Mg AI CI Co n
Li 1.00
Be 0.20 1.00
Mg 0.59 0.12 1.00
AI 0.20 0.68 0.14 1.00
P 0.20 .{I. 13 0.38 ..(J.05 1.00
CI 0.13 0.11 0.30 0.40 0.10 1.00
C. 0.18 0.24 0.35 0.38 0.34 0.2. 1.00
n 0.27 0.54 0.16 0.71 ..(J.02 0.25 0.28 1.00
V 0.21 0.34 ..(J.05 0.61 om 0.27 0.19 0.67
M" .{I.OJ 0.13 0.10 0.36 0.05 0.35 0.29 0.29
Co 0.24 0.61 0.2' 0.71 ..... 0.35 0.35 0.62
Ni ..(J.07 ..(J.02 ..(J.03 0.11 ..... 0.08 ..... 0.02
C" ..... 0.29 0.12 0.25 ..... 0.12 0.10 0.10
Z" ..(J.05 -0.11 0.05 0.15 ..(J.O] 0.19 0.00 0.08
A. 0.26 0.54 0.19 0.61 ..(J.02 0.21 0.41 0.69
.,
-0.16 ..(J.07 0.05 0.2' 0.2. 0.63 0.37 0.16
Se 0.23 .0.02 0.1] 0.14 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.04R. 0.11 0.16 0.11 0.22 0.10 0.]5 0.1\ 0.]9
S< 0.30 .0.17 0.55 .0.18 0.02 0.Q7 0.12 ~.18
M" 0.11 0.28 0.08 0.38 0.00 0.07 0.17 0.47
Ag 0.15 0.]5 0.09 0.4] 0." 0.03 0.17 0.43
Cd .0.05 ".09 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.10 ".06 0.0]
S. 0.3] 0.57 0.06 0.70 .0.01 0.20 0.25 0.75
1 0.06 0.28 0.03 0.54 0.13 0.57 0.33 0.39
C. 0." 0.]] 0.04 0.00 ".04 0.30 0.30 0.55
.. 0.02 ".04 0.43 0.06 .0.08 0.11 0.20 0.01
L. 0.14 0.26 .0.02 0.51 .0.11 0.20 0.06 0.67
C, 0.15 0.27 -0.01 0.49 -0.12 0.20 0.07 0.65
n 0.00 0.29 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.39 0.39
Pb 0.1] 0.48 0.01 0.55 -0.\5 0.44 0.04 0.00
.i 0.14 0.16 0.0] -0.02 -0.14 -0.01 -0.03 0.14
Th 0.11 0.40 0.00 0.40 -0.17 0.10 0.06 0.53
U 0.0] 0.18 0.04 0.26 ".06 om 0.04 0.]0
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Appendix 4: Pearson's RrorrelaliOfi corfficients belween element conte:rltralioos in wines
V M. Co N; Co Zn
"
B,
V 1.00
M. 0.19 1.00
Co 0.38 0.33 1.00
N; 0.02 0.13 0.07 1.00
Co 0.04 0.43 0.19 0.20 1.00
Z. 0.09 0.21 0.16 0.26 0.13 1.00
A> 0.51 0.32 0.11 0.06 0.4<1 0." 1.00
B' 0.21 0.41 0.20 0.10 0.11 0.20 0.17 1.00
"
0.10 ".06 0." -0.01 -0.03 0.17 0.01 0.11
R' 0.15 0.19 0.4<1 -0.05 ".09 0.14 0.34 0.24
"
-0.17 -0.11 -0.17 -0.11 ..... ..... -0.10 -0.01
Mo 0.64 0.02 0.17 0.48 0.16 0." 0.48 0.10
Ag 0.57 -0.03 0.28 0.17 0.12 0.03 0.43 0."
Cd 0.09 0.08 0.02 0.58 0." 0.60 ..o.Q3 0.12
Sb 0.&0 0.21 0.51 0.04 0.18 0.10 0.68 0.14
I 0.45 0.28 0.43 0.09 0.11 0.19 0.4<1 0.69
C. 0.28 0.20 0.69 0.01 -0.02 0.15 0.59 0.22
... -0.11 0.26 0.04 0.12 0.14 0.02 0.07 0.22
... 0.34 0.21 0.42 0.01 -0.01 0." 0.25 O.OS
C, 0.31 0.21 0.42 0.00 ".00 0.06 0.23 0.04
TI 0.24 0.31 0.63 0.00 0.08 0.15 0.48 0.36
Pb 0.50 0.17 0.4<1 0.13 0.27 0.12 0.37 0.26
Bi 0." -0.01 O.OS ..... ".09 -0.12 0.05 -0.15
Th 0.20 0.10 0.34 ..... 0.01 -0.12 02' -0.10
U 0.23 0.02 0.12 -0.08 0.02 -0.02 0." ..o.03
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Appendix 4: Pearson's Rcom:lation coefficicots belween elemenl toneeIItralions in wines
S< R. S< Mo Ag Cd S.
S< 1.00R. 0.03 1.00
S, 0.30 ..3.07 1.00
Mo 0.06 0.00 -0.02 1.00
Ag 0.03 0.02 -0.13 0.63 1.00
Cd 0.17 0.04 .0.06 0.33 0.10 1.00
50 0.10 0.22 -0.17 0.63 0.57 0.05 1.00
1 0.12 0.28 .0.06 0.28 0.14 0.11 0.43 1.00
C. 0.08 0.56 -0.18 0.13 0.20 0.04 0.43 0.37
.. -0.08 .0.09 0.57 0.11 0.05 0.00 -O.Q) 0.01
La -0.01 0.21 -0.\8 0.08 0.13 0.03 0.34 0.28
C, .(J.OI 0.2<1 .(J.17 0.05 0.11 0.01 0.31 0.26
n 0.02 0.41 -0.14 0.10 0.18 0.02 0.28 0.41
Pb .(J.02 0.29 -0.11 0.35 0.33 0.13 0.67 0.45
.i -0.05 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 .0.06 0.06 -o.or
Th -0.02 0.18 -0.11 0.07 0.19 .0.06 0.21 0.12
U -0.03 .0.04 -0.01 0.07 0.16 .(J.OI 0.26 0.07
C. .. La C, n Pb .i Th
C. 1.00
.. 0.03 1.00
La OJ3 .0.04 1.00
C, 0.32 .0.04 1.00 1.00
TI 0.75 0.14 0.26 0.26 1.00
Pb 0.31 -0.01 0.40 0.40 0.22 1.00
.i -0.05 -om 0.14 0.15 .0.06 0.14 1.00
Th 0.21 -0.10 0.73 0.75 0.12 0.29 0.21 1.00
U 0.06 0.05 0.36 0.36 .(J.OI 0.27 0.17 0.47
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Appendix 5: Element coocentrations in vineyard soil
vineyard pH Conductivity ""'0 MgO AI203 Si02
(0.074 mm fraction) mSlcm %w/w %w/w %w/w Y.w/w
Hain~ 7.J 2S 2.71 >5, 15.6 ..
Gny Monk 6.J 61 1.82 260 15.9 ..
GehringerBrothcrs 7.' 1](1 I." 3.23 13.5 6J
HcstcrCreek 7.J 10. 1.57 4.01 13.& ..
Tin HomCreck 7.' '6' 1.25 3.54 12.1
"Inkamecp 7.J 39 2.14 2.19 15.3 ..
Lake Breeze 6.6 m 2.1& J.30 14.8 6J
...... 62 60 1.93 2.74 15.9 67
Red Rooster • 117 2.61 2.48 14.2 6'
Nichol 6.' ", 2.32 2.91 13.1 ..
KenleValley 7.4 180 US J.86 16.2 6J
Irvine 7.' 1020 2.21 3.51 14.6 6J
HouscofRose 6.'
"
2.01 2.29 13.6 ..
GersighclWinebcrg 7.' 12' 2.02 3.73 12.8 6J
Inniskillin 7.' 87 1.61 455 13.9 6J
St.Hubertus 7.' 48 2.17 1.96 14.8 .,
Swnmcrltill 7.' .. >5. 2.02 14.7 71
Slamka 7.' 6' 1.93 2.71 16.2 67
McKenzie 6.7 67 2.00 2.36 15.4 64
CedarCreek 7 87 1.74 2.65 15.6 67
Hillside • 102 2.37 4.05 15.1 6•
Stag's Hollow 7.'
"
2.70 2.47 15.9 64
PiIlOtReach 7.' 137 1.69 3.49 13.7
"Scherzinger 6.' 12' 2.02 2.33 16.0 66
QuairsGale 7.' 'J 1.91 3.16 15.8 6'
Wild Goose 7.'
"
239 2.17 15.9 ..
Konzelmann 6.7
"
1.44 1.94 13.2 7)
Sloncchurch 7.' 87 1.22 2.22 1J.6 7.
Pillittcri 6.1 34 1.54 2.12 14.1 67
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Appendix 5: Elemenl concentrations in vineyard soil
vineyard pH Conduclivity Na20 MgO ...1203 Si02
(0.074 mm rraction) mS/= ".Iw ".Iw %w/w %w/w
Pillineri (lbco Noir) ... 7. LlI 2.17 15.2 70
Creek5Mie (Pitlilcni plol) S.' 77 1.30 1.73 13.7 ..
3O_h 7.2 201 1.02 2.93 14.8 .S
Marynis.scn 7.4 II. 1.12 2.19 15.0 67
Reir 7.• 117 Ll8 2.52 13.6 ..
l.<nko •.7
"'
Ll4 2.48 13.9 11
"'""'"
7.3 12. 1.01 3.30 15.4 .S
Inniskillin 7.4 .7 12S 2.23 1].1 70
De ...... ..7
"
0.93 2.76 14.6 .S
Cavespring • .4 51 0.99 2.81 15.2 ••
Henry or Pelham 7.• I.' 0.89 3.17 16.4 .,
Walter's 7.1 28S 1.22 2.56 13.9 70
Joseph's •.7 164 1.48 1.99 13.1 70
Lakeview 7.2 27S 121 2.58 14.0 73
Detection limit 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
Appendix 5: Element concentrations in vineyard soil
~"""" P205 1<20 COO TIm M..o Fe203T(0.074 mm fraction) %wlw %wlw %wlw %wlw %wlw VgW!w
Hainle 0.01 2.51 1.01 o.n 0.089 ..•
GrayMont 0.20 2.61 U, 0.01 0.051 17.•
GdvingerBrolhers 0.35 2.30 4.21 0.72 0.112 ,..
Hester Creek 0.35 2.22 3.05 0.84 0.184 6.2
Tin Hom Creek 0.37 2.19 6.85 0.76 0.157 6.7
,,""'- 0.19 2-" 2.85 0.69 0.123 ..,
LakeBrecze 0.24 2.63 '.04 0.75 0.097 ,..U,. 0.21 2.58 2.56 0.69 0.102 5.1
Red Rooster 0.28 2.34 '.64 0.62 0.084 4.5
Nichol 0.23 2.31 4.41 0.53 0.095 '.0
KenkValky 0.22 2.15 4.91 0.74 0.098 ,..
Il"'ine 0.22 2.69 '.79 0.73 0.094 ,.•
House ofRosc 0.28 2.04 2." 0.61 0.108 ,.,
Gtl1lighelWineberg 0.36 2.13 3.96 0.68 0.144 '.3
Inniskillin 0.27 2.28 3.03 0.87 O.ISO 6.'
SLHubertus 0.19 2:.39 2.78 0.67 0.081 4.7
Summerhill 0.25 2~' 3.57 0.74 0.078 4.2
Slamka 0.12 2.60 2.70 0.01 0.053 19.8
McKenzie 0.14 2.37 2.75 0.69 0.090 4.'
CedarCreek 0.15 2.69 2.18 0.70 0.127 ,.•
Hillside 0.22
'"
4.42 0.63 0.093 4.6
Slag's Hollow 0.17 2.40 3.82 0.58 0.099 .-'
PinotReach 0.21 2.45 8.42 0.74 0.101 '.7
Scheninger 0.17 2.25 3.02 0.01 0.048 6.6
QuairsGate 0.15 2.92 2.83 0.74 0.1111 ,-'
Wild Goose 0.14 2.43 3.06 0.63 0.034 '.7
KOIIKlmann 0.17 2.\0 1.07 0.93 0.076 3.'
Stone<:hurch 0.22 2.17 1.28 0.94 0.074 4.6
Pillilteri 0.42 1.67 1.71 1.58 0.135 7.3
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Appendix S: Element concentrations in vineyard soil
vineyard nos "'0 CaO Tl02 MoO Fe20lT
(0.074 mm frxtion) %wlw ".Iw %.Iw ".Iw "wlw %w/w
Pillineri (Baco Nair) 0.09 2.36 o.n 0.9S 0.049 S.'
CreduMk(Pilliterri plol) 0.24 1.49 1..24 US 0.102 S.7
30"'"'" 0.14 2.n 2.19 0.90 0.119 '.0
Marynissen 0.11 1.97 1.22 0.90 0.049 ,.,
Reif 0.24 2.36 2.71 0.87 0.... 4.'
'"""'. 0.2. 2.44 1.02 0.91 0.089 4.'
"""""
O.IS ".
J.8S 0.9< 0.081 •.,
Inniskillin 0.19 2.17 I.IJ 0.91 0.078 4.'
"''''''''
0.14 2.6] O.IS 0.90 0.082 S.'
Cavespring 0.11 2.69 0.7] 0.97 0.078 '.0
Henry of Pelham 0.13 3.04 1.02 0.89 0.089 ...
W..ltds 0.13 U7 1.16 0.90 0.097 S.O
Joseph's 0.18 1.78 I.S] 0.9< 0.073 45
Lakeview 0.11 U' I.S2 0.99 0.067 4.7
Detection limit O.OOS 0.00] 0.00] 0.00] 0.002 O.OOS
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Appendix 5: Elemenl OJOtef1llalions in vineyard soil
"''''''''''
S CI S< C, NI C, Zn G.
(0.074 mm fraclion) ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm
HainJe 142 366 I) ..
"
2.0 10.7 44 15.9
Gray Monk 39' 249 IS
"
87 0.0 25.4 52 16.3
Gehringer Brothers 660 103 8 120 1)3 38.6 55..5 64 14.1
Hester Creek 897 200 IS 118 1S3 43.5 .50.4 60 12.5
Tin HomCreelc ... 143 JS I3S 182 54.7 70.9 72 13.7
Inbmeep 300 1S2 10 90 67 11.6 30.1 63 14.8
LakeBrectt '11 103 IS 118 101 13.4 25.7 47 15.9
W. 370 2.52 17 100 8S 17.1 23.9 53 18.6
RedROOSler 162 1)3 13 90 7S 43 '.7 37 16.7
N<hoI 330 362 6 72 27 -<1.4 11.2 3' 15..5
Kecde Valley 234 101 IS 123 90 19.7 30.2 34 17.2
Irvine 604
"
18 110 103 19.2 2S.' 41 15.4
House of Rose 34' 245 11 .. 8S 15.7 22.4 56 1.5.&
Gersighel Wineberg 1232 374 • .. 14' 41.7 37.7 63 1.5.5
Inniskillin 731 104 14 126 19. 56.7 46.' 54 13.7
51. Hlibenus 133 166 10 83
"
6.' 10.1 33 13.6
Summerhill 173 213 10 7S
"
3.2 15.0 33 14.4
51amka 200 184 14 OS 10. 0.0 19.8 48 16.3
McKenzie 198 146 • 102 79 12.3 24.4 49 17.8
C«tuC=k 262 217 14 .. 83 19.5 24.4 70 17.7
Hillside 346 41' 19 87 74 13.0 22.6 58 19.0
SLag's Hollow 266 201 17 88 58 16.6 17.5 37 17.1
PinccRach 176 53 24 117 111 20.8 31.2 43 12.6
Scherzinger 341 178 14 100 56 0.0 22.8 53 14.9
QuairsGate 333 134 19 .. 89 18.3 35.2 63 16.9
Wild Goose 163 288 12 74 66 6.' 19.1 46 19.0
Konzelmann 417 88 • 68 46 4.8 20.6 41 14.1
510nechurch JS4 90 11 77 6' 8.1 13.3 41 12.9
Pillilten 672 16. 17 120 84 '.7 14.8 48 11.5
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Appendix. 5: Element Conef:nlrations in vineyard soil
vineyard C, S< V C, N' C, Zn G.
(0.074mm fraction) ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... .....
Pillineri (Baco Noir) lSS 103 13 II 00 •.. 24.S
"
15.6
Creekside(Pilliterriplol) sn '14 ,.
" "
... 12.6
"
11.9
]0 Bench "7 92 14 107 .3 16.1 ]5.5 .. \4.8
Marynissen 43. 82 I. .S 53 ... 17.6
'"
I].S
Reif ". '" "
..
"
... 35.3 ., D.I
Lml<o 378 13. I. n ., 11.5 ]].]
"
13.8
Ii<md« 241
'"
22 99 n 20.2 21.2 43 19.4
Inniskillin • 14
"
I• 7. .. 10.3 24.] 4J 1].0
"''''''''
222 97
"
91 53 11.5 27.5 J9 15.2
Cavespring '99 71
"
91 72 16.0 26.9
"
18.4
Henry of Pelham 212
"
19 126
"
22.] 24.9 48 19.1
WIlier's JJ7 ..
" " "
11.6 26.0
"
D.S
Joseph's ... 70
"
71
"
[0.1 ]1.1 4J 14.2
Lakeview 23[ 103 20
" "
15.9 22.\
"
14.5
Deteetion[imil
"
.. 10 • 10
...3
Appendix 5: Element coocenlralWos in vineyard soil
.i...,.... .. R' S< Y Z, N' o. C, Pb
(0.074 mm fraction) ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm
H~inle ·U 84 447
"
282 15.4 1013 6S ,
Gray Monk l7.3
"
HI 20 m 15.4 94'
"
.7
Gehringer Brothers 21.4 6S 34' 21 21' 17.5 1799 , 1\
Hester Creek 19.9 62 '51 20 215 16.6 1249 57 12
Tin Hom Creek 14.2 .. 282 19 16' 16.2 23Sl 112 24
Inbmttp IH 71 SO, 2J ". 11.4 lOll "
I.
Lake Breeze 13.3 78
'"
27 36'l 19.7
." 90 I•
...., 3'.7
"
,., 22 286 11.0 10lO 92 78
Red Rooster I.' ., .33 20 '90 19.1 1116 " I.Nichol 26.8
"
602
"
m 15.6 1090 7.
"KeuJeValley 142
" '"
21 233 19.1 109' ..
"I~ine 2.0
"
,., 27 361 21.1 IOl9 72
"Hoose of Rose 31.1 .2 '84
"
344 16.9 ...
"
66
GmighelWineberg 22.5
"
S04
"
200 16.2 91' .7
"Inniskillin 14.9 .,
'"
19 21\ 20.1 1400 31 1\
St Hubertus -2.3 .. 460 20 'SO 16.6 917 90 1\
Summerlli11 -3.1 66 S23 21 378 17.1 879 51 1\
Siamu 12.2 79 368
"
326 17.9 'SO 113 14
McKenzie 14.9
"
'02 22 '0' 15.4 ... • I•
CedarCreek 10.7 86 '24 21 183 15.4 ... ,. 12
Hillside 24.6
"
51O
"
22' 14.4
'"
51
"Stag'sHoIlow -3.5 .2 730
"
287 18.4 1273 100
"PinotReach 17.0 78
'"
22 2.9 18.2 '59
"
I.
Scherzinger ·O.S 73 42. 22 287 15.4 1016 66 21
Quail'sG~te 13.1
"
'90 20 244 18.9 '72
"
17
WitdGoosc 1.' 70 m 20 ,., 17.3 illS
"
1\
."""'''''''''
14.4 .7 i46 29 719 11.7 473 ., 22
Stonec:hurch ,.,
"
'43 31 733 19.9 467 92 Il
Pillitteri • .4
"
134
"
2925 38.4 JI2 177 21
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Appendix 5: Elemenl cOOCC'nU'atioos in vineyard soil
vineyard M R. S< Y b N' o. C. Pb(0.074mmfractm) ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm
"""Pillineri (Baco Nair) -12.5 &7 127 20 .97 19.5 <sS n Il
Crttkside(PillilempIOl)
-4" <s 1.& .& 2559 30.9 300 1SJ 1&
30 Bench IH 00 134 JO 3.S 17.3 ... 97 12
MarynisSC'n 13.9
"
12. 2J .,. 18.6 <sS 102 I'
Reif &.•
"
143 28 427 17.6 '66 91 40
l<nk. J2 78 142 22 463 18.7 .90 &4 19
"""'"
1.. 102 1S7 2& ,.. 18.2 .99 1\' 19
Inniski1lin 3.7 77 126 28 4J1 18.0 469 &S 30
"'So~ 8.0 .. 134 27 424 19.1
'"
.1 Il
Cavespring •.0 99 121 2S 366 20.5 418 109 I.
Henry of Pelham 15.8 108 lSi J7 329 16.3 S.9 131
"Waller's 14.4 &2 144 2. 426 18.4 .50 112 J2
Joseph's 7.1 .2 132 ]I ... 11.9 '34 96
'"Lakeview -0.9 &4 130 21 444 20.2 441 &2 I.
Detection limit 21 2.1 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.2 JJ
"
A-4S
Appendix 5: Elcmcnl concentralions in vineyanl soil
vineyard Th U
(0.074 mm fraetion) ",.. ",..
Hainle 7.6 3.71
Gl'3yMonk 10.1 0.61
Gehringer Brothers 9.1 -1.51
Hester Creek 6.' 3.00
Tin Hom Creek '.3 -1.18
,''''''- 11.0 7.19
Lake Breeze 13.2 3.00
Uno 15.0 1.96
Red Roosler 10.6 6.43
Nichol 9", -0.70
Kettle Valley ILl 0.30
Irvine 16.5 3.11
House or Rose 9.4 -0.15
Gersighd Wineberg 7.7 ILlS
InniskiUin ... 2.18
51. Hubertus 7.2 2.24
Summerhill 9.3 6.37
Slamka 12.0 0.80
McKenzie 12.3 1.69
CedarCreek 10.4 -2.13
Hillside 11.7 -0.65
Stag's Hollow 10.3 0.58
PinotReach 11.2 -l.S4
Scherzin&er 112 2.80
Quail's Gale 12_2 2.56
Wild Goose 7.6 7.14
Konzelmann '.1 5.02
S1onei:hurch 6.4 3.91
Pillilleri '.7 '.86
.46
Appendix 5: Elemeot conccTllnttions in Yineyard soil
vineyard
(0.074 mm rraction)
Pillineri (Baco Noir)
Creekside (Pilliteni plOl)
)0 Bench
Marynissen
Reir
Lenko
"<md«
Inniskillin
"' .....
Cavespring
Hcrwy or Pelham
W&Jler's
Joseph's
Lakeview
Delection limit
Th U
.... ,...
9.6 3.15
14.4 8.09
6.5 1.07
8.2 4.18
8.9 3.48
9.1 1.71
15.1 5.80
7.2 3.69
9.3 6.71
ILl 1.89
11.0 1.36
6.8 4.81
7.6 1.25
12.7 5.26
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Appendix 5: Element concentrations in vineyard soil
Vineyard Region NolO MgO A1203 Si02 P20S K20 CaO Tim MoO
(2mmfl1lCtion)
"'" "'" "'" "'"
WI" '"'" ."" wt% "'"
Cave Spring ON 0.76 2.32 13.4 61 0.10 2.60 0.76 0.94 0.113
Henry ofPdIwn ON 0.79 3.39 16.8 62 0.14 }.26 1.08 0.94 0.116
Matynis.sen ON 0.90 2.03 13.1 62 0.11 1.96 1.24 0.12 0.059
"''''''''
ON 0.92 2.87 15.0 64 0.15 2.82 0.89 0.92 0.131
Hemdnet' ON 0.93 3.22 15.3 6} 0.15 3.07 4.31 0.98 0.107
ThinyBenc:h ON 0.96 2.95 15.2 .. 0.14 2.94 2.43 0.92 0.169
Lakeview ON 1.07 2.69 14.2 11 0.13 2.56 1.98 0.99 0.101
Joseph's ON 1.07 2.24 12.2 6' 0.17 2.04 2.67 0.79 0.105
Pillilmi ON 1.22 1.52 11.5 .. 0.33 1.66 1.60 0.14 0.090
KonzeJrnam ON U. 2.00 12.9 11 0.11 2.16 1.17 0.12 0.085
Inniskillin(BC) Be 1.35 4.57 13.2 61 0.25 2.31 2.87 0.14 0.155
PinolReach Be 1.46 3.55 14.7
"
0.20 2.82 <'<0 0.77 0.115
Slamka Be 1.S4 252 14.4 62 0.12 2.60 2.44 0.69 0.110
HouseofRnw: Be 1.66 2.06 12.1 6J 0.24 2.04 2.57 0.61 0.102
Gmighel Be 1.70 4.38 12.1 60 0.36 2.23 4.0t 0.73 0.165
Inkamecp Be 1.73 1.94 13.5 61 0.16 2.41 2.37 0.57 0.098
McKenzie Be 1.74 2.27 15.0 62 0.15 2.47 2.64 0.68 0.102
Irvine Be 1.82 3.23 13.2
"
0.16 HI '.06 0.59 0.083
Nichol Be 2.01 2.78 12.6 62 0.21 2.44 '.09 0.49 0.085
Wild Goose Be 2.17 2.27 15.3 60 0.[5 2.53 3.36 0.62 0.096
,....
Appendilt 5: Elemenl concentratiom in vineyard soil
Vineyard Fe20JT 5 CI S< C, Nt C, Zn G.
(2mmrraction) -. ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm
Cave Spring 6.9 J06 83 II 101 76 13.1 26.2 46 16.2
Henry or Pclham 7.' 2.. 101 19 129 9' 21.7 28.4 44 IB.7
Marynissen '.0 lSO 87
"
88 71 '.J 14.6 24 11.9
"' ..... 6.' 253 120 II 107 88 15.1 26.7 43 16.S
""""""
7.1 ,., 91 Il 119 80 21.7 26.7 44 11.0
Thiny Bench 6.7 180 92 16
"'
79 19.1 3].) 42 IS.7
Uk""," ,., 22. IS'
"
92 .. 12.0 2SJ J9 IS.S
Joseph's ,.. J88 91 6 78 .. '5 18.6 26 10.6
Pillitem 4.2 '87 138 , 77
"
0.1 ,.. 11 10.0
Konzelmann J.' 420 93 9 62 .0 2.6 20.3 26 12.7
Inniskillin(BC) 6.7 67J 97
"
IJ8 236 S2.3 42.4 '0 1).1
Pinol Rach 6.' 124 124 Il "6 I" 24.2 25.6 37 15.1
51""'" '.1 158 97
" "
III 14.1 17.9 31 14.1
House or Rose '.J JOO '99 9 76 '07 9.1 1L2 31 15.4
Gersighel 6.2 1)23 278 IS 111 20J 48.7 35.2 52 12.1
Inkameep '.1 199 99 10 83 92 '.9 IB.7 J2 11.7
McKenzie '.9 227 143
"
97 I1J 9.J 11.2
"
14.B
Irvine '.6 1019 102 Il 100 1)2 14.6 20.S
"
II.B
Nichol J.' 361 280 7
"
91 ".1 10.1 21 IS.O
WikfGoose '.9 m 16J 7 90 99 ,., II.) 30 16.4
...9
Appendix. 5: Elemefl( concentrations in vineyard soil
Vineyard A. Rb S< Z, Nb .. C, PI> Th U
(2mmfntttion) ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ppm ..... ..... ..... .....
CavcSpring ·1.9 92 128
"
287 17.1 173 n 14 7.' 2.96
HenryorPelharn 13.0 110 [SI 36 263 17.3 52' 125 , '.7 1.51
Marynissen 4.8 64 163
"
313 1J.5 510 100 8 4.9 1.66
"''''''''
9.' 94 155 28 343 17.0 34' 98 , 5.0 l.05
""""""
0.2 108 '56 31 241 111.0
'"
63
"
6.2 0.98
Thiny Bench 5.' 92 '55 31 29' 16.2 5'" 74 II 8.4 1.60
l.ak<vi<w 9.8 82 149 21 328 17.5 434 40 14 '.5 0.79
Joseph's 7.8 55 '94 22 349 12.0 520 78 17 5.0 0.91
Pilliterri 5.' 39 211
"
792 14.3 ... 99 7 3.3 1.02
Kunzelmann 14.0 60 165
"
437 1J.9 52[ n 16 4.3 3040
Inniskillin(BC) 10.8 59 312 17 'SI 17.1 1619
"
3 3.3 -0.11
PinotReadJ 7.7
"
37Q '9 200 16.0 [061 56 II 5.9 0.81
Slamka 10.7 78 l56 17 174 1J.s 929
'"
9 '.8 -0.73
House or Rose 15.1 67 411
"
18' IJ.I 974 63
'"
'.3 0.45
Getsighel 17.6
"
455 15 "8 14.7 1030 66 .. .., 6.72
Inkameep 3.2 7Q ..5
"
163 10.7 1104 87 , 2.8 l.86
McKenzie 8.2 74 396 15 '65 11.5 '085 12 5
"
l.25
Irvine 1.2 79 ... 16 In 1J.9 1024 55 9 '.7 0.75
Nichol 9.1 SI 714 12 206 12.3 1l7Q 34 37 33 0.78
Wild Goose 4.9 66 659 16 190 13.3 IJSI 37 9 8.3 0.06
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Appendix 6: Pearson's Rconelalion coefficients belwccn element concentrations in wines
""
AI CI Co Ti "'. f, Ni
""
1.00
AI 0.09 1.00
P 0.56 0.08 1.00
S 0.13 0.50 0.49 1.00
CI 0.3<1 0.48 0.31 0.48 1.00
C. 0.07 0.54 0.20 0.55 034 1.00
Ti 0.21 o.n 0.23 0.52 0.55 0.57 1.00
V .0.06 0.65 0.10 0.42 0.52 0." 0.'" 1.00
"'. 0.12 0.46 0.08 0.26 0.45 0 .... 0.48 0.35 1.00f, .Q.21 0.58 .Q.19 0.20 0.31 0.31 0.55 0.53 0.27 1.00
Ni .Q.OI 0.25 .Q.16 0.08 0.01 0.15 0.14 0.10 0.35 0.26 1.00
C. 0.09 0.34 .Q.03 -0.02 0.25 0.10 0.38 0.)) 0.32 0.31 0.24
z" 0.11 0.04 0.21 0.22 0.21 .{l.07 .0.04 0.00 0.06 0.07 0.15
'"
0.04 0.65 0.07 0.40 0.53 0.55 0.74 0.65 0.48 0.55 0.12
Ik .0.08 0.29 0.35 0.62 0.62 0.35 034 OA3 0.21 0.25 .{l.12R. 0.22 0.22 0.10 0.23 0.37 O~O 0.24 0.10 0.20 0.31 .0.02
S, 0.29 .{l.35 .{l.15 .Q.20 .{l.I9 .{l.OS .{l.33 .{l.33 .{l.43 .Q.25 .{l.20
.. 0.23 ·0.03 .0.09 .Q.17 ·0.30 0.06 -0.09 .{l.21 0.07 ·0.10 O.Q)
C, 0.08 0.68 -0.00 0.36 0.45 0.45 0.76 0.00 0.29 0.58 0.09
Pb .Q.03 0.64 -0.17 0.13 0.18 0.33 0.57 0.46 0.20 0.57 0.25
Th 0.01 0." ..{l.11 0.17 0.25 0.33 0.66 0.47 0.12 0.43 0.04
U -0.10 0.59 ..{l.01 0" 0.17 0.43 0.61 0.62 0.15 0.55 0.03
C. Z. A, B, R. S, B. C, Pb Th
C. 1.00
Z. 0.09 1.00
'"
0.39 ..{l.11 1.00
B,
-0.08 0.09 0.36 1.00R,
.{l.12 0.34 0.31 0.24 1.00
S, .{l.12 -0.10 .Q.20 .{l.18 .{l.08 1.00
.. 0.07 ..{l.20 -0.09 -0.37 .(l.25 0.42 1.00
C, o~. .Q.15 0.52 0.14 0.25 -0.23 -0.00 1.00
Pb 0.62 .Q.05 0.56 0.03 0.08 .0.08 0.10 0.48 1.00
Th 0~7 -0.29 0.... ..{l.05 0.00 -0.14 -0.04 0.81 0.46 1.00
U 0.24 -0.12 0.36 0.05 .(1.07 -0.21 0.08 0.74 0.51 0.73 1.00
A·SI




